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Chapter 1

Introduction
Throughout human history, mankind has made certain technological advancements by controlling materials and tailoring them to its needs. Some
of those advancements have been so drastic that the respective age was
named after the material that dominated society at the time; from the
stone age to the iron age in ancient times, and to the plastic age in the
late 20th century. We are now past the plastic age and into the silicon age,
alternatively called the digital, or information age, to showcase the advancements that have been made in computer technology; mostly thanks to our
ability to control and process silicon for the mass production of transistors.
Its growth, as a technology, is usually described by Moore’s law [1, 2], which
predicts the doubling of computing power every 2 years. Moore’s law has
been a self-fulfilling prediction, from 1965, when Gordon Moore came up
with it, until today. It is expected though that it will come to a halt sooner
than later, either by our inability to further progress technology and the
fundamental limitations in transistor technology [3], or because it will not
be economically viable anymore. It is a matter of when, rather than if, this
prediction comes true, and when it does, new means of material fabrication,
or new materials altogether, are needed for the next technological leap.
When it comes to fabricating material at the nanoscale there are
generally two broad approaches; the top-down approach (e.g. lithography
methods) and the bottom-up approach (e.g. supramolecular chemistry,
molecular synthesis, colloid chemistry, polymer science amongst others).
The first one has a very high cost, especially at the sub-10 nm limit [4],
and the second one has no long-range order. A special case of a bottom-up
technique is the self-assembly approach, the ability of structures to sponta9

neously organize bottom-up into more complex objects, shapes and systems.
The self-assembly approach has both long range order and high resolution
[5].
A distinction needs to be made between self-assembly and directed
self-assembly (DSA). Although the underlying principles are the same, in
DSA an external force is used to tune the assembly into a desired and
predictable form [6]. The final structures need not be limited by entropy
maximization and can reside within a local free energy minimum [7]. The
commonly used external forces vary from thermal, to optical, to electric,
to pressure and others. Chemical forces, in the form of templates, can also
be facilitated to organize molecular structures in desired forms. We note
that according to the International Technology Roadmap for semiconductors, DSA is considered one of the potential techniques for next generation
lithography, along with extreme ultra violet lithography [4].
Magnetic fields have been proven successful in directing the selfassembly while offering the advantages of being easily tunable in magnitude, homogeneous, well-defined and contact free. Some examples of
magnetically-induced DSA include the creation of highly ordered peptide
amphiphiles [8], the change of polymersomes’ morphology [9], improvement
of protein crystals’ quality [10], dictating the chirality of porphyrin aggregates (see chapter 4 and references [11, 12]), or forcing polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) to assume a new crystal structure (see chapter 5 and
reference [13]). In many cases the mechanisms leading to these morphology changes are not easy to understand and remain the topic of active
research. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 aim to explain the underlying mechanisms
of the respective phenomena studied there.
Understanding the mechanism that leads to a specific structure
through DSA is the holy grail when it comes to manipulating matter at
the nanoscale. It is however a daunting task since the meso structures
usually dealt with, are operating at room temperature and are in solution, being highly affected by Brownian motion. In contrast to solid state
physics, where the overall behaviour of a system is often predictable, due to
molecules organizing themselves in a lattice, the self-assembled macrocycles
are intrinsically heterogeneous, with complex interactions across different
length scales, and slow dynamics, making their overall behaviour very hard
to predict. There exists no fundamental theory that encompasses all systems that self-assemble, rather each system is unique and needs to be studied as its own special case. The basis of molecular self-assembly lies within
10

statistical physics and thermodynamics underlying the highly stochastic
nature of the process.
Experimentally, self-assembling systems are hard to study. Selfassembly of macrocycles is a rather delicate process and can only happen
when certain parameters (e.g. temperature, pH, ionic strength etc.) are
within a specific range, which constitutes a severe limitation from the part
of the experimentalist. For instance self-assembly cannot happen outside
of a temperature region, since for the most part we are talking about systems suspended in a medium that need to move freely. This limitation in
the tuning of parameters also means that it is not straightforward to influence the system in a way that would allow us to test certain hypotheses
[14]. In turn, the information that can be obtained from the available experimental techniques are usually not easy to interpret, either because the
interpretation of results requires certain crude approximations,1 or because
the information obtained can be due to more than one cause.2
We are then facing a three-fold problem. First, the difficulty with
which we can cancel certain effects that complicate the system under study
(e.g Brownian motion) and the inherent stochasticity of self-assembling
systems. Second, the fact that the experimental techniques used to study
the dynamics of a system provide information that is hard to interpret and
third, that there is no fundamental theory encompassing all self- assembling
systems.
Apart from being able to affect the self-assembly process and result
into otherwise unattainable structures, magnetic fields can also exploit the
inherent magnetic anisotropy of macrocycles and align the studied structures in a predictable and controlled way, solving partially the problem
of randomness caused by Brownian motion. By aligning structures of big
enough size, under the influence of the magnetic field and with the aid of optical techniques, such as birefringence, linear dichroism, absorption etc., the
1

The most straightforward measurements to interpret come from techniques that are
either too time demanding, or require a specific sample preparation. Either limitation
makes it impossible to study the dynamics of a system, which is the main focus in this
thesis, and as such techniques like transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are not useful.
2
In light scattering and UV-Vis absorption measurements (see chapter 3), the signal
from light scattering interferes with absorption and vice versa. In circular dichroism
measurements (see chapter 4), the spectra obtained are not enough to claim one specific
structure. In magnetic alignment measurements (see chapter 5) the alignment is linearly
related to size and to the magnetic susceptibility of the studied structure.
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internal structure and the shape of the studied structure can be estimated
[9, 15, 16]. However, and as we mentioned before, the information obtained
from such techniques separately may depend on several parameters. It is
therefore essential that the use of more than one technique takes place in
order to obtain specific information and to understand the behaviour of the
studied system.
Such a course of thinking is sustained throughout this thesis. The
studied systems are subjected to a magnetic field and their response is
measured with the aid of several techniques. The techniques are employed
either consecutively, or in parallel. Our observations then lead either to
a construction of a simplified theory on the basis of thermodynamics and
statistical physics, or provide a stepping stone towards that.

Aim and outline of this thesis
This work focuses on the growth of different molecular assemblies in the
presence of high magnetic fields, and the emergent phenomena accompanying them. The systems of interest are porphyrin aggregates and coronene
crystals. The emergent phenomena are, respectively, chirality and polymorphism, both of which can be tuned by magnetic forces.
In chapter 2 we address the theory of scattering and absorption for
systems that exhibit an, experimentally detectable, enhancement of scattering at energies close to their absorption peak. This peculiar type of
scattering, termed resonance light scattering (RLS) is presented for excitonically coupled systems. Its most prominent features are presented, the
way it relates to regular light scattering and its differences. Simple calculations of RLS for aggregating porphyrin systems are presented and their
connection with experiments. Finally the limitations and applicability of
this light scattering theory are presented with the example of coronene.
In chapter 3 we present a new method that combines UV-Vis
absorption with RLS. The combination is used to study the kinetics of aggregating porphyrins in zero magnetic field and under rotation. It resolves
the problem of stochasticity in such systems and provides new information,
not previously attainable with either UV-Vis absorption, or RLS.
Chapter 4 deals with the matter of chiral enantioselection of aggregating porphyrins in high magnetic fields. This is a continuation of
previous work [11, 12]. A highly purified batch of monomer porphyrins is
12

used. The high purity of the samples ensures that there are no unwanted
porphyrin derivatives present that could otherwise affect our results in an
unpredictable way. Several protocols of sample preparation are studied in
order to understand what triggers the previously observed enantioselection
in the system.
Chapter 5, the final chapter of this thesis, delves into a different
matter, that of the polymorphism of coronene in high magnetic fields. Theoretical arguments from the point of view of thermodynamics, are presented
that prove the possibility of such a polymorph transition to occur. A protocol that assures of the stability of the system is presented. The system
is characterized with light scattering, microscopic and spectroscopic techniques in zero, low and high fields. Strong indications of a magnetic field
induced, polymorph change of coronene are presented.

13
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Chapter 2

Theory of resonance light
scattering

Aggregated porphyrin compounds can be studied with the resonance light scattering (RLS) technique [17] and their spectroscopic properties can be predicted within the framework of the molecular exciton model
[18, 19]. The combination of a light scattering theory and the molecular
exciton theory leads to a model predicting the scattering behaviour of such
aggregated compounds [20]. Here, we demonstrate the most relevant aspects of those theories regarding the study of porphyrin aggregates with
RLS from a) a classical model derived by Miller [21] and b) a quantum mechanical model derived upon the basis of the exciton model by Parkash et
al. [20]. We show how the resonance enhancement of scattering occurs and
how this leads to a peak shift in the extinction spectrum upon aggregation.

15

2.1

Introduction

When electromagnetic radiation illuminates molecular aggregates in solution, whose size is comparable to the wavelength of the incident light, light
can get absorbed, scattered or transmitted. Scattering and absorption both
lead to the attenuation of the light that is transmitted. The total attenuation is termed extinction (or absorbance) and is the quantity being
measured in UV/Vis absorbance experiments.1 The scope of a UV/Vis absorbance experiment is (usually) the measurement of the absorption, which
sometimes becomes problematic due to scattering effects. We will address
this problem in chapter 3, where we separate absorption and scattering in
absorbance measurements.
For this chapter, the most relevant aspects of interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter can be visualized with a Jablonski diagram, as shown in figure 2.1. We consider a collection of molecules in
solution, which are illuminated by electromagnetic radiation of a specific
frequency. The incoming radiation can result in absorption, the excitation
of the molecules into higher energy states. The relaxation of the system,
from an excited state back to the ground state, can be achieved with vibrational relaxation, light emission, fluorescence and/or phosphorescence.
Relaxation processes are not addressed in this chapter and we mention them
here only for the sake of completeness.
Resonance light scattering (RLS) is an elastic scattering technique
for particles of sufficiently small size. RLS, in contrast to regular Rayleigh
scattering, is executed close to the absorption band, hence the name ’resonance’. It further distinguishes itself from Rayleigh scattering for its selectivity, in the sense that it can differentiate between different kind of
scattering particles, and its high sensitivity. The latter is because of the
resonant enhancement of scattering which is strong enough to be detected
by using a common spectrofluorometer. Due to these factors, the technique
is finding its place as a standard tool in analytical chemistry [23].
Experimentally, the breakthrough in RLS came with the work of
Pasternack in the early 90s [17, 24, 25], who studied the binding of porphyrins to DNA and the aggregation of porphyrins in an acidic environment.

1

Sometimes extinction is simply referred as absorption, when it is assumed that the
effect of scattering and reflection is negligible.
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In recent years, the RLS technique and RLS-derived techniques,2 have also
been used to study and characterize nucleic acids [27–29], nanoparticles
[30], pharmaceuticals [31–33] and proteins [34–36], while the aggregation
processes of porphyrins is also an area where the RLS technique has been
frequently used [37, 38]. For a more extensive list of applications and its
derived techniques see [23, 26, 39, 40].
The theoretical foundation of the enhancement of light scattering in the proximity of an absorption peak was laid by Miller [21], who
included the influence of absorption on scattering. Stanton provided an extension to include anisotropic, rather than just isotropic, polarizability [41].
The theory was finally adjusted to explain the spectroscopic behaviour of
excitonically coupled systems in 1998 by Parkash [20].
As mentioned above, among the systems that have been extensively studied with RLS are aggregating porphyrins, which fall into the category of excitonically coupled systems [42]. Porphyrins are deeply coloured
pigments having a substituted aromatic macrocycle ring and four pyrrole
rings linked by four methine bridges [43] and experience pronounced and
well defined peaks in their absorption spectrum. Under certain conditions

Figure 2.1: Jablonski diagram illustrating different scattering and luminescent phenomena. S0 and S1 denote the levels of the electronic ground
and first excited states respectively. Adapted from [22]
2
The RLS-derived techniques include, among others, the total internal reflection resonance light scattering (TIR-RLS) technique, the backscattering light (BSL) technique,
the resonance light scattering imaging (RSLI) etc. A review of those techniques can be
found in [26].
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Figure 2.2: a) Molecular formula of monomer TPPS3. b) Measured absorbance spectrum of TPPS3 (3 µM) in aqueous H2SO4. The monomer
band is located at 434 nm and the J-aggregate band is located at 489 nm.
porphyrin molecules3 self-assemble into aggregates, and upon aggregation,
the single monomer absorption band splits into two different bands (Davydov splitting [19]). Depending on whether the bands are located at lower, or
higher energies compared to the monomer band, the aggregates are termed
either J-aggregates or H-aggregates, respectively. The molecular formula
of monomer tris-(4-sulfonatophenyl)phenylporphyrin (TPPS3) and a representative spectrum of TPPS3 are shown in figure 2.2. The band centered
at 489 nm is attributed to J-aggregates which will be the main focus of this
chapter.
In this chapter we will introduce the theoretical highlights of the
aforementioned theories that are relevant for the understanding of the scattering behaviour of aggregating, excitonically coupled, systems. We will
begin with a classical light scattering theory of (unpolarized) light within
the Rayleigh limit. We will show how an enhancement of scattering is predicted in the classical model of Miller [21] for compounds that both absorb
and scatter light. We will later combine the light scattering theory and
the molecular exciton model to show quantitatively how RLS behaves for
TPPS3 compounds. Finally, we will provide an explanation regarding the
circumstances under which the RLS phenomenon is observed and why this
is not the case for certain compounds, including coronene.
3

Interchangeably termed also as monomers throughout the thesis.
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2.2

Unpolarized Rayleigh light scattering and absorption of particles in solution

We will briefly introduce the formalism governing light scattering and absorption for particles that have a radius, rp , smaller than the wavelength
of the incident light, λ, and obeying the inequality 2πrp /λ < 0.1 (Rayleigh
limit). Particles of such sizes obey the Rayleigh law of light scattering and
the scattered light in the forward and backscattered direction is of the same
magnitude. Larger particles are described with the Mie theory of scattering. The details of the Mie theory are beyond the scope of this thesis and
will not be explained. The assumption is made that all particles studied in
this thesis are Rayleigh scatterers. We will assume for now that these particles scatter light but do not absorb it. Later in this chapter we will drop
this assumption, and we will treat the more realistic case where particles
scatter and absorb light simultaneously. We will use the SI system of units
throughout the section, although some textbooks prefer the CGS system
for historical reasons.
Our starting point will be the derivation of Rayleigh’s law of scattering, which describes how the scattering intensity depends on the size
of the scattering particles, the wavelength of the incident radiation, and
the angle of scattering. In order to derive it, we consider a sphere of homogeneous dielectric material, of volume u, characterized by an electric
permittivity ε, placed in a uniform electric field E0 . We assume that the
sphere is in vacuum, characterized with the vacuum electric permittivity
ε0 (see figure 2.3). For the electrostatic case, the electric field inside the
sphere, Ein , is uniform and equal to (see reference [44]).
3ε0
Ein =
E0 ,
(2.1)
ε + 2ε0
and the polarization of the sphere is
P = (ε − ε0 )Ein =

3(ε − ε0 )ε0
E0 .
ε + 2ε0

The induced dipole moment is [46]


ε − ε0
p = Pu = 4πε0 rp3
E0 = aε0 E0 ,
ε + 2ε0

(2.2)

(2.3)

with the polarizability a equal to
a=

4πrp3



ε − ε0
ε + 2ε0
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.

(2.4)

Figure 2.3: Dielectric sphere of permittivity  inside a homogeneous electric field E0 in free space. See text for details. Adopted from [45]
We further assume that the incident field is oscillating with a frequency ω,
so that the induced electric dipole is also oscillating with this frequency. For
the sake of simplicity we take the dipole to be at the origin of the coordinate
∗
system and we express it as p = pe−iωt x̂, pointing along the direction of
E0 and with p = |p|. The time t∗ = t−r/c is called the ’retarded time’, and
expresses the time the field from the source takes to reach the observation
point at a distance r from the source, where c = (ε0 µ0 )−1/2 is the speed of
light in free space, with µ0 the vacuum permeability. It can be proven [47]
that if the condition 2πrp /λ  1 holds, then the electrostatic and the time
dependent cases are both described by equation 2.3. E0 and Ein are now
calculated at time t∗ and the field at the observation point r is calculated
at a later time t. The scattered electric field outside the sphere, Eout , is
the sum of the incident field, E0 , and the field inside the sphere, Ein . For
2πrp /λ  1 and r  λ (radiation zone) Eout can be written as [45, 48, 49]
Eout =

−k 2 r × (r × p) −iωt∗
e
,
4πε0
r

(2.5)

where k = 2π/λ is the angular wavenumber. Since we are talking about
a dipole oscillating in time, there is, along with the electric field Eout , a
magnetic field Bout , which can be derived in a similar manner and, in the
radiation zone, is equal to [48]
ωk (r × p) −iωt∗
e
.
(2.6)
4π
r
The fields Eout and Bout are perpendicular to one another and to the direction of the propagation of the scattered light r̂, where r̂ is the unit vector
Bout =

20

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the scattering plane (green colour). The dipole
is placed along the x-axis. The propagation of the electromagnetic incident
beam is along the unitary k̂ vector. As indicates the surface of an imaginary
sphere encircling the dipole. See text for details. Adopted from [50].
along the direction r. The plane containing the direction of propagation
of the incident field E0 and that of the outgoing field Eout is called the
’scattering plane’. The real part of the average power per unit area is the
scattering intensity I [45]
1
I = Rh|S|i = |Eout |2 0 c,
2

(2.7)

where S = µ10 (Eout × Bout ) is the Poynting vector that represents the
directional energy flux of the radiation and
pin the SI system it has the
units of kg· s−3 . Keeping in mind that n = ε/ε0 ≈ np /nmed = np , where
np is the refractive index of the particle and nmed = 1, is the refractive
index for free space, we can combine equations 2.5 and 2.7 so that
I = I0

16π 4
λ4



sin2 Θ
r2



rp6

n2 − 1
n2 + 2

2

,

(2.8)

where Θ is the angle between the scattering vector and the electric dipole
(see figure 2.4). If the scattering is perpendicularly polarized with respect
to the scattering plane, i.e. the scattering is in the y-z plane, then Θ = π/2,
21

φ = π/2 and equation 2.8 is written as [50]
 
2
16π 4 1
6 n −1
I1 = I0 4
r
p
λ
r2
n2 + 2

2

.

(2.9)

If the polarization is parallel to the scattering plane, i.e. the scattering is
in the x-z plane, then Θ = π/2 − θ, φ = 0, and equation 2.8 is written as
[50]


2
2
16π 4 cos2 θ
6 n −1
I2 = I0 4
r
.
(2.10)
p
λ
r2
n2 + 2
The scattering intensity of unpolarized light is written as [30, 46, 50–52]


2
2
8π 4 1 + cos2 θ
I1 + I2
6 n −1
= I0 4
rp 2
Iscat =
,
(2.11)
2
λ
r2
n +2
with I0 the intensity of the incident light. This is the famous Rayleigh’s
law4 for light scattering, although often in literature Rayleigh’s law only
refers to the wavelength dependency of the scattered light, rather than the
full expression of equation 2.11. Equation 2.11 holds even if the medium
is not free space, by taking n = np /nmed . In the above derivation, it has
been assumed that the scattering particle and the medium do not absorb
the incoming light so that np , nmed are both real quantities. The n2 − 1
term can be seen as a measure of the optical inhomogeneity. When the
refractive index of the medium and the scatterer are equal, n2 − 1 = 0 and
no light scattering occurs. The geometry of a typical scattering experiment
can be seen in figure 2.5. The scattering intensity is usually measured as a
function of the scattering angle θ.
The dependency of light scattering with the scattering angle θ
through the 1 + cos2 θ term is valid for as long as the scattering particles are within the Rayleigh limit. In the Rayleigh limit the forward and
backscattering direction experience the same scattering intensity. For bigger particles, the forward direction starts dominating.5 The size dependence
of the scattering intensity scales as Iscat ∝ u2 = ( 34 πrp3 )2 , with u the volume
of the scatterer.
So far we have described the intensity of the scattered light coming
from a single particle. If we discuss a collection of particles, then equation
4

Sometimes the intensity of Rayleigh

scattering is written in CGS units as Iscat =
3 n2 −1
[53]. Here a = rp n2 +2 .

4
2
θ2 )
I0 8π |a| r(1+cos
2 λ4
5

To describe scattering from bigger particles, the Mie theory is required, but this is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of a standard light scattering experiment. The incident light illuminates the sample within a cylinder of diameter d1 and the
scattered light is detected within a cylinder of diameter d2 . The cross section of these two cylinders is called the scattering volume Vs . The scattering
angle θ is defined as the angle between the light beam and the detector’s area
of vision. Adapted from [54].
2.11 needs to be multiplied with the number of scatterers Nd per unit
volume V . It holds that



Nd
Mtot /ρu
Mtot
3
=
=
∝ u−1 ,
(2.12)
V
V
ρV
4πrp3
where Mtot is the total mass of the scattering compound and ρ its density.
Therefore, the intensity of scattering for Nd /V particles per unit volume is
Np
Iscat

Nd 8π 4
I0 4
=
V
λ



1 + cos2 θ
r2



rp6

n2 − 1
n2 + 2

2

.

(2.13)

Equation 2.13 shows that for a fixed concentration of molecules that aggregate in solution, the scattering intensity scales linearly with the volume
of those aggregates. However, absorption A of the same solution is independent of the volume of the particles and together, they can be used to
determine the size of the aggregates. The absorption A can be written,
according to the Beer-Lambert law, as
A = log10

I0
= (λ)CL,
Is

(2.14)

where Is is the intensity of the light after passing through the sample, as
measured in the forward direction,  is the molar absorption coefficient,
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Figure 2.6: Demonstration of two pathways for a compound that aggregates. The monomers in (a) can aggregate to form two small aggregates (b)
or one big aggregate (c). The concentration is kept the same and the two
aggregate species of b, c differ only in size.
which is sample and wavelength dependent, C is the concentration of the
sample, and L is the optical path length through the sample. The molar
concentration C and the number density Nd /V are related through the
following equation
Nd
C=
.
(2.15)
V NA
Experimentally, the two processes, scattering and absorption, depend on the size of the aggregates and the total concentration of molecules
respectively. The difference is visualized in figure 2.6, which shows a certain number of molecules that can self-assemble either forming two small,
or one big aggregate (figures 2.6b and 2.6c respectively). Assuming that the
only difference between the two aggregates is their size and that the total
concentration of aggregated monomers is the same (and equal to 8 in this
figure), absorption experiments cannot differentiate between them (except
for spectral differences induced by exciton shifts, which are limited to very
local interactions and a small number of molecules). In contrast, scattering
experiments can distinguish the two aggregate solutions. Therefore, absorption and scattering are complimentary techniques, providing different
kind of information for the system under study. We will elaborate on the
use of a combination of the two techniques in the next chapter.
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The wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scattering, as described
in equation 2.11, is shown in figure 2.7, where the measured scattering
intensity of polystyrene spheres is shown (blue line) along with a fitting
of a curve scaling as ∝ λ−4 (red line). It is worth mentioning that the
reason the fitting of a λ−4 curve agrees so well with the experimental data
is because the polystyrene spheres can be considered ideal scatterers that
do not absorb any light, between 400 nm and 1000 nm. If this were not the
case, as it is with the majority of compounds, then the ∝ λ−4 rule does not
hold.
It is useful to consider the cross section of scattering Csca , which
is defined as the rate of energy of the scattered radiation that crosses a
surface area A and is written as Wscat , divided by the incident radiation I0
[46]
R
Iscat r̂dAs
Wscat
Cscat =
= As
,
(2.16)
I0
I0
where As is the surface of an imaginary sphere around the scattering particle (see figure 2.4). Another way of looking at the definition of Cscat is
that it is the surface area where the incident energy is falling on, so that
it equals the total scattered energy from the particle. The cross section
of scattering is calculated by integrating, over all directions, the scattered
intensity of light Iscat [50]. For I0 = 1, combining equations 2.11 and 2.16,
the scattering cross section is written as
Z

π

Z

Cscat =
0

2π

Iscat r2 sin θdθdϕ =

0

24π 3 u2 n2 − 1
n2 + 2
λ40

2

.

(2.17)

It is customary to describe light scattering in terms of the Rayleigh
ratio rather than the intensity of scattered light, in order to obtain a measure independent of the apparatus’ characteristics. The Rayleigh ratio is
defined as [50, 56]
 
Nd Iscat (θ)r2
Rθ =
,
(2.18)
V
f I0
where f =

1+cos2 θ
2

for unpolarized light [56].

So far the treatment has been for the scattering of a collection of
solid spheres dispersed in some medium. Scattering can also occur for the
case of a mixture of solutions and gases without the inclusion of particles.
There, the density fluctuations, arising from thermal motions, give rise to
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Figure 2.7: Measured scattering intensity (blue line) of polystyrene spheres
diluted in water, with rp = 100 nm. The fitting is shown by the red curve.
scattering.6 If fluctuations were not happening, then the medium would be
completely homogeneous and would not demonstrate any scattering [50, 57].
The density fluctuations give rise to a fluctuation in the polarizability or,
equivalently, the refractive index.
Essentially the fluctuation model is not needed for an explanation
of the RLS of TPPS3 aggregates which is the main goal of this chapter.
Nevertheless, we will introduce it because i) it serves to understand the
full picture of the RLS ii) historically it was the fluctuation model that
gave a theoretical basis for the RLS phenomenon and most importantly
iii) general features of the RLS can be seen from this model, without any
assumption about the mechanism leading to RLS, or the compound that
experiences RLS. Generally then, and following the treatment of Miller [21],
the compound of interest can be taken to be a solution whose refractive
index, nmed , is fluctuating, creating the observed scattering. The refractive
index n of equation 2.11 needs to be modified so that
n=

np
nmed + δnmed
→
.
nmed
nmed

(2.19)

6
We note that the Rayleigh scattering model of hard spheres is not applicable to
liquids, since the molecules are no longer completely incoherent, randomly located scatterers. The scattering intensity of liquids, if calculated with the hard sphere model, is
one to two orders of magnitude bigger than the experimental value [50].
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It holds that δnmed  nmed . Then [21]
#
"
#  "


n2 − 1
2δnmed
nmed + δnmed 2
nmed + δnmed 2
+2 ≈
→
−1
2
0
n +2
n
nmed
3nmed
(2.20)
Combining equations 2.11, 2.17 and 2.20 the intensity of scattered light
and the cross section of scattering for a scattering liquid, for I0 = 1, can be
written as [21]
Iscat
Cscat



2π 2 u2 n2med
2π 2 u2 n2med ∂nmed 2
2
=
(δnmed ) =
h(δC)2 i,
∂C
λ0 4
λ0 4


32π 3 u2 n2med
32π 3 u2 n2med ∂nmed 2
2
=
h(δC)2 i,
(δnmed ) =
∂C
3λ0 4
3λ0 4

(2.21)

where λ0 = nmed λ and C is the concentration in mol/cm3 . The volume
u now stands for the average volume/molecule.7 According to fluctuation
theory [21, 58] the average square of the concentration can be written, for
∂µ/∂C = RT /C, with µ the chemical potential and R the gas constant, as
h(δC)2 i =

kB T
C
=
,
u(∂µ/∂C)|P,T
uNA

(2.22)

where we used that R = NA kB . The intensity of scattered light, the cross
section of scattering and the Rayleigh ratio for the scattering compound,
for number concentration Nd /V = u−1 , are now written as [21, 59]
Np
Iscat
N

p
Cscat

Rθ=90o



2π 2 n2med C ∂nmed 2
=
,
∂C
λ0 4 NA


32π 3 n2med C ∂nmed 2
=
,
∂C
3λ40 NA


4π 2 n2med C ∂nmed 2
=
.
∂C
λ40 NA

(2.23)

where C is the concentration of the solution in mol/cm3 .
Until this point we have made the assumption that the system
under study (either solid spheres, a solution, or a gas) scatters light without
7

we note that for solutions and gases the intensity of the scattered light Isca , the cross
section of scattering Csca and the Rayleigh ratio Rθ are usually expressed either in terms
of polarizability a, or molecular weight, as opposed to particle volume u.
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absorbing it. As a next step, we want to take into account absorption effects
as well. We will begin with the solid spheres model of equation 2.11. Now
the solid spheres can scatter and absorb light. The refractive index n of
the particles becomes complex and equation 2.11 is written as
Iscat = I0

8π 4 rp6 m2 − 1
r2 λ4 m2 + 2

2

(1 + cos2 θ),

(2.24)

where now m ∈ C, with m = mp /nmed , mp being the complex refractive
index of the particle, written as mp = np + ik. Contrary to equation
2.11, the√denominator in equation 2.24 can become zero for np = 0 and
k/nmed = 2, which leads to the resonance scattering effect.
For the case of solutions and gases, with the refractive index ratio
m being complex, equation 2.23 reads as [59]
"


 #
2π 2 n2med C
∂nmed 2
∂k 2
Np
,
+
Iscat =
∂C
∂C
λ0 4 NA
"


 #
32π 3 n2med C
∂nmed 2
∂k 2
Np
Cscat =
+
,
(2.25)
∂C
∂C
3λ40 NA
"


 #
4π 2 n2med C
∂nmed 2
∂k 2
Rθ =
+
.
∂C
∂C
λ40 NA
The terms inside the brackets can be related with the molar absorption
coefficient (ν) [21, 59]
Z ∞
(ν)dν
∂nmed
ln 10
=
Pr
2
∂C
2π
ν 2 − ν02
0
(2.26)
ln 10 (ν)
∂k
=
,
∂C
4π ν
where ν = 1/λ is the spatial wavenumber8 in cm−1 and Pr is the Cauchy
principal value [60]. We assume that the absorption coefficient (ν) follows
a Gaussian lineshape and can be written as


(ν) = max e

−(ln 2)



ν−ν0
Γ

2 

,

(2.27)

where Γ is the half width at half maximum in cm−1 . The steps for the
calculation of the integral in equation 2.26 are shown in the appendix. Here
8

as opposed to the angular wavenumber k = 2π/λ
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Figure 2.8: Calculated Rayleigh Ratio of scattering with (red) and without (blue) the resonant enhancement for a compound with an absorption
coefficient given by the orange line. The parameters used are concentration
C=3 µM, max = 5 × 105 M−1 cm−1 , half width at half maximum Γ = 400
cm−1 and the refractive index nmed = 1.33. The maximum of absorption
is at ν0 = 20408 cm−1 (490 nm). The inset shows the behaviour of the
system in the wavelength range between 200 and 400 nm. The calculation
was performed using equations 2.23 and 2.25.
it suffices to say that with the aid of a MATLAB function [61], the integral
of equation 2.26 can be numerically evaluated. We are interested in how a
scattering profile is related to its absorption profile. The absorption profile
is described by equation 2.27. The results of our calculations are shown in
figure 2.8. The orange line is the absorption coefficient, with a maximum
value of max = 5 × 105 M−1 cm−1 , a half width at half maximum Γ = 400
cm−1 (9.6 nm) and the maximum of absorption is at ν0 = 20408 cm−1 (490
nm). The refractive index of the medium is taken as nmed = 1.33 and the
concentration is C = 3 µM.
Figure 2.8 reveals several characteristics of the resonance scattering that generally hold in every system, irrespective of the mechanism that
leads to the resonance scattering. First, the scattering is enhanced close to
the absorption peak. The inset in figure 2.8 shows how scattering evolves
far from the resonance where it follows a ∝ λ−4 behaviour in agreement
with Rayleigh’s law of scattering. In the vicinity of the absorption peak
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though, scattering gets strongly enhanced. This enhancement can be seen
if we calculate the Rayleigh ratio with (red line) and without (blue line)
the contribution of the (∂k/∂C)2 term to scattering. Without including
the enhancement due to absorption the calculated scattering shows a dip
close to the absorption peak which is the result of self absorption. If we
include both scattering and absorption (or, more accurately, if we include
both (∂nmed /∂C)2 and (∂k/∂C)2 terms for the evaluation of the Rayleigh
ratio through equation 2.25) the scattering gets further enhanced and no
dip is observed. Therefore, the absorption itself has two effects on scattering. Absorption i) reduces scattering through self absorption, which mathematically is expressed with the anomalous behaviour of the (∂nmed /∂C)2
factor at the absorption maximum and ii) enhances scattering through the
(∂k/∂C)2 factor. We mention here that (∂nmed /∂C)2 and (∂k/∂C)2 are
directly related to the real and imaginary parts of the polarizability [41]
respectively, which are calculated in the next section in a different way. As
a final remark of the present analysis, we mention that there is a peak shift
of the scattering profile to higher wavelengths (lower energies), compared
to the absorption peak, which is the reason that sometimes RLS is referred
as pre resonance scattering.
The above model agrees with experimental data [41, 59, 62] but
does not provide information about the internal structure of the system.
The system of interest in our case is aggregated TPPS3 porphyrins, which is
very well explained by the quantum mechanical model of excitonically coupled compounds that was developed by Parkash et al. [20]. In this model,
described in the next section, different geometries of the aggregates can be
probed, along with parameters such as the interchromophore distance and
the length over which an exciton extends over the aggregate.

2.3

Resonance light scattering in the
exciton model

The goal of this section is to explain the RLS of excitonically coupled compounds and correlate the internal structure of TPPS3 J-aggregates with
RLS and absorption spectra. With this approach the resonance of scattering at the absorption peak is properly described.
The model described here is based on the work of Parkash et al.
[20] which, essentially, is a combination of the exciton model [18, 19] and
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of two molecules along an aggregate
chain (dashed line). The arrows represent transition dipoles µmol . Depending on the value of the angle φ we have J-aggregates (φ = 0) or H-aggregates
(φ = π/2). R is the center to center distance between chromophores.
light scattering theory. The starting point of the theory is the Hamiltonian
of N monomers in an aggregate which is written as [19, 63–65]
Htot = Hex + Hph + Hex-ph .

(2.28)

Here, Hex describes the energy of excitonically coupled molecules, Hph describes the phonon energies and Hex-ph describes the exciton-phonon interactions. Within this model it is assumed that there are no phonon interactions. Therefore, only the first term of equation 2.28 will be studied. Hex
can be written as [63, 64]
Hex =

N
X

(hex i +

Dn )αn+ αn−

n

+

N
X

−
Jnm αn+ αm
,

(2.29)

n,m

where hex i is the average excitation energy of an isolated molecule and α+
and α− , are the corresponding exciton creation and annihilation operators.
The subscripts n and m enumerate different molecules in the aggregate
and run from 1 to N . Realistically, each molecule needs not have the same
immediate environment as its neighbours. An inhomogeneous local environment for each molecule, in turn, affects its energy levels [63]. The difference
of the energy levels derived from such inhomogeneities is expressed with the
displacement energy Dn of the nth molecule. The coupling energy between
neighbour molecules n and m is expressed with the coupling energy Jnm
which has the form of a dipole-dipole interaction.
For the rest of this section we will assume that the molecular
aggregates are linear, with one molecule per unit cell [63], with only nearest31

neighbor interactions. The transition dipoles are assumed parallel to one
another, with zero displacement energy Dn (this is equivalent to assuming
a perfect crystal). Finally, the molecules are spaced equally to one another
with rnn±1 = R and their exciton coupling interaction Jnm is constant
and equal to β. By diagonalizing equation 2.29, and using the point dipole
approximation (see for instance ref. [18]) the following equations are derived
for the transition energies ν̃m 9 and the transition moments µm [20, 63].


jπ
ν̃j = ν̃mon + 2β cos
.
(2.30)
N +1

µj =

2
N +1

1/2 X
N
n


µmon sin

jnπ
N +1


.

(2.31)

The energies ν̃j , with j the index of the energy states, are the eigenergies
of the Hamiltonian of equation 2.29 for Jnm = β and Dn = 0 with ν̃mon
the transition energy for the monomer. In equations 2.30 and 2.31, j enumerates the energy states and n the corresponding molecule, running from
n=1...N , where N is the total number of excitonically coupled molecules
in the aggregate. The transition dipole moment µj is a measure of the
interaction of the molecule with the incident electromagnetic field and its
square, which is called the ’dipole strength’, is related to the, experimentally obtainable, molar extinction coefficient, (ν̃). The exciton coupling
energy β is written as [20]
β=

|µmon |2
(1 − 3 cos φ)
4πε0 n2med R3

(2.32)

where φ is the angle of the long chain of the aggregate with the transition dipoles of the molecules. For φ = 0 we have J-aggregates and for
φ = π/2 we have H-aggregates (see figure 2.9). We note that the transition moment of the j = 1 excited state carries the biggest part of the
total oscillation strength10 N µ2mon which can reach up to 81% [66]. For
j even, the transition moments µj are equal to zero. Therefore we can
justify that our main focus will be for the j = 1 energy state. In figure
2.10 the experimentally measured extinction spectra of 3 µM TPPS3 has
9
In this section we use the symbolism of ν̃ as opposed to ν, to remind the reader that
we are in discrete and not in continuous space as in the previous sections.
10
The oscillation strength measures the probability of an electronic transition to occur
and is proportional to the square of the transition dipole.
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Figure 2.10: Measured absorption (blue line) and RLS (red line) spectrum
of aggregated TPPS3, with 3 µM concentration, against wavelength in nm.
The spectra are corrected for one another (see next chapter for details).
The monomer transition energy is located at 23041 cm−1 (434 nm) and the
J-aggregate transition energy is located at 20450 cm−1 (489 nm).

been separated to its absorption (blue line) and scattering (red line) components (for details see next chapter). The monomer transition energy is
ν̃mon = 23041 cm−1 (434 nm) and the transition energy for the J-aggregate
is ν̃J = 20450 cm−1 (489 nm). Plugging these values for ν̃mon and ν̃ into
equations 2.30 and 2.32, for φ = 0 (J-aggregates), nmed = 1.33 (water) and
µmon = 4.3 Debye [37], we calculate the distance between chromophores
to be equal to R = 4.332 Å. This value is not far from results published
from other groups for different porphyrin aggregate systems. Castriciano
et al. [37] reported an interchromophore distance between 4.94 Å and 8.33
Å for water soluble tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin TPPS4 in water/sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)solfosuccinate (AOT)/decane microemulsions. We
note that taking φ = 0 is an oversimplification to the problem, since the
aggregates of the J-band need not be perfectly of the J-type. Nonetheless
such simplifications serve as an approximation to the real problem.
Since now the scattering arises from aggregated particles, rather
than a scattering solution, we do not need to rely on the fluctuation theory.
The real and imaginary part of the polarizability of the aggregates can be
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Figure 2.11: Calculated real (red line) and imaginary (blue line) part
of the polarizability in m3 for Γ = 400 cm−1 (9.6 nm), µmon = 4.3 Debye, interchromophore distance R = 4.332 Å and number of chromophores
N = 50. The resonance frequency is equal to ν̃ = 20450 cm−1 (489 nm).
Calculated with equation 2.33.

expressed through the transition moments and transition energies as [20]

Rα(ν̃) =

N
X
(ν̃j2 − ν̃ 2 )ν̃j
1
2
2 − ν̃ 2 )2 + ν̃ 2 Γ2 |µj | ,
2πε0 hc
(ν̃
j
j
j=1
N

(2.33)

X
ν̃ ν̃j Γj
1
Iα(ν̃) =
|µj |2 ,
2
2πε0 hc
(ν̃j − ν̃ 2 )2 + ν̃ 2 Γ2j
j=1

where h is the Planck constant. The linewidth Γj is taken to be constant
for every j. We assume that the system has lifted its degeneracy, meaning
that the number of energy states j equates the number of excitonically
coupled chromophores in the system N . The calculated real and imaginary
parts of the polarizability are plotted in figure 2.11 for µmon = 4.3 Debye
[37], interchromophore distance R = 4.332 Å and number of chromophores
N = 50. The resonance frequency is taken equal to ν̃ = 20450 cm−1 (489
nm). Such behaviour of the polarizability is quite generic and could have
been calculated from the formalism of the previous section. As mentioned
before, the anomalous behaviour of the real part of the polarizability is
the reason we see a dip in the calculated spectra of figure 2.8. The cross
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sections of scattering and absorption are written as11 [17, 20]
8
Csca = π 3 ν̃ 4 [Rα2 + Iα2 ],
3
Cabs = 2πν̃Iα.

(2.34)

The evolution of the cross section of scattering and absorption are plotted
in figure 2.12 for N ranging from N = 1 to N = 30, with µmon = 4.3 Debye
[37] and a chromophore distance of R = 4.33 Å. The cross sections have
been calculated at the resonance energy at ν̃ = 20450 cm−1 and at different
energies for the sake of comparison. The cross section of scattering grows
as Csca ∝ N 2 and the cross section of absorption as Cabs ∝ N . The blue
line in figure 2.12a and 2.12b demonstrates how the cross section of scattering and absorption evolve for growing N when the system is calculated at
the resonance energy. Contrary to that, when the evolution of the system
with respect to N is calculated at energies far from the resonance, the cross
sections of either scattering, or absorption, are far smaller in magnitude,
which is another demonstration of the RLS phenomenon. The cross sections of scattering and absorption are related to scattering and absorption
for a collection of Nd /V particles per unit volume through the following
equations [17, 26].
Nd
Csca
V
(2.35)
−1 Nd
A = 2.303
Cabs L,
V
where I0 is the intensity of the incident light and L the path length of light
as it passes through the sample. Again it is demonstrated that scattering
scales as Iscat ∝ u, with u the volume of the scattering particle, while
absorption A does not depend on u. It is useful to write equations 2.35 in
terms of the scattering and absorption coefficients
N

p
Iscat
= I0

sA =

1
ln 10 NA Csca ,

=

1
ln 10 NA Cabs ,

(2.36)

so that, with the aid of equation 2.15, scattering and absorption can be
written as
N

p
Iscat
= I0 sA C(ln 10)

A = CL.
11

(2.37)

The cross section of scattering Csca can be derived by combining equations 2.4 and

2.17.
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Figure 2.12: Calculated cross sections of scattering (a) and absorption (b)
for Γ = 400 cm−1 , µmon = 4.3 Debye and chromophore distance R = 4.332
Å. The cross sections are calculated at the resonance energy of ν = 20450
cm−1 (489 nm) and at some energies close to the resonance.

We can check the consistency of our approach in the following
way. In figure 2.10 the absorption of the J-band for aggregated TPPS3 is
A = 0.5 for a concentration of C = 3 µM and pH = 1.9. From equations
2.34, 2.35, 2.36 and 2.37, inserting a value for absorption of 0.5 and a path
length of light equal to L = 1 cm, we find that the number of excitonically coupled monomers is equal to N = 30. This value is very close to
values found by other groups for similar systems. For example Koti [67] estimated N = 16 for H4TPPS2 J-aggregates (pH = 3, [H4TPPS2]=10 µM).
Castriciano [37] calculated a coherence number between 23-40 for TPPS4
in water/decane/AOT microemulsions. Fidder et al. [64], Durrant et al.
[68] and de Boer et al. [69] independently calculated the coherence number
of pseudoisocyanine-bromide (PIC-Br) J-aggregates to be N ≈ 100, while
Minoshima et al. provided a theoretical lower limit of N = 20 [70].
The cross sections of scattering and absorption assume some fluctuations when plotted against N and for specific transition energies ν̃, as
seen in figure 2.12. In order to explain this behaviour it is illustrative to
plot the resonance transition energy ν̃1 (see equation 2.30) against N . We
do so in figure 2.13 for m = 1, interchromophore distance R = 4.33 Å
(as calculated before) and transition moment of the monomer µmon = 4.3
Debye [37]. We see that the resonance transition energy ν̃1 decreases for
increasing N until a value of N ≈ 10 where it assumes a constant value
ν̃1 = ν̃mon + 2β. The fact that ν̃1 changes with N , until N ≈ 10, is the
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Figure 2.13: Transition energy ν̃1 against number of excitonically coupled
chromophores N for interchromophore distance R = 4.33 Å and transition
monomer energy µm = 4.3 Debye [37]. The dashed line is at ν̃ = ν̃mon +2β.
The energy was calculated using equation 2.30.

reason for the small fluctuations of Cabs and Cscat in figure 2.12.
With the aid of equations 2.30, 2.33 and 2.34 we can calculate
the evolution of the absorption and scattering intensities of the J-aggregate
peak in our system for increasing number of chromophores from N = 1 to
N = 5. The simulated spectra are plotted in figure 2.14 where we assumed
a Gaussian lineshape according to equation 2.27 with a half width at half
maximum Γ = 400 cm−1 (9.6 nm). The incident light was arbitrarily chosen
to be I0 = 105 so that the magnitude of the simulated and experimentally
spectra is of the same order. The concentration of the majority of our experimentally measured spectra of TPPS3 was around 3 µM, which amounts
15
to a number of particles per unit
 volume equal to Nd /V = 1.8 × 10 . The
−1
relationship ν̃ ∝ cos(N + 1)
of equation 2.30 is expressed with the narrowing of the distances between the spectra for increasing N . It is also
shown that the cross section of scattering is growing faster than the cross
section of absorption, in agreement with the discussion of the previous section. The evolution of the monomer band at 23041 cm−1 (434 nm) in figure
2.14b is not derived from theory, rather it is shown for illustrative purposes
to showcase that the monomer peak decreases with the growth of the aggregate peak. It is worth mentioning that the extent of delocalization can
alternatively be estimated through the exchange narrowing, which states
that the full width at half maximum of an absorption peak of aggregates
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Figure 2.14: Calculated evolution of the cross sections of scattering (a)
and absorption (b) for a system with ν̃mon = 23041 cm−1 (434 nm),
ν̃J = 20450 cm−1 (489 nm), interchromophore distance R = 4.332 Å and
transition moment µmon = 4.3 Debye, with N ranging from N = 1 to
N = 5. The simulated spectra were calculated using equations 2.34, 2.35
with Nd /V =3×10−9 NA and I0 = 105 .

decays as ∝ N −1/2 with the number of excitonically coupled monomers [71].
Such a behaviour was not taken into account for the generation of figure
2.14.
If we focus on larger N , the narrowing of the distances between the
peaks is less apparent. This is shown in figure 2.13 where, for N '10, the
transition energy does not change for increasing N . Therefore, for N > 10
we can simulate the behaviour of an extinction measurement experiment
for the aggregation of TPPS3 as a function of time. For the simulated data,
we assume that the only parameter of interest that changes over time is
N . In figure 2.15, we plot experimentally measured spectra of TPPS3 for
time t = 2.5 − 25 minutes after the beginning of the aggregation (figure a)
and simulated spectra for N = 10 − 20 (figure b). Comparing the results
from experiment and theory, it can be seen that the general features agree
well with one another. At short times and small number of N the scattering contribution to the extinction is negligible, resulting in extinction and
absorption spectra that overlap with one another (dashed lines in figure
2.15a, 2.15b). With increasing time and growing particles, scattering starts
to contribute to the total extinction resulting in i) the signal of extinction
lying higher than absorption (solid lines in figure 2.15a, 2.15b) and ii) in
a shifting of the total extinction spectrum to higher wavelengths due to
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the contribution of scattering (figure 2.15a, 2.15b)). Calculating the separate contributions of absorption and scattering to the extinction spectrum
shows that the maximum of scattering lies in the vicinity of absorption,
but slightly shifted to longer wavelengths (see figures 2.15c, 2.15d). This
difference in energies between absorption and scattering is the reason for
the shift of the extinction peak with increasing aggregate size. Finally, in
the simulated spectra of figure 2.15b and d, we observe a shifting of the
absorption spectrum. This shifting is due to the change of the transition
energy for growing N , which is demonstrated in figure 2.13. The fact that
we do not observe any such shifting of the absorption spectrum allows us
to put a lower limit on the size of the aggregates that we measure and to
assume that all experimentally measured aggregates consist, at least, of 10
excitonically coupled chromophores. We note that no limitation has been
imposed on the coherence of the excitons, i.e. the molecular crystal has
no impurities, and the exciton length can grow infinitely large within this
model.

2.4

On the RLS conditions for TPPS3 and coronene

Within this thesis we will be interested in TPPS3 aggregates and coronene
crystals. In this section we provide simple calculations showing that coronene
cannot give appreciable RLS, whereas TPPS3 aggregates can.
According to equation 2.24 a particle with refractive
index m =
√
(n + ik)/nmed , experiences RLS if n → 0 and k/nmed → 2. The imaginary
part of the refractive index is related with the molar absorption coefficient
, in M−1 ·cm−1 , as [17, 46]
k
nmed

=

(λ)Cλ
,
4π

(2.38)

where C is the concentration and λ the wavelength. We can rewrite equation 2.38 to find a lower limit for √
the concentration required for resonance
to be possible, i.e. for k/nmed = 2 the required minimum concentration
within the crystal is
√
4π 2
res
.
(2.39)
C =
(λ)λ
TPPS3 has a molar absorption coefficient (413 nm)TPPS3 ≈ 4×105 M−1 ·cm−1
[72]. With the aid of equation 2.39 we find a lower concentration limit for
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Figure 2.15: a) Experimental data of extinction and absorption for aggregating TPPS3. The aggregation was left to evolve for t = 2.5, 5 and 25
minutes. b) Calculated evolution of extinction and absorption for number of
excitonically coupled chromophores ranging between N = 10 − 20. The parameters used for the calculation were number density Nd /V = 3×10−9 NA ,
resonance of absorption at 489 nm, refractive index of the medium equal to
nmed = 1.33, inter-chromophore distance equal to R = 4.33 Å, half width at
half maximum equal to Γ = 400 cm−1 and I0 =105 . c) Experimental data
of absorption and scattering from the same data set as of figure a). d) Calculated scattering intensity for the compound described in figure c), along
with the calculated absorption for comparison. The calculations were done
using equations 2.33, 2.34 and 2.35.

res.
TPPS3 to be CTPPS
≈ 1.1 [M]. Coronene on the other hand has a far lower
3
 than TPPS3. The maximum of molar absorption coefficient of molecular
3
coronene in THF is, according to Xiao et al. [73], (300 nm)mol.
cor. ≈ 0.3 × 10
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M−1 cm−1 . UV-Vis measurements of coronene crystals (data not shown,
see chapter 5 for crystals preparation), gave a higher molar absorption
4
−1
−1
coefficient of (300 nm)cryst
cor. ≈ 1.1 × 10 M cm , in agreement with
other UV-Vis absorption measurements from Xiao et al. [73]. If we plug
in those values in equation 2.39 we find a lower concentration limit for
res.
coronene in molecular and crystal form equal to Ccor.mol.
≈ 1.97 × 103 M
res.
and Ccor.cryst.
≈ 54 M, respectively.
A simple estimation of a limiting value to the maximum concentration of a compound, C max , is by dividing the density of a compound, ρ,
with its molecular weight, M W
C max =

ρ
.
MW

(2.40)

Both TPPS3 and coronene have similar densities ρ ≈ 1.4 × 103 g/L. The
molecular weight of TPPS3 is M WTPPS3 ≈ 900 g/mol and of coronene is
M Wcor ≈ 300 g/mol. Plugging these values into equation 2.40 the maxmax
imum concentration of TPPS3 and coronene are, respectively, CTPPS
≈
3
max
max
res.
max <
1.6 M and Ccor. ≈ 4.7 M. Therefore, CTPPS3 > CTPPS3 and Ccor.
res.
Ccor.cryst.,mol.
. The conditions for resonance can be met for TPPS3, i.e. the
concentration within a TPPS3 aggregate can be higher than the required
res.
for RLS. As we have mentioned TPPS3 aggregates
concentration CTPPS
3
do experience an RLS signal, which will be the focus of chapter 3. On the
other hand, coronene has too low of a molar absorption coefficient to have
an RLS signal. Figure 2.16 shows our experimental results of absorption
and scattering of coronene crystals, made in THF and dispersed in ethanol
(for details see chapter 5), for wavelength range between 350 and 700 nm.
No RLS peak is observed and the scattering profile is following the opposite trend of the absorption, which is characteristic of regular Rayleigh
scattering.
In table 2.1 we list several compounds of dyes, pigments and polycylcic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) showing their Cres and Cmax , along
with their molar absorption coefficients  at the respective wavelength λ.
We note that the values used (with the exception of crystal coronene) represent the monomeric form of either compound. Therefore the table is only
shown as an indication to which compounds could potentially show RLS,
provided they aggregate. Chlorophyll α for instance has Cres > Cmax but in
aggregated form it shows RLS signals [74]. We further note that we did not
take the second part of the resonance condition√into account, i.e. n → 0.
For RLS to happen both n → 0 and k/nmed → 2 need to hold.
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Figure 2.16: Measured scattering (upper figure) and absorption (bottom
figure) spectra of coronene crystals dispersed in ethanol.

compound



λ

(cm−1 M−1 )

phthalocyanine
TPPS3
rhodamine
6G
coumarin
Chlorophyll
α

coronene

Cres

Cmax

(nm)

(M)

(M)

[75]

699 [75]

1.57

3.1

4×105 [72]
1.05×105
[76]
1.8×104 [76]
1.1×105 [77]

413 [72]
528 [76]

1.1
3.2

1.6
2.6

351 [76]
430 [77]

28.1
3.75

5.33
1.2

0.3×103 [73]

300 [73]

1.97×103

4.7

1.1×104 [73]

300 [73]
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4.7

1.6×105

(molecular)

coronene
(cryst.)

Table 2.1: Table shows the molar absorption coefficient  at the respective
wavelength λ and the calculated Cres and Cmax for a list of dyes, pigments
and PAHs.
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2.5

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated how the RLS phenomenon can be explained with a hard sphere model, a macroscopic fluctuation model and, for
the specific case of J-aggregates, a quantum mechanical model. The fluctuation model predicts a resonance enhancement of scattering at the absorption
peak and a shifting of the scattering peak compared to the absorption but
does not provide information about the internal structure of J-aggregates.
The quantum mechanical model for RLS predicts the behaviour for aggregating TPPS3 species. At least qualitatively, this model predicts the correct
behaviour and provides the foundation for understanding the spectroscopic
characteristics of aggregating exciton coupled compounds. We highlight
that within this model we only took into consideration a linear chain aggregate, with the aggregates being perfectly of the J-type. Furthermore
the molecular aggregates are assumed linear, with one molecule per unit
cell [63]. No limitation has been imposed on the coherence of the excitons,
i.e. the molecular crystal has no impurities, and the exciton length can
grow infinitely large within this model. Simple calculations are provided
that prove that coronene does not have a high enough molar absorption
coefficient to experience RLS, in contrast to TPPS3 aggregates.
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2.6

Appendix-mathematical details
N

N

p
p
and
, cross section Cscat
In order to calculate the scattering intensity Iscat
the Rayleigh ration Rθ of equation 2.25 we need to calculate the integral
of equation 2.26
Z ∞
(ν)dν
Pr
.
ν 2 − ν02
0

To do so we follow the treatment of Stanton [41]. We first assume that the
absorption coefficient (ν) follows a Gaussian lineshape and can be written
as


(ν) = max e

−(ln 2)



ν−ν0
Γ

2 

,

(2.41)

where Γ is the half width at half maximum in cm−1 . Plugging equation
2.41 into the integral of equation 2.26 gives
" Z
Z
2
 

∞
(ν)dν
e−x
max
√
Pr
Pr
dx
2 = − 2ν
2
ABS ν − ν0
−∞ x + ( a[ν0 + ν])
#
(2.42)
Z ∞
2
e−x
√
− Pr
dx ,
−∞ x + ( a[ν0 − ν])
√
where a = (ln 2)/Γ2 and x = a[ν0 − ν]. These integrals are related to the
plasma dispersion functions, Z(w), where their argument, w = α + iβ, is
generally a complex number. The plasma dispersion functions are defined
as [78, 79]
Z ∞ −t2
Z iw
1
e dt
2
−w2
Z(w) = √
= 2ie
e−t dt.
(2.43)
π −∞ t − w
−∞
When the argument of the plasma dispersion function is real, then the
following equation holds for the real part of Z(α + iβ)|β=0
Z ∞
2
1
e−t
RZ(α) = √ Pr
dt
.
(2.44)
t−α
π
−∞
The integral of equation 2.44 has now the desired form to be related with
√
the integral of equation 2.42 for α = − a(ν0 ±ν) and can now be calculated
with the aid of a MATLAB function [61] and therefore we can calculate the
integrals of equation 2.42 and finally the Rayleigh ratio of equation 2.23
and 2.25.
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Chapter 3

Study of TPPS3 aggregates
using the combination of
UV-Vis absorbance and
resonance light scattering
spectroscopy

We present a method that allows for the simultaneous measurement of UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy and Resonance Light Scattering
(RLS) of chromophoric aggregating species. We present how this method,
combined with a correction algorithm, can disentangle absorption and RLS
from one another, allowing for the recording of their true evolution in time
and the evolution of the aggregation number Nagg , the average number of
molecules per aggregate. We demonstrate how this method can be applied
in the aggregation process of TPPS3 under both standing and rotating conditions.
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3.1

Introduction

The question of the origin of homochirality, namely why most essential biological molecules for life experience only one handedness, has been puzzling
the scientific community for several decades [80]. To answer this question,
one is to understand chiral selection mechanisms; the production of an
enantiomeric excess under some external influence, in a mixture that would
otherwise be composed of an equal amount of both enantiomers (racemic
mixture) [81].
Porphyrin J-aggregates1 have been studied in an attempt to understand chiral selection processes [11, 12, 82]. Porphyrins are deeply coloured
pigments having a substituted aromatic macrocycle ring with four pyrrole
rings linked by four methine bridges [43] (see figure 3.1). They experience extremely intense bands in the 380 − 500 nm range (Soret Bands)
with extinction coefficients on the order of 105 M−1 cm−1 [43]. Aggregation of porphyrins in an aqueous medium can be induced by tuning the pH
and the ionic strength [83]. Under the right conditions, aggregation is triggered and the porphyrin molecules (in this thesis called monomers) organize
themselves predominantly in a linearly fashion, either with their transition
dipole moments parallel (the transition dipole moment are normal to the
aggregate chain, see figure 2.9) or in line with one another in a head-to-tail
configuration (the transition dipole moments are parallel to the aggregation
chain, see figure 2.9) [18]. The aggregates formed are termed H-aggregates,

Figure 3.1: The structure of a porphyrin molecule.
1

The most prominent features of porphyrin J-aggregates were also described in section

2.1.
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with a distinct band forming at higher energies compared to the monomer
band, or J-aggregates, with their band forming at lower energies than the
monomer band, respectively.
J-aggregates of tris-(4-sulfonatophenyl)phenylporphyrin (TPPS3)
form an example of a model system for the study of chiral selection processes. It has been found that TPPS3 J-aggregates grown under the combined influence of a magnetically induced effective gravity and a clockwise,
or anti-clockwise rotation, as seen from above, during the initial stages of
aggregation, assume a certain handedness, in what would otherwise be a
racemic mixture [11, 12]. The chirality of TPPS3 J-aggregates was further
amplified at the later stages of aggregation, even without the application
of a chiral stimulus. The handedness of the final aggregates depended on
the relative orientation between rotation and effective gravity. The mechanism of the chiral selection-amplification process remains unclear. The
report of chiral enantioselection on TPPS3 in [11, 12] differs from previous
attempts of chiral enantioselection on similar systems [82],2 since it is the
first demonstration of a so-called falsely chiral influence leading to enantioselection combined with a chiral amplification, after the removal of the
chiral influence.3
The chiral amplification of TPPS3 J-aggregates, as probed by circular dichroism (CD), takes three days to reach its maximum value. On the
other hand, the full evolution of the J-aggregate peak, as probed by UVVis absorption, takes only a few hours. This difference, between the CD
and UV-Vis absorption kinetics, suggests that there is some mesoscopic
rearrangement in the structure of the J-aggregates. Furthermore, it has
been shown that the aggregation kinetics, as probed by UV-Vis absorption
spectroscopy, are different for J-aggregates showing opposite CD spectra
for either TPPS3 [84], or TPPS4 [85] and are related to the final size of the
aggregate [86]. These observations underline the importance of kinetics, as
a means to understand the mechanism of the chiral selection-amplification
process in TPPS3.
The distinct optical properties of porphyrin aggregates make UVVis absorption a widely used technique to characterize the aggregation pro2

The breakthrough of chiral selection in porphyrin systems through hydrodynamic
flows is attributed to Ribo et al. We will return to Ribo’s experiment, along with other
relevant experiments, in chapter 4.
3
For a more elaborative introduction into the chiral selection-amplification process
of TPPS3, how it compares with the TPPS4 system, and the definitions of true and false
chirality, see chapter 4.
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cess and it provides information about the concentration of monomers in
aggregated form. On the other hand, resonance light scattering (RLS),
which was extensively described in the previous chapter, provides information about the size of the aggregates. RLS is typically measured with
a conventional spectrofluorometer, working in synchronous-scan mode and
at a right angle geometry. The protocol for measuring RLS spectra was
established by Pasternack et al. [17].
Measurements of the aggregation kinetics of TPPS4 using UV-Vis
absorption and RLS have been performed in the past [85, 86]. In those cases
the aggregation has been reproducible enough so that absorption and RLS
could be measured separately in a process that does not allow for a direct
correlation between them. Furthermore, it has been shown that RLS and
absorption interfere with one another, i.e. the absorption signal contains
some scattering component and vice versa [87, 88]. This interference needs
to be accounted for, so that the true signals of RLS and absorption are
measured.
Being able to measure the true signals of RLS and absorption is
not only useful for accuracy. Rather, it has been shown that for porphyrin
aggregates, knowing the true signals of RLS and absorption allows for a
good estimation of the aggregation number, Nagg , the average number of
monomers per aggregate [87]. We highlight the fact that absorption and
RLS both give information about the bulk of the sample. Absorption gives
information about the entire population of aggregated monomers. RLS and
Nagg give information about the average size of the aggregates [20, 67, 89].4
In order to understand the chiral selection-amplification mechanism of TPPS3 aggregates [11, 12], elaborate studies on the aggregation
kinetics, as probed by UV-Vis absorption, were performed in the past.
It was found that the aggregation kinetics are correlated with the chiral
selection-amplification mechanism. The experimental findings that led to
this conclusion are the following. First, the kinetics are accelerated when
the samples are grown under rotation. Under the combined effect of magnetically induced effective gravity and rotation the handedness of the aggregates can be selected, but no such effect has been observed for aggregates
grown under standing solutions. Second, for TPPS3 aggregates grown under the influence of a magnetically induced effective gravity and rotation, a
change in the direction of rotation during the initial stages of aggregation
leads to a change of handedness and a change in kinetics [12, 84]. The
4

In this context size is the average number of monomers per aggregate, Nagg
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chiral selection mechanism though, has been somewhat inconsistent from
batch to batch [84], hinting that the chiral selection might have been the result of an unwanted contamination of the samples, rather than an inherent
property of the system. Here, a highly purified batch of TPPS3 was used,
which eliminated the possibility of any unwanted traces of TPPS, TPPS1,
TPPS2, or TPPS4 be present. The purification was achieved by repeated
chromatography steps (see section 3.2.1).
In order to measure the kinetics of the aggregation process in detail, we have developed a technique to measure simultaneously RLS and
absorbance of a single batch as a function of time. As the RLS signal
is inherently influenced by the absorption of the solution, and likewise,
the absorption signal is influenced by scattering, we mathematically disentangle the two in a second step. To relate our technique with the chiral
selection-amplification findings of references [11, 12], we tested two types of
aggregation processes. Either TPPS3 aggregates were grown under standing conditions, or they were subjected to a 15 s−1 rotation for one hour and
then left to grow for another 4-6 hours. In the presence of a magnetic field,
aggregates grown under rotating conditions are expected to assume either
a left, or right handedness, depending on the direction of rotation, relative
to the direction of the effective gravity [11, 12].

3.2
3.2.1

Experimental Procedure
Synthesis and purification of TPPS3

The TPPS3 porphyrin was synthesized and purified similarly to the method
described by Zhang [90]. First, tetrakis (meso-phenyl) porphyrin (522 mg,
0.85 mmol) was dissolved in concentrated H2SO4 (10 mL). The solution was
stirred for 1 h at room temperature, and then 24 h at 35◦ C. After cooling,
the flask was placed in an ice bath and 20 mL of water was carefully added
while stirring.
The formed precipitate was filtered off and the residue was washed
with water. Next, the residue was dissolved in methanol (200 mL), and
Na2CO3 was added in small portions while stirring vigorously until a deep
purple suspension was obtained. Stirring was continued for 16 h, after which
the mixture was filtrated. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness to yield
a purple/green solid. Analysis of this mixture by 1 H NMR spectroscopy
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indicated the presence of polypyrrole and 6 different porphyrins, varying in
the number and position of meso-phenyl and meso-p-phenylsulphonic acid
substituents (TPP, TPPS1, cis-TPPS2, trans-TPPS2, TPPS3 and TPPS4).
The mixture was subsequently purified by multiple column chromatography steps. A first column (silica 60, eluent CH2Cl2/EtOH 1 : 1
(v/v) separated the polypyrrole from a mixed porphyrin fraction. The
porphyrin fraction was purified by a second column (silica 60H, eluent
CHCl3/EtOH 3:1 (v/v). After elution of a pink band that contained no
porphyrin, the eluent was changed to CHCl3/EtOH 1:1 (v/v). A purple
band, which slowly eluted, was divided into 8 smaller fractions, which were
all analyzed by 1 H NMR spectroscopy (mass analysis (LCQ-TOF or MaldiTOF) gave no peaks, probably due to the inability of the compounds to fly).
Two of the fractions contained the desired porphyrin (TPPS3), but still contained 10-15% impurities of the other porphyrins. The TPPS3-containing
fractions were combined and subjected to another column chromatography separation (silica 60H, eluent CHCl3/EtOH 1 : 1 (v/v)). By running
the column very slowly (over several days), separation of the various porphyrins could be obtained. The largest fraction contained pure TPPS3 as
was confirmed by 1 H NMR spectroscopy.
In the next step, the SO3H groups of TPPS3 needed to be deprotonated to yield the sodium sulphonate salts. To this end the compound was
dissolved in methanol (5 mL) and solid Na2CO3 (5 equivalents to ensure
full deprotonation) was slowly added. To remove the excess Na2CO3, the
solution was evaporated to dryness and resuspended in acetone in the hope
that the inorganic salts would precipitate. Indeed, some white precipitate
was formed, which was removed by centrifugation. This procedure was repeated 3 times, and each time new white precipitate was formed. Since
each time also some of the porphyrin was lost (adsorption to the precipitate), it was decided to use the crude compound and determine by means
of acid/base titration how many of the base was still present.

3.2.2

Sample Preparations

Polystyrene spheres and potassium dichromate in aqueous solution
For the characterization of our technique, we prepared three different kinds
of samples. Samples that absorb but do not scatter light, samples that
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scatter but do not absorb light and samples that both absorb and scatter
light. The scatterers chosen were polystyrene spheres (Sigma Aldrich, 10%
volume concentration in aqueous solution) with their diameter either 100
nm, or 1 µm. We also used polystyrene based polymersomes of 300 nm diameter [91] as scatterers. The concentration of scatterers was also varied to
ensure a better characterization. The absorber used was potassium dichromate in aqueous solution (0.27 mM). The samples prepared are similar to
the ones used in [87] and are shown in table 3.1.

polystyrene
spheres

potassium
dichromate

Milli-Q
water

set of samples A

scatterer w/
absorber

1-15 µL

0.5 mL

15.5 mL

set of samples B

scatterer w/o
absorber

1-15 µL

−

16 mL

set of samples C

absorber

−

0.5 mL

15.5 mL

Table 3.1: The different samples used for the characterization and evaluation of the combination technique. The polystyrene spheres/polymersome
concentration and diameter of scatteres was varied (see text).

TPPS3
In a typical run 3−3.5 µM of TPPS3 were acidified with aqueous H2SO4 to a
final concentration of 0.0133 M (pH 1.9). The concentration of TPPS3 was
measured with UV-Vis absorbance of the free base form of TPPS3, at 413
nm, which has an extinction coefficient of (413nm) = 4 · 105 M−1 cm−1 [72].
The aggregation was triggered with the addition of 0.1 M NaCl. This order
of the reagents mixing is followed in all experiments presented in this thesis,
in order to agree with the protocol established in previous experiments
[11, 12]. We mention that the order of reagents mixing is very important,
and changing the order can lead to very different absorption kinetics [86].
In all experiments the samples were prepared in a VWR High
Performance Centrifuge Tube and were further divided into VWR 1.5 mL
Screw Neck Amber Glass vials.
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Figure 3.2: (a)Experimental setup for combined absorption and RLS measurements. The insert consists of two separate parts: the upper one, connected to a rotator and the bottom one, used for the actual measurements.
The light path is depicted with yellow lines, with the bold yellow line representing the light from the light source and the more transparent yellow
lines representing the light being collected in the absorption and scattering
channel. (b)Schematic picture showing the light coming into the vial (thick
yellow line) and being transmitted in the forward direction and scattered
in all directions (thin yellow lines). For clarity only the scattered light at
right-angles is shown. The red line shows the axis of rotation.

3.2.3

Setup

For the simultaneous measurement of absorption and RLS we developed an
insert designed to fit into the bore of a Bitter magnet of our laboratory. This
imposed a size limitation at the diameter of the insert of 50 mm (including
the space needed for the double walled tube for temperature control) the
diameter of the widest bore available amongst the magnets in HFML. The
insert is consisted of two separate parts. The upper part rotates the sample
vial, and the lower part is used for absorption and RLS measurements (see
figure 3.2).
The sample is put inside a cylindrical glass vial, which is held by
an extension tube, connected to a rotator at the upper part. The cylindrical
shape of the vial allows us to perform simultaneously absorption and RLS
kinetic studies, while rotating, and is put inside a water bath to avoid
unwanted refraction and scattering from the vial surface.
The light source is a LOT-QD Xenon lamp. Three multimodal
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optical fibers are mounted in the insert to collect and emit light. The
emitting fiber lens is connected to a flange. The light is coupled through the
first fiber that guides it, via a mirror, horizontally through the sample. The
transmitted (0o ) and scattered light (90o ) are then each reflected from two
separate mirrors, and finally collected by lenses that guide them through
fibers to two separate spectrophotometers. The spectrophotometer that
is used for RLS recording is a USB2000+ Ocean Optics operating in the
wavelength range between 300 nm and 1200 nm and the spectrophotometer
that is used for UV-Vis absorption measurements is an Avantes fiberoptic
spectrometer operating at the same wavelength range.
Our simplified approach for the measurement of the RLS signal
of TPPS3 is based on the fact that for TPPS3 grown in H2SO4, there is
no fluorescence present in the 450-600 nm range, where the J-aggregate
resides [84]. Therefore the signal that we observe is purely from (elastic)
scattering, rather than from scattering and fluorescence. If this were not
the case then the standard protocol for the measurement of RLS should
have been employed [17], i.e. the measurement of the RLS signal with a
spectrofluorometer in synchronous mode.

3.2.4

Data acquisition and analysis

The data acquisition, either from absorbance or scattering, was performed
every 30 seconds for a period of 5-7 hours after which point the sample had
reached equilibrium. The measurements took place at 23 o C.
The scattering measured data, Im (λ), were calculated through the
following equation (in scope mode and at a right angle geometry as shown
in figure 3.2)


S(λ) − D(λ)
Im (λ) =
,
(3.1)
R(λ) − D(λ)
where S(λ) is the intensity measured from the sample, R(λ) is the intensity
of the reference (in our case, water) and D(λ) is the intensity of the dark
reference (the signal that the instrument measures when no light enters),
at wavelength λ. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the agreement between the RLS
signal of a fully aggregated TPPS3 sample, as measured with a common LS
55 fluorometer spectrofluoremeter in synchronous mode (red line) and our
home-made setup (black line).
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of an RLS spectrum of equilibrated TPPS3 sample
of monomer concentration 3.3 µM, measured with our home-made instrument (black line) and with a conventional Perkin Elmer LS 55 spectrofluorometer in synchronous mode (red line). The signals were calculated with
equation 3.1.

3.2.5

Separating scattering and absorption

When studying aggregated porphyrins, from the perspective of analytical
chemistry, UV-Vis absorption and scattering have become common practice. There will be, however, a non-negligible amount of scattering component in absorbance measurements, and likewise, an absorption component
in scattering measurements. It is therefore essential to separate the two
signals for accurate measurements.
The foundation of the mathematical disentanglement of the scattering and absorption signals comes from Collings et al. [87], while many
alterations of his method exist in literature [67, 88, 92]. Our method is
closely related to the procedure followed by Leishman et al. [92]. However,
and in contrast to the focus of [92], which was equilibrated aggregates, here
we are interested in the dynamics of the aggregation. Furthermore, we do
not use a spectrofluoremeter in synchronous mode for the measurement of
RLS, which is the established protocol and the one followed in [92]. Rather,
we use broad band spectrometers and white light. Therefore, it is essential to carefully characterize and calibrate the setup, along with evaluating
the correction procedure. The analysis of the present section serves this
purpose.
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Collings [87] managed to accurately separate the two signals with
an empirical equation, analogous to equations used for corrections of fluorescence spectra for primary and secondary inner filtering. His proposed
empirical equation was
Im (λ)
= 10−Leff At (λ) ,
It (λ)

(3.2)

where Leff is an effective path length, λ the wavelength, Im is the measured
scattering, It and At are the true scattering and absorption (in cm−1 ), after
correction respectively. Colling’s method works for samples in equilibrium,
but is hard to be implemented for growth studies, since it further requires
angle dependent measurements. Another approach was suggested by Koti
[67] who included a second equation for the estimation of the true signal of
absorption At :
pIt (λ) = 1 − 10At (λ)−Am (λ) ,
(3.3)
where p the effective scattering volume and Am the measured absorbance.
Koti suggested that the parameters Leff and p could be estimated by an
iteration process that converges after 3 − 4 steps [67]. Leishman experimentally estimated the fitting parameters p and Leff [92]. We followed the
latter approach, i.e. the experimental estimation of the fitting parameters
p and Leff in the set of equations 3.2 and 3.3. Note that the fitting parameters Leff and p are instrument dependent, but not dependent on the
material under study.

Estimation of Leff and p parameters and evaluation of the correction algorithm
The estimation of the Leff and p parameters was performed by measuring
the absorbance and scattering signals of all three sets of samples described
in table 3.1, while keeping the scatterer:absorber concentration ratio and
size of the scatterer constant, for each set of measurements. With this approach we measured the At (λ), Am (λ), It (λ) and Im (λ) components for any
set of samples of specific scatterers. Note that Am and Im were measured
from samples A, At was measured from samples C and It was measured
from sample B. The Leff and p parameters could then be calculated with
the aid of equations 3.2 and 3.3. Note that the correction procedure is not
limited to RLS sensitive scatterers and works equally well for polystyrene
spheres that do not experience RLS, but regular Rayleigh scattering. The
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Figure 3.4: Representative graphs showing the estimation of Leff (figure
a) and p (figure b) parameters for a wavelength range of 400-550 nm. The
scatterers used were polystyrene spheres of 100 nm diameter of various concentrations.

two parameters were found to be Leff = 0.91 cm and p = 0.0124. For our
setup, representative fittings for their estimation are shown in figure 3.4.
For the validation of the correction algorithm we worked backwards than before, i.e. we used the calculated values of Leff and p, and repeated the aforementioned experiment on samples of varying scatterer size
(either polystyrene spheres of 100 nm, or 1 µm diameter, or polymersomes
of 300 nm diameter [91]) and scatterer:absorber concentration ratio (but
constant for each set of measurements). Figure 3.5 shows representative
graphs that demonstrate the correction procedure using our determined
values for Leff and p. The measured absorbance, Am , and the measured
scattering, Im , are plotted with red lines using the set of samples A. The
corrected spectra of absorbance and scattering (At and It respectively, plotted with blue lines) were calculated with equations 3.2 and 3.3. With the
aid of samples B and C, the true absorption and scattering were measured
(referred to as Ameas
and Itmeas respectively and plotted with blue), and
t
compared with the theoretically calculated spectra of At and It .
We note that the agreement between the experimentally measured
absorption and scattering Ameas
and Itmeas and the theoretically calculated
t
ones At and It , are not affected by the absorber:scatterer concentration
in any of our measurements. However, for scatterers of 1 µm size the
agreement has clearly diminished. We believe that such a behaviour is due
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to the fact that we are outside the Rayleigh regime and a new approach
should be implemented (i.e. Mie theory of scattering). Such a modification
of the present analysis is beyond our scope. Nevertheless, according to DLS
measurements in [11], the equilibrated TPPS3 aggregates do not exceed a
hydrodynamic radius of RH = 800 nm and within that sample size range
we assumed our correction analysis to be satisfactory.

Aggregation number
Knowing the Leff and p parameters, the true absorption, At (λ) and true
scattering, It (λ), of any given sample of low enough optical density can
be calculated. The correction procedure was applied to TPPS3 porphyrin
samples of C = 3.3 µM concentration. Figure 3.6 shows representative
measured (black line) and corrected (red line) spectra, of fully aggregated
TPPS3 for the absorption (figure 3.6a) and scattering (figure 3.6b) channel.
The spectra of UV-Vis absorption and RLS were obtained simultaneously
on the same sample. In figure 3.6a, the extinction peak at 434 nm is
attributed to the monomers and the peak at 489 nm to the J-aggregates.
The J-aggregates absorb and scatter light; the measured extinction peak
at 489 nm is due to both effects. On the other hand, the monomers, due
to their small size, scatter far less light and their extinction peak has a
very small scattering component. Therefore, after the correction the Jaggregate absorption peak appears smaller, but the monomer absorption
peak appears the same. This behaviour is reflected on the RLS profile,
in figure 3.6b. The J-aggregate peak appears smaller due to absorption
effects and the RLS spectrum at 434 nm shows a dip, due to monomer
absorption. After correction the pure scattering profile of the J-aggregates
appears larger and the dip at 434 nm shows a minor scattering peak. There
is also a clear peak shift between the RLS peak (around 494 nm) and the
absorption peak of J-aggregates (around 489 nm), which has been observed
before, and agrees with the theory developed for RLS (see for instance the
discussion about figure 2.8, or reference [21]).
Collings et al. [87] managed to calculate the aggregation number Nagg (the average number of molecules per aggregate) with the following reasoning. The absorption and scattering coefficients, (λ, t) and
sA (λ, t) are related with the concentration of aggregates cA (t), true absorp57

Figure 3.5: Measured absorption and scattering signals (Am and Im , red
lines, set of samples A), measured true absorption and scattering (Ameas
t
from set of samples C, Itmeas from set of samples B, black lines) and corrected absorption and scattering (At , It , blue lines, calculated with equations
3.3 and 3.7). The scatterers used in these plots were 10 µL of polystyrene
spheres of 100 nm diameter (panel a and b), 15 µL of polymersomes of 300
nm diameter [91] (panel c and d) and 4 µL of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm
diameter (panel e and f ) respectively. All scatterers were dispersed in 16
mL of aqueous solution of potassium dichromate as described in table 3.1
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Figure 3.6: a) Measured absorbance (black line) and corrected true absorption (red line) and scattering component (blue line) for TPPS3 equilibrated
aggregates of 3.5 µM. b) RLS signal measured (black line) and RLS signal
after correction (red line) for the same sample.

tion At (λ, t) and true scattering It (λ, t), through the following equations:

(λ, t) =

At (λ, t)
It (λ, t)
, sA (λ, t) =
.
cA (t)L
cA (t)L

(3.4)

Since cA (t) is hard to calculate directly, the equations can be changed so
that they relate to the concentrations of monomeres in aggregated form,
c∗A (t)

∗ (λ, t) =

It (λ, t)
At (λ, t)
, s∗A (λ, t) = ∗
,
∗
cA (t)L
cA (t)L

(3.5)

The concentration c∗A (t) can be calculated by subtracting the concentration of monomers from the total porphyrin concentration and is related to
the concentration of aggregates, cA (t), so that c∗A (t) = Nagg (t)cA (t). The
absorption and scattering coefficients are related to the imaginary and real
parts of the molecular polarizabilities, Ia(λ, t) and Ra(λ, t) respectively,
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through the following equations,
(t)
NA
1
=
Cabs (λ, t) =
Nagg (t)
ln 10 Nagg (t)
NA 2πIα(λ, t)
1
,
ln 10 Nagg (t)
λ
sA (t)
NA
1
s∗A (λ, t) =
=
Cscat (λ, t) =
Nagg (t)
ln 10 Nagg (t)
NA 8π 3
1
(Rα(λ, t)2 + Iα(λ, t)2 ),
ln 10 Nagg (t) 3λ4
∗ (λ, t) =

(3.6)

where NA is the Avogadro’s number, Cabs (λ, t) is the cross section of absorption and Cscat (λ, t) is the cross section of scattering (see equations 2.36,
2.37 and the discussion there, on how the absorption and scattering coefficients, (λ, t) and sA (λ, t), are related with the absorption and scattering
cross sections).
At the maximum of It (λ, t) (which for the case of TPPS3 is around
494 nm) it holds that Rα  Iα [87] and therefore we can calculate the
aggregation number Nagg (t) as
Nagg (t) =

3NA s∗A (λ, t)λ2
(ln 10)2π∗ (λ, t)2

λ=494nm

.

(3.7)

With the aid of equations 3.5 and 3.7 the evolution of the aggregation number, Nagg (t), can be calculated, which cannot be done with
measuring absorption or scattering alone.
In order to have the smoothest possible curves for the calculation
of Nagg (t), the ∗ (λ, t)|λ=494nm and s∗A (λ, t)|λ=494nm curves were fitted to
a model for the aggregation kinetics that involves four kinetic parameters,
derived by Pasternack et al. [93].
1
[M ] − [M0 ]
= 1 + (m − 1)[k0 t + (n − 1)−1 (kc tn+1 )]− m−1 .
[M ] − [M∞ ]

(3.8)

In the above equation, the parameters involved are related to the size of the
nucleus (m), the growth rate (n) and k0 (taken equal to zero for our case),
and kc are rate constants for the noncatalytic and catalytic pathway respectively. A higher kc value corresponds to a faster aggregation. The kinetic
parameter m is the number of monomeric units of the porphyrin assembly
and is treated as a varying parameter to allow for a dependence with the
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initial conditions of the experiment [93]. [M ] is the concentration at time
t, [M∞ ] is the final concentration and [M0 ] is the initial concentration. The
concentration can be replaced with the absorption, or the RLS signal, without affecting the quality of the fitting. However, since RLS and absorption
depend differently on size, the parameters of the model cannot be used to
compare different signals. Instead, when comparing absorption and RLS,
the fitted curves of absorption and RLS and the calculated Nagg curve, were
parametrized by defining three characteristic times, tnuc , t50 and t95 , as will
be described in section 3.3. Nonetheless, the model described by equation
3.8 can be used to compare the absorption signals between samples grown
under standing and rotating conditions.
In the following we will show how the above treatment can be
applied in the study of aggregation of TPPS3 porphyrins. Our analysis will
provide further insight in understanding the aggregation mechanism.

3.3

Results

We performed kinetic studies for TPPS3, acidified with diluted H2SO4. The
monomer porphyrin concentration was C ≈ 3.3 µM and estimated from the
UV-Vis absorption measurements of the free base. The evolution of the
spectra of RLS and UV-Vis was recorded for t = 7 hours. Two conditions
were applied. Either the aggregates were left to aggregate under standing
conditions for the whole 7 hours, or they were grown under rotating conditions (15 s−1 , clockwise as seen from above) for the first hour, after which
the rotation was stopped and the aggregation proceeded under standing
conditions. We measured the kinetics of 6 samples grown under standing
and 6 under rotation conditions.
Figure 3.7 shows the full evolution of the absorption (left panel)
and RLS signal (right panel), after correction, for a TPPS3 sample grown
under rotating conditions. The two signals were measured simultaneously.
The aggregate trace of absorption has been found to be harder
to analyze compared to the monomer trace, due to the fact that some
of the aggregates stick to the walls of the vials and are not distributed
homogeneously in the solution [84]. Therefore, when comparing kinetics
between rotating and standing conditions, for the absorption signal, we
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of corrected signals of absorption (a) and RLS (b),
measured simultaneously for a TPPS3 sample of monomer concentration
C = 3.3 µM. The aggregates were grown under rotation (15 s−1 ) for one
hour and without rotation for the next 6 hours.
focused on the monomer peak (434 nm).5 Figure 3.8 shows the average
of the kinetic parameters for either condition, after correction, according
to the model described in equation 3.8. The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation. It can be seen that the kinetic parameters for samples
grown under rotating conditions are much better defined than for samples
grown under standing conditions, due to a better mixing of the reagents.
However, the large standard deviation for samples grown under standing
conditions does not allow us to make any concrete conclusions about the
behaviour of the aggregates. We note that the large standard deviation in
our kinetic traces compared to previous studies [12, 84], could be due to
our highly purified samples. It is expected then to have less nucleation sites
and consequently a larger spread in the kinetics.
However, the TPPS3 aggregates have no monomer RLS signals.
Therefore when one wishes to compare RLS and absorption signals the focus
is on the aggregate peak, located at 489 nm in the absorption signal and at
494 nm in the RLS signal. Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the aggregate
peak of TPPS3 under different conditions. The upper panel highlights the
difference between absorption and RLS signals under standing conditions.
The lower panel shows representative kinetic traces of absorption and RLS
for a sample that was grown under rotation (15 s−1 , clockwise as seen from
5

Ideally we would also like to have a size dependent measurement that would not be
affected by the aggregates sticking to the walls.
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Figure 3.8: Kinetic parameters, kc , m, and n, at the monomer peak at
434 nm, according to the model described by equation 3.8. The monomer
concentration was C = 3.3 µM. The samples were grown under rotation
(15 s−1 ) for one hour and without rotation for the next 6 hours (red), or
under standing conditions for 7 hours (blue).

Figure 3.9: Evolution of the J-aggregate peak as probed by UV-Vis absorption (normalized, red), RLS (normalized, black) and the evolution of Nagg
(blue) for a TPPS3 sample of 3.3 µM concentration grown under standing
(upper panel) and rotating conditions (bottom panel).

above). The evolution of the aggregation number, Nagg (see equation 3.7)
is plotted in blue.
In order to be able to compare the dynamics of absorption, RLS
and Nagg , their respective traces are quantified by defining three characteristic times. The characteristic times chosen were tnuc , the time needed
for the signal to reach 5% of the saturated signal, t50 , the time needed for
the signal to reach 50% of the saturated signal and t95 , the time needed for
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Figure 3.10: Blue line shows a representative normalized absorption kinetic trace of the aggregate peak (489 nm) of a TPPS3 sample grown in
H2SO4 at a concentration of C = 3.3 µM over a period of 5 hours. The
red line shows its respective fit with the Pasternack model [93]. The dashed
lines indicate the positions of tnuc , t50 and t95 .

the signal to reach 95% of the saturated signal. The characteristic times
were defined on absorption and RLS curves that were fitted with the model
described by equation 3.8. We mention again that the fitting was used only
to obtain the smoothest possible curves. A simultaneous parametrization of
RLS and absorption signals with the model of equation 3.8 is not possible,
as it is explained in section 3.2.5. A representative absorption signal with
its respective fitting and the characteristic times is shown in figure 3.10.
On average the final number of monomers/aggregate was Nagg =
4 ± 0.6 × 105 for standing and Nagg = 6 ± 4.0 × 105 for rotating samples,
where the error represents the standard deviation. The calculated Nagg
for either standing, or rotating samples is of the same order as the results
obtained for standing samples of TPPS4 [87]. Our results for the dynamics
of the process are shown in figure 3.11, which compares the characteristic
times.
For either rotating or standing conditions the aggregation number,
Nagg evolves first, followed by the RLS signal (It ) and the absorption signal
(At ). As already shown in figure 3.8, there is no significant difference
between the kinetics of absorption between samples grown under standing
or rotating conditions, which is in disagreement with previous studies [12].
However, it is clear that the kinetic traces of samples grown under rotating
conditions are better defined than in the standing case, as shown by the
smaller standard deviation, indicating that the aggregation process is better
controlled under rotation.
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Figure 3.11: Figure shows the characteristic times tnuc (a), t50 (b) and
t95 (c) for the absorption (yellow columns), RLS (red columns) and Nagg
(blue columns) for TPPS3 of C = 3.3 µM grown in H2SO4. The bottom half
of each panel corresponds to TPPS3 grown under standing conditions and
the upper half of each panel corresponds to TPPS3 grown under rotating
conditions. The error bars represent the standard deviation.

3.4

Discussion

The analysis of the kinetic traces of absorption through the model of Pasternack et al. [93] (see equation 3.8) and the parametrization of the kinetic
traces with the characteristic times tnuc , t50 and t95 , show no evident difference between samples grown under standing, or rotating conditions in terms
of their evolution speed (see figures 3.8, 3.11). This result is somewhat
surprising since previous studies have shown a definite acceleration of aggregation kinetics for TPPS3 when grown under rotation [12, 84]. However,
the synthesis of this batch of TPPS3 was different than the ones followed in
previous studies. We believe that the TPPS3 used in the present report was
of the highest purity and unwanted impurities of TPP, TPPS1, TPPS2 and
TPPS4 are not present here, which was not necessarily the case in previous
reports. It is plausible therefore that the accelerated aggregation kinetics
of TPPS3 under rotation, that has been reported in previous studies and
is absent here, was the result of some unwanted contamination. As will
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be shown further in chapter 4, the chiral selection of the highly purified
batch of TPPS3 is different and less robust than in [11, 12]. The lack of
acceleration under rotation, accompanied with the lack of chiral selection as
described in [11, 12], further suggests that chiral selection and aggregation
kinetics are correlated to one another [12].
The standard deviation of aggregation kinetics, grown under rotation, is smaller than for samples grown under standing conditions. This
observation is in agreement with previous studies [12, 84] and is attributed
to the fact that rotation enhances the mixing of the reagents in a homogeneous way and does not allow for random, local concentration fluctuations
to arise, during the aggregation process.
Our study also suggests that the evolution of the aggregation number, Nagg , is taking place at a faster rate than absorption, At , irrespective
of the condition under which the samples were prepared. This means that
the aggregation process of TPPS3 favours the formation of few and big aggregates at its initial stages. Furthermore, the time it takes to reach 95% of
their final value is clearly bigger for absorption, than for Nagg , which means
that there is a limit for the size of the aggregates that they can grow to.
When this size limit is reached (around 6 × 105 monomer units according
to our calculations) any further increase in the concentration of monomers
in aggregated form seems to lead to the formation of more aggregates. We
believe that the size limit could be caused by a build up of frustration as
the aggregate grows, due to a lack of long range order.

3.5

Conclusions

We have presented a novel method that can simultaneously record RLS and
absorption of aggregating chromophores, allowing for a direct correlation to
one another and thus, eliminating the problem of experiment-to-experiment
variation. The method further allows to study the aggregation mechanism
in standing, or rotating conditions. Our method, combined with the correction algorithm, allows to record the kinetic traces of true absorption, At ,
true RLS, It , and the aggregation number, Nagg . Our findings of TPPS3 aggregates grown under standing conditions agree with previous results [86],
showing that the concentration of aggregated species and the size of these
aggregates proceed in a somehow different manner, implying the existence
of a size limit that the aggregates can grow to. The batch of TPPS3 used
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in this study is of higher purity than the TPPS3 batches used in previous
studies. Our studies show that there is no clear difference between the
aggregation kinetics for samples grown under standing, or rotating conditions. This discrepancy with previous studies [12, 84], combined with the
fact that the chiral enantioselection process is in many ways different than
in [11, 12], as we will show in chapter 4, suggests that the chiral enantioselection mechanism and the aggregation kinetics of TPPS3 are correlated.
The standard deviation of our measurements is too big, which reflects the
inherent stochasticity of this system. We believe that for the most accurate
measurements about the evolution of porphyrin aggregates, both absorption and RLS signals have to be measured simultaneously. We believe the
method is quite generic and can be applied to any aggregating chromophore
that shows an appreciable RLS signal, with no fluorescence interference.
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Chapter 4

Chirality of aggregates from
highly purified TPPS3 in
high magnetic fields

Aggregates of a highly purified batch of TPPS3 (a water soluble
porphyrin) were grown under the combined effect of rotation and magnetic
field, experimental conditions under which selection of chirality was previously reported [11, 12]. Aggregation was triggered by acidification and
the addition of NaCl. The chirality was quantified with the dissymmetry
factor ∆g. Chiral selection of low monomer concentration TPPS3 aggregates was observed, that depended solely on the direction of rotation, in
contrast to previous studies where chirality depended on the relative orientation between rotation and magnetically induced effective gravity [11, 12].
Higher concentration samples, with and without the addition of a chiral
bias, showed bigger values of ∆g for clockwise, than for anticlockwise rotation, indicating that there is a concentration dependent positive chiral
bias in our system of unknown origin. Decreasing the NaCl concentration,
or adding a small percentage of TPPS4, destroyed the symmetry of the
CD signals. Under such conditions, no chiral selection, or any correlation
between ∆g and the direction of rotation was observed.
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4.1

Introduction

Chirality is defined by Lord Kelvin as the property of a system to be non
superimposable to its mirror image [80]. It derives from the Greek word
χιρ (chir), which means hand. The two mirror images of any object are
called enantiomorphs. In the specific case when the objects are molecules,
they are called enantiomers.
Most essential molecules of life, as we know it, exist only in one of
the two possible enantiomers. All amino acids in proteins are left handed
(apart from glycine which is achiral) and all sugars in DNA and RNA are
right handed. If this were not the case, then either life would look very
different from what we know, or would not be possible at all. The fact
that no right handed amino acids, or left handed sugars exist in nature,
even though they are energetically equally likely, constitutes what is known
as ”the problem of homochirality” and to this day there are no conclusive
explanations for it [80, 94, 95]. Another way of addressing the problem
would be with absolute asymmetric synthesis; the production of an enantiomeric excess under some influence, in a mixture that would otherwise be
composed of an equal amount of both enantiomers (racemic mixture) [81].
Barron extended the definition of chirality so that it would include
dynamic systems [96–98]. He defined truly chiral systems those that have
space inversion but are time invariant and falsely chiral systems as those
that have space and time inversion. In his words: ”True chirality is exhibited by systems that exist in two distinct enantiomeric states that are
interconverted by space inversion, but not by time reversal combined with
any proper spatial rotation” [97].
True and false chiral systems are distinguished based on their behaviour under the combined effect of the parity operator P̂ , that inverts the
space coordinates, and the time operator T̂ , that inverts time. Truly chiral
systems are not invariant under the combined influence of a P̂ T̂ operator.
Therefore, a chiral influence can induce enantioselection in a state of thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, falsely chiral systems are invariant
under the influence of a P̂ T̂ transformation. The two enantiomers formed
are isoenergetic. In a falsely chiral system, in order to achieve enantioselection, the system cannot be in thermal equilibrium.
The concepts of true and false chirality become clear with the example of a spinning cone about its symmetry axis (figure 4.1). When the
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Figure 4.1: a) A spinning cone where the symmetry operator P̂ is applied
results in the same enantiomer as if a time reversal operator T̂ followed
by a proper rotation R̂π were applied. b) A spinning and translating cone,
after applying the symmetry operator P̂ , results in a different enantiomer
than if the time reversal operator T̂ , combined with any proper rotation R̂π
were applied. Adapted from [97]

system is space inverted through the parity operator P̂ , it results in a different enantiomer than the original. However, the time reversal operator
T̂ , followed by a proper rotation, Rˆπ , results in the same enantiomer. The
combined effect of the P̂ T̂ operator results in the same enantiomer as the
original and therefore, the system is falsely chiral (figure 4.1a). When the
spinning cone is also translating though, the situation is different (figure
4.1b). A space reversal through the operator P̂ and a time reversal through
the operator T̂ result in two different enantiomers that are not interconverted by any proper rotation. The combined effect of the P̂ T̂ operator
results in two different enantiomers and therefore, the system is truly chiral.
In the same manner, influences can be defined as either truly or
falsely chiral. An example sometimes used is that of a collinear electric and
magnetic field (figure 4.2). The parity operator P̂ transforms the electric
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Figure 4.2: A collinear electric and magnetic field under the influence of
the parity operator P̂ and the time reversal operator T̂ result in the same
configuration and therefore constitute a falsely chiral influence. Adapted
from [97]
field E, but leaves the magnetic field B unchanged.1 In Lord Kelvin’s definition of chirality, the two configurations would be chiral. However, the
same configuration can be achieved by applying the time reversal symmetry operator T̂ , followed by a proper rotation R̂π .2 Therefore, a collinear
magnetic and electric field constitute a falsely chiral influence.
Generally, a truly chiral physical (as opposed to chemical) influence requires the combination of two collinear vectorial influences, where
one is an axial (a vector that is unchanged under space inversion, usually
the result of some cross product) and the other is a polar vector (a vector
whose sign changes under space inversion) and both are either time even
(their sign remains unchanged under time inversion), or time odd (their
sign changes under time inversion). Table 4.1 summarizes the kind of chiral physical influences that result from any combination of two collinear
vectorial influences.
1
P̂

 TheZ parity operator
Z does not change the magnetic field B since P̂ (B) =
d(−l) × (−r̂)
µ0 I
µ0 I
dl × r̂
P̂
=
= B. The parity operator changes the sign
4π C r2
4π C
r2

Z
Z
dq(−r̂)
1
dqr̂
1
of the electric field E since P̂ (E) = P̂
=
= −E.
4π0 C r2
4π0 C
r2
2
The time reversal operator does not change the electric field E so that T̂ (E) = E,
but does change
sign of the
 the Z
 magnetic
Z field since, and according to the Biot-Savart
d(−l) × r̂
µ0 I
dl × r̂
µ0 I
law, T̂ (B) = T̂
=
= −B
4π C r2
4π C
r2
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time-even polar
e.g Geff , E, r, a, F
time-odd polar
e.g v, p, k

time-even axial
e.g τ
truly chiral influence

time-odd axial
e.g L, B
falsely chiral influence

falsely chiral influence

truly chiral influence

Table 4.1: Characterization of the final chiral influence by combining two
collinear vectorial influences. Any other combination results in a non chiral influence. Depending on how the vectors respond to time and space
reversal they are categorized as time-even, or time-odd and polar, or axial
respectively. The examples of vectors and their symmetry characteristics
include the effective gravity Geff , electric field E, space vector r, acceleration a, force F, velocity v, momentum p, wave vector k, torque τ , angular
momentum L and magnetic field B.

In an otherwise racemic system that has reached thermodynamic
equilibrium, enantioselection can only occur with a truly chiral influence.
Under the effect of a falsely chiral influence, in a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium, the two enantiomers formed are isoenergetic, and therefore no
chiral selection can occur. However, if the system is far from equilibrium,
a falsely chiral influence under kinetic control might suffice for molecular
enantioselection [81, 96]. In that case the time-reversal symmetry is broken; the two enantiomers formed are not anymore isoenergetic and chiral
enantioselection can occur. In either case, the enantiomeric excess obtained
is small [99] and a subsequent ”chiral amplification” mechanism is required
to achieve a large enantiomeric excess.
The first experiment that showed supramolecular chiral enantioselection induced by a hydrodynamic chiral flow was performed by Ribo et
al. [82] for the case of tris- (4-sulfonatophenyl) phenylporphyrin (TPPS3)
aggregates. The experiment was performed under the influence of rotatory evaporation, that constitutes a truly chiral influence. Shortly afterwards, Escudero et al. reported that enantioselection of TPPS3 aggregates
can arise from stirring, under normal gravity [100]. In both experiments
[82, 100] the chirality could be selected by changing the direction of rotation. We note that the resulting chirality in these two experiments was
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of opposite handedness.3 Aggregates of TPPS1, TPPS2 and TPPS4 have
also shown chiral enantioselection induced by chiral hydrodynamic flows
[101–104]. The induced chirality in these systems, and contrary to the experimental findings for TPPS3, disappears after the removal of the chiral
influence. However their CD spectra have been shown to correspond to true
chirality and not be the result of Linear Dichroism [102]. Reviews of the
effect of hydrodynamic flows on the chirality of TPPSx 1,2,3,4 aggregates
can be found in [105, 106].
We have recently shown that TPPS3 (see chapter 3 for details
about the structure) aggregates experience chiral enantioselection with a
subsequent chiral amplification, when grown in the combined presence of
high magnetic field and under rotation [11]. The concentration of monomer
TPPS3 and the duration and speed of rotation were significantly smaller
than in the experiment by Escudero et al. [100]. In our previous experiment
[11], the magnetic field induces an effective gravity, Geff , calculated via the
following equation4


dB(z) χ
Geff (z) = Gn 1 − B(z)
,
(4.1)
dz µ0 ρ
where B(z) is the magnetic field in Tesla, dB/dz is the field gradient, χ is
the volume magnetic susceptibility of water taken as χ = −9.035 × 10−6
m3 /mol, µ0 is the magnetic permeability taken as µ0 = 1.257 × 10−6 N/A2 ,
ρ is the water density taken as ρ = 103 kg/m3 and Gn is the normal
gravitational acceleration Gn = 9.81 m/s2 . The effective gravity, Geff , is a
polar time-even vector, whereas the rotation, L, is an axial time-odd vector.
The combined effect of rotation L and effective gravity Geff constitutes
a falsely chiral influence (see table 4.1). Their transformation under the
parity and time reversal operator can be seen in figure 4.3. The induced
chirality of the TPPS3 aggregates, as measured by CD spectrometry, could
be selected from the relative orientation of the effective gravity Geff and
rotation L, i.e. Geff ↑↑ L and Geff ↑↓ L resulted in opposite handedness of
the final aggregates (see figure 4.4).
The sign and magnitude of the effective gravity could be easily
controlled allowing us to study any combination of parallel and antiparallel
3

Although it does appear that the rotation had opposite effects, due to the presence
of eddies in the case of Escudero et al. [100], the relative orientation of friction and
gravitational forces were the same and lead to the same chirality.
4
The magnetic field is essential not only due to the effective gravity. We note that
the effect was largest in the field center and that under normal gravity there was no effect
at all.
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Figure 4.3: A collinear effective gravity Geff and rotation L under the
influence of the parity operator P̂ and the time reversal operator T̂ result
in the same configuration and therefore constitute a falsely chiral influence.

rotation L and effective gravity Geff and even combinations where either
rotation, or the effective gravity is zero. The combined influence of magnetic field and rotation was applied at the initial stage of aggregation of
TPPS3 monomers, ensuring that the chiral influence was far from equilibrium. The chiral influence was removed after a period of 30-60 minutes
and the aggregates were left to grow for another 3 days, reaching thermodynamic equilibrium, before the CD signals were measured. Measuring the
solution at rest ensured that a) any CD signals that were present only during the rotation are avoided (see for example [104] for a discussion about
induced CD signals during rotation) and b) there are no linear dichroism
signals due to alignment of TPPS3 aggregates that would otherwise interfere with the CD signals. This experiment was the first demonstration of
a falsely chiral influence leading to enantioselection combined with a chiral
amplification, after the removal of the chiral influence [11].
After its discovery, a combined effort was put forth in order to
understand the details of the enantioselection mechanism of TPPS3 under
rotation and in the presence of magnetic fields [12, 84]. Ever since, it
has been proven that rotation alone can not induce enantioselection in
aggregating TPPS3 and therefore the alignment of the aggregates, induced
by the magnetic field, is crucial [11]. A magnetic Lorentz force on charged
particles has been argued to affect the growth of TPPS3 aggregates [12].
The magnetic field’s role is dual. It serves as the means to tune the effective
gravity Geff experienced by the TPPS3 aggregates and as the means for
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Figure 4.4: Figure shows a drawing of characteristic CD signals of the
TPPS3 chiral enantioselection experiment from Micali et al. [11]. When
the effective gravity is zero there is no effect. When the effective gravity Geff
is antiparallel (parallel) to rotation L, the final TPPS3 aggregates exhibit a
positive (negative) Cotton effect. Adopted from [11].
aggregate alignment. The latter point is supported by the fact that there is
no effect under normal gravity in the absence of a magnetic field, the effect
was strongest at the field center, and it seemed to scale with B 2 [11, 12].
The robustness of the procedure and its relationship on time, frequency of
rotation and temperature have already been studied [12].
Despite previous attempts though, several issues remained unclear regarding the chiral enantioselection of TPPS3 in high magnetic fields
and under rotation. Specifically, there has been a variation in the success
of the chiral enantioselection from batch to batch. It is to be expected
that the TPPS3 batches used thus far may have had traces of other mesosulfonatophenyl porphyrins (TPP, TPPS1, TPPS2 and TPPS4) with unpredictable results. In the next sections, we examine whether chiral enantioselection can be induced for a highly purified TPPS3 batch. The effects
of varying the concentration of TPPS3, TPPS4 (as an added impurity),
and NaCl are also examined. We finally tested whether it is possible to
select chirality in a chemical way, by adding D-tartaric acid as a chiral bias
(see ref. [85]). If this were possible then we would be able to do experiments where a chemically induced chirality competes with a mechanically
induced one (via the magnetic field and rotation): they would either am76

plify or cancel each other, and how both effects scale with magnetic field
and/or tartaric acid concentration might give clues as to the mechanism of
each. We note that at the moment of performing the experiments described
in this chapter, we did not have at our disposal any batch of TPPS3 that
had been used in [11, 12]. Therefore, a thorough analytical examination
of the impurities that could have lead to the previously observed chiral
selection was not possible.

4.2

Experimental Procedure

The batch of TPPS3 used in this study is highly purified,5 which constitutes
the main difference with the experiment of Micali et al. [11].6 Its synthesis
and purification are described in section 3.2.1 and the sample preparation
in section 3.2.2. A fully equilibrated absorbance spectrum along with the
molecular structure of TPPS3 can be seen in figure 2.2. The TPPS3 aggregates were grown either at zero magnetic field, or at magnetic field of 25 T,
in the field center. For either case, the TPPS3 aggregates were grown under
rotation, with the rotation speed fixed at 15 Hz, either in a clockwise, or
anticlockwise direction, as seen from above. The rotation and the magnetic
field (when applicable) were employed for a time duration between 30 and
60 minutes, after which the samples were left to grow under normal gravity
and standing conditions for another 3 days.
The experiments performed in zero magnetic field were conducted
successively. Each sample’s absorbance dynamics were recorded using the
setup described in section 3.2.3 (the RLS spectra were not taken into consideration for the experiments described in the present chapter).
The experiments performed in high magnetic fields were conducted
in parallel as follows: 7 samples were put inside a long tube and into the
magnet at vertical positions z. An extra sample was prepared that was left
standing outside the magnet. The samples were subjected to an effective
gravity force Geff (z) (see equation 4.1). The setup used is schematically
shown in figure 4.5a. The magnet profile is shown in Figure 4.5b (red),
along with the variation of Geff with z, in Gn units (blue). The position of
the samples inside the magnetic field is denoted with a coloured dot, indi5

The purification process was described in section 3.2.1.
Those batches had been obtained commercially and were reported to contain up to
10% of other TPP derivatives.
6
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Figure 4.5: a) Schematic of the set-up for the seven vial experiment in
high magnetic field. The vials were placed inside a long tube, while rotating
at a fixed speed ω, at different vertical position z (black scale), experiencing
a different effective gravity, Geff . Adopted from [11]. b) Profile of magnetic
field B(z) and the effective gravity in Gn units with respect to position z.
Red dots indicate inverted effective gravity (Geff < Gn ), green dot indicates
levitation (Geff ≈ 0), black dot indicates normal gravity (Geff = Gn ) and
green dots indicate enhanced effective gravity (Geff > Gn ).

cating inverted gravity (red), levitation (green), normal gravity (black) and
enhanced gravity (blue). The position of each sample along with the rotation speed and the effective gravity Geff , in Gn units, that it experiences,
are shown in Table 4.2.
For either zero field, or high field experiments the procedure followed was the following. After 30-60 minutes under the influence of the
magnetic field and/or rotation, the samples were stored in a dark box for
three days (the time needed for the solution to fully equilibrate [11, 12]),
after which the CD and UV-Vis absorption signals of each sample were
measured. The samples were put in a quartz silica cuvette of 5 mm thickness. For CD measurements we used a JASCO J-810 CD spectrometer and
for UV-Vis Absorbance measurements we used a JASCO V-630 spectropho78

vial #
z (mm)
Rotation (Hz)
Geff /Gn

7
-103.5
15
4.05

6
-70.5
15
3.02

5
-37.5
15
2.03

4
-4.5
15
1.05

3
28.5
15
0.27

2
61.5
15
-0.98

1
94.5
15
-1.28

1

Table 4.2: Vertical position z, rotation speed and effective gravity Geff in
Gn units for each of samples used for the high magnetic field experiment.

Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of a symmetric (blue) and an asymmetric (red) CD signal. The dashed and dotted lines indicate the CDmax and
CDmin values of equation 4.2 respectively.
tometer. The quantification of the chiral selection mechanism is done with
the dissymmetry factor ∆g = g(491 nm) − g(486 nm), where g is the ratio
of the CD signal to UV-Vis absorbance, in absorbance units [11, 12]. The
symmetry of the CD signals was quantified with a symmetry factor Ssymm ,
calculated as
CDmin
Ssymm =
,
(4.2)
CDmax
where CDmin and CDmax are the minimum and maximum absolute values,
of the CD signal between 480 nm and 500 nm respectively. The symmetry
is higher the closer Ssymm is to unity and assumes values between 0 and 1.
Ssymm = 1 corresponds to a perfectly bisignate CD signal, while Ssymm = 0
corresponds to a single CD band (see figure 4.6).
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Generally, a symmetric bisignate CD signal has been related to an
intrinsic chiral packing of building blocks [107] with a higher order mesoscopic chirality and formation of long order, folded ribbon-like structures
[100], whereas an asymmetric CD signal has a large contribution from differential scattering7 (as opposed to differential absorption), with less defined
structures [100, 109]. More specifically for our system, it has been shown
that the symmetry of the CD signals is related to the chiral enantioselection
of TPPS3. Samples that were prepared in filled vials under rotation and
in the presence of a magnetic field, gave single CD bands with no chiral
enantioselection [12]. Asymmetric CD signals were also exhibited for samples grown under standing conditions [12, 84, 100]. Samples grown under
rotating conditions on the other hand, have been found to show symmetric bisignate signals, showing chiral enantioselection in the presence of a
magnetic field [12, 84], or under normal gravity [100].
In the following sections we study the effect of several parameters
on the aggregation of TPPS3 under standing and rotating conditions, both
in zero and in high magnetic fields. We performed certain deviations from
the original protocol of the chiral enantioselection experiment [11], since
our highly purified TPPS3 samples are not expected to behave exactly the
same as they did in previous experiments [11, 12] and an optimization
of the experimental procedure, towards the aggregation kinetics and the
magnitude and symmetry of the CD signals, needs to be found. The zero
field experiments served as a first rough estimation, whereas the fine tuning
of the parameters was performed largely in high fields.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Zero field experiments

Effect of TPPS3 and TPPS4 concentration on the CD signals
As we mentioned before, the samples used in previous studies [11, 12] could
have had traces of TPPS4 (among others) that affected the chiral enantioselection, due to a reversible (as opposed to irreversible for the case of
TPPS3) rotation induced chirality [101–104]. We examined such a possibility by adding a small percentage of TPPS4 (with respect to TPPS3) in our
7

The contribution of differential scattering to CD signals depends to the size of the
aggregates. A thorough discussion regarding its effect can be found in [108].
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highly purified TPPS3 samples. The concentration of TPPS3 was varied between 3 µM and 10 µM. An increased concentration was expected to create
an abundance of nucleation seeds that lead to rapid nucleation and an overall acceleration of the aggregation mechanism, as has been shown before in
the TPPS3 system from us [12] and in similar porphyrin systems by other
groups [86]. For either system, a faster nucleation is expected to decrease
the dissymmetry factor ∆g [12, 86], either by causing an effective racemization, or by lowering the efficiency by which the chirality is transmitted,
with no definitive answer at the moment [86]. An optimized concentration of TPPS3 would allow us to probe the aggregation within the time
of the standard magnet experiment (30-60 minutes), and estimate whether
an increased concentration affects the chiral enantioselection. However, it
is expected that a variation of TPPS3 concentration between 3 µM and 5
µM should not determine the success of the chiral enantioselection [12]. We
note that, for the TPPS4 system, a decrease of ∆g is related with a decrease
of the mean cluster size, as probed by RLS [86]. A correlation of size and
dissymmetry factor for TPPS4, grown in the confined environment of the
inner water core of microemulsions, has been reported elsewhere [110].
Here, we test how the CD signal, of highly purified TPPS3 samples,
grown under rotatory conditions (15 Hz, CW as seen from above for one
hour), are affected, for varying TPPS3 and TPPS4 concentrations. For all
samples the CD spectra were measured 3 days after the beginning of the
aggregation, to ensure that they had reached a thermodynamic equilibrium.
Figure 4.7 shows the final CD spectra for TPPS3 aggregates of
different concentrations, varying between 3.5 µM (standard protocol, left
panel in figure 4.7), 7 µM (middle panel in figure 4.7) and 10 µM (right
panel in figure 4.8). Different curves in the same panel indicate repetitions of the experiment under the same conditions. It can be seen that
the symmetry of the spectra was very little affected by the concentration
(see also figure 4.9, left panel) and there seems to be some increase in CD
magnitude for [TPPS3] = 7 µM. Almost all samples (7 out of 8) grown
under rotatory conditions in a CW orientation, exhibited a positive Cotton
effect (the CD signal decreasing first and then increasing, with increasing
wavelength [111]). The chiral bias had been observed in previous studies
[84], for TPPS3 samples grown under either direction of rotation, and was
attributed to a possible contamination of the batch. Similar chiral bias in
TPPS4 aggregates have been attributed to biological debris in the water
[112]. We note that there is no indication that the sign of the chiral bias
and the rotation direction are related in any way in the absence of magnetic
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Figure 4.7: CD spectra for different concentrations of TPPS3 aggregates
in aqueous H2SO4. The TPPS3 aggregates were under rotation for the first
hour (15 Hz rotation, clockwise, as seen from above). The different spectra
were measured 3 days after the beginning of aggregation.
field. Similar CD signals, of a positive chiral bias, have been observed for
samples prepared outside the magnet, under standing conditions (see for
instance section 4.3.2). Figure 4.8 shows CD signals of equilibrated TPPS3
aggregates, grown under rotating conditions (CW as seen from above, for
one hour). In this series of experiments the TPPS3 concentration was kept
constant at 3.5 µM and the only free parameter was the amount of TPPS4
that was added in the initial solution. The TPPS4 percentage was varied
between 0% and 5% of the TPPS3 concentration. Addition of small percentages of TPPS4 affect the CD signals drastically. An increase in TPPS4
percentage increases the magnitude, but also destroys the symmetry of the
CD signal. The chiral bias towards a positive Cotton effect observed for
samples of varying TPPS3 concentration (figure 4.7) is also apparent here.
The results of this series of experiments are summarized in figure 4.9 as bar
graphs for better clarity. Each bar represents one experiment. The magnitude of chirality is characterized by the ∆g factor (top figures in figure
4.9) and the symmetry of the CD signals by the symmetry factor Ssymm
(bottom figures in figure 4.9).
The chiral bias towards a positive Cotton effect is showcased with
the ∆g values being positive, for almost all cases, regardless of the TPPS3,
or TPPS4 concentration. As expected from experiments performed in high
magnetic fields for TPPS3 [12] and for similar porphyrin systems [86], a
faster aggregation, induced by higher TPPS3 concentration, decreases the
dissymmetry factor ∆g , without affecting the symmetry of the CD signals
(see left panel of figure 4.9). The addition of TPPS4 seems to be increasing the dissymmetry factor ∆g and decreasing the symmetry factor Ssymm .
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Figure 4.8: CD signals for TPPS3 aggregates in aqueous H2SO4, grown
under rotation for the first hour (15 Hz rotation, clockwise, as seen from
above), where different percentages of TPPS4 have been added. The TPPS3
concentration was 3.5 µM. Left panel shows CD spectra of TPPS3 with no
TPPS4 added. Middle panel shows CD spectra of TPPS3 with 3% TPPS4
added. Right panel shows CD spectra of TPPS3 with 5% TPPS4 added.

Figure 4.9: ∆g (upper panels) and symmetry factor S (lower panels) for
TPPS3 aggregates, grown under rotation for the first hour (15 Hz rotation,
clockwise, as seen from above), of different TPPS3 concentrations (left panels) and of 3.5 µM TPPS3 with addition of different TPPS4 percentages
(right panels).
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From this, the optimum concentration should be around [TPPS3] = 3.5 µM.
Aggregates grown with these initial concentrations experience a greater dissymmetry factor ∆g without their symmetry factor Ssymm decreasing (see
figure 4.9, right panel). In the next section we examine how the variation of these parameters is affected in the presence of high magnetic fields.
We will focus on concentrations of TPPS3 close to 3.5 µM. The addition of
TPPS4 will be studied for values ranging between 0% and 3%. The symmetry of the CD signals of TPPS3 samples with more elevated TPPS4 (figure
4.8 and figure 4.9, right side) were deemed too asymmetrical for further
examination.

Kinetic studies
The characterization of the kinetics of the aggregation process of TPPS3
was first performed in zero magnetic field. Aggregation under the same
conditions should result in roughly the same absorbance kinetics. The aggregation was characterized under standing and rotating conditions. The
time duration, required for the aggregation to start and fully evolve, was
properly defined. To that end we followed two different protocols; one
in which we homogenized our samples by mildly shaking the solution after the addition of NaCl, as described in section 3.2.2, and one where we
homogenized our final solution by repeated pipetting. Figure 4.10 shows
representative aggregation curves of either protocol for standing and rotating conditions. The evolution of the normalized monomer peak (434 nm) is
plotted against time. There is a clear, large, difference between the kinetics
resulted from the two protocols under standing conditions (upper panel,
figure 4.10). The time needed for the aggregation to start, under standing
conditions, when we homogenized by mildly shaking (red curves in upper
panel of figure 4.10), was of the order of 50 seconds, whereas when we homogenized by pipetting (black curves in upper panel of figure 4.10) it was
around 1500 seconds, although with a large variation from measurement
to measurement. The evolution of the aggregates with the former protocol
was deemed too fast and we followed the latter protocol for the experiments in high magnetic fields (section 4.3.2). A possible explanation for
the difference in kinetics between the two protocols could be that shaking
dissolves air in the liquid and leads to the formation of bubbles that could
act as nucleation centers. Another possible explanation is that pipetting
creates laminar flows, and results in imperfect mixing of the reagents. On
the contrary, under shaking, perfect mixing occurs, which results in a higher
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number of nucleation sites and an acceleration of the kinetics.
Kinetic studies were also performed on TPPS3 aggregates homogenized by pipetting and grown under rotatory conditions at 15 Hz for one
hour (blue curves, bottom panel in figure 4.10). After the first hour the
rotation was stopped (dashed line in bottom panel of figure 4.10) and the
aggregates were left to reach equilibrium for another ∼ 5 hours. For the
case when the pipetting protocol is followed, there is no clear difference,
on average, for aggregation kinetics grown under standing, or rotating conditions. The variation of the aggregation curves for samples grown under
rotation though, is much smaller than for samples grown under standing
conditions. More details about the kinetics of TPPS3 aggregates grown
in zero magnetic field were shown in chapter 3. The lack of a clear difference in aggregation kinetics for standing and rotating samples comes in
sharp contrast with previous experiments conducted with less thoroughly
purified TPPS3 aggregates [12, 84]. However, the large variation in the
measurements of the kinetics for aggregates grown under standing conditions, combined with our relatively small statistical size, makes it hard to
conclude whether there is a lack of acceleration for samples grown under
rotation, or not. In any case, the kinetics of the aggregation process under
the pipetting protocol and under rotating conditions are evolving slowly
enough and in a controlled manner so that they can be easily probed.

4.3.2

Experiments in high magnetic field

In the previous section we optimized the aggregation process of TPPS3 and
we showed how variations in the TPPS3 and TPPS4 concentrations affect
the magnitude of the final CD spectra, the dissymmetry factor ∆g and
the symmetry factor Ssymm , for samples grown in zero magnetic field. We
concluded that a concentration of 3.5 µM TPPS3 gives the optimum ∆g
and Ssymm values, whereas addition of TPPS4 higher than 3% destroys the
symmetry. Here, we investigate further how variations in the concentration
of TPPS3, NaCl and TPPS4, in high magnetic fields (25 T at field center)
and for samples grown under rotation (15 Hz, either CW, or ACW as seen
from above), affect the ∆g and Ssymm factors. Adding a chemical chiral
bias (D-tartaric acid) is expected to affect the aggregation kinetics and the
final CD signals [85], and is also studied.
For all experiments in high magnetic fields, the dissymmetry factor ∆g and the symmetry factor Ssymm are plotted as bar graphs in the
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Figure 4.10: Normalized absorption of the monomer (434 nm) as a function of time for TPPS3 in aqueous H2SO4. The concentration of TPPS3
was 3.5 µM. The upper panel shows the evolution under standing conditions
for TPPS3 aggregates prepared by homogenizing the solution with shaking
(red curves) and with pipetting (black curves). The bottom panel shows the
evolution under rotating conditions (15 Hz, clockwise as seen from above)
with the solution homogenized with pipetting. The dashed line indicates the
end of rotation.

following figures (4.11, 4.12). We assigned different colours for different
conditions that the samples were subjected to. More specifically, we assign
different colours for samples experiencing (a, red) a positive Geff and CW
rotation or a negative Geff and ACW rotation, i.e. the effective gravity
Geff and rotation are parallel, (b, green) a positive Geff and ACW rotation, or a negative Geff and CW rotation, i.e. the effective gravity Geff and
rotation are antiparallel, (c, blue) experiencing zero Geff (i.e. levitation
conditions) but still be subjected to rotation no matter if it is CW or ACW
and (d, cyan) being outside the magnet and not experiencing any rotation.
Table 4.3 summarizes the variations we performed in the concentrations
of TPPS3, NaCl, D-tartaric acid and TPPS4, for the experiments in high
magnetic fields.
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experiment
series
#

[TPPS3]
(µM)

[NaCl]
(mM)

D-tartaric
acid
(µM)

[TPPS4]
(%)

Nr. of
samples

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3
3.5
3
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

100
100
100
100
75
75
75
100
100

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
3

40
16
32
16
24
16
32
8
16

Table 4.3: All series of experiments performed in high magnetic fields
and the respective variation in TPPS3, NaCl, TPPS4 and D-tartaric acid
concentrations. The magnetic field (25 T at field center) and rotation (15
Hz) were applied for 30 minutes for experiment series #3 and 60 minutes
for the rest of the experiments.

Effect of varying the concentration of TPPS3 and D-tartaric acid
We studied whether small deviations from the optimum porphyrin concentration of [TPPS3] = 3.5 µM affect the final CD spectra. The concentration
values studied were either 3 µM, or 3.5 µM. Previous studies on the chiral selection mechanism of TPPS3, for monomer concentrations between 3
µM and 5 µM, have shown that the magnitude of ∆g slightly decreases,
but the chiral selection mechanism is not affected, for increasing monomer
concentration [12]. Here, the effect of TPPS3 concentration was studied
for samples with and without the addition of D-tartaric acid. It has been
shown for a similar system that adding L-, or D- tartaric acid at the beginning of the aggregation, dictates the signal of the dissymmetry factor
∆g, its magnitude and the aggregation kinetics [85]. The tartaric acid is
itself chiral and can act as a chiral bias in the porphyrin system, tilting
the racemic balance, and forcing the system towards a specific enantiomer.
We tested this hypothesis by adding 1 mM D-tartaric acid in samples of
varying TPPS3 concentrations.
Figure 4.11 summarizes the results of this series of experiments
for TPPS3 samples without (figure 4.11a, 4.11b) and with the addition
of tartaric acid (figure 4.11c, 4.11d). Figures 4.11a and 4.11c show the
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CD spectra of the experiment. In figures 4.11b and 4.11d we quantify
the CD spectra in terms of ∆g and Ssymm . The left panels in each figure
correspond to samples of 3 µM monomer concentration, whereas the right
panels correspond to samples of 3.5 µM monomer concentration. Samples
that showed no CD signal were not included in the following graphs. Figure
4.15 shows the average of the results of this series of experiments.
Almost all samples showed bisignate CD signals; 37 out of 40 for
experiment series #1, 16 out of 16 for experiment series #2, 32 out of 32
for experiment series #3 and 16 out of 16 for experiment series #4.
Samples of 3 µM TPPS3 concentration, where no D-tartaric acid
was added (left panels of figures 4.11a, 4.11b, series of experiments #1),
experienced some chiral selection, with respect to the relative orientation
of Geff and L, of opposite sign than in [11]. Specifically, 10 out of 13
samples (77%) experienced ∆g > 0 for Geff ↑↑ L and 8 out of 14 samples
(57%) experienced ∆g > 0 for Geff ↑↓ L. Samples near levitation (Geff ≈
0) had random chirality (3 out of 5 experienced ∆g > 0). For higher
TPPS3 concentrations ([TPPS3] = 3.5 µM, right panels in figures 4.11a and
4.11b, series of experiments #2) there is no chiral selection and a strong
bias towards positive ∆g, regardless of the relative orientation of Geff and
L. The ∆g appears to be decreasing for higher TPPS3 concentrations.
Previous studies showed no effect of TPPS3 concentration in the range
between 3 and 5 µM on the sign of ∆g [11, 12].
When D-tartaric acid was added (figures 4.11c and 4.11d), there
was a positive chiral bias regardless of the TPPS3 concentration, similar to
previous results of different groups for TPPS4 aggregates [85]. Comparing
figures 4.11a-b and 4.11c-d we see the following: Samples that had a TPPS3
concentration of 3 µM experienced either handedness in the absence of Dtartaric acid. The situation was changed when D-tartaric acid was added.
The chirality is now driven towards a positive ∆g, although of small magnitude. Furthermore, higher concentration samples of 3.5 µM TPPS3 that
experienced a slightly positive ∆g in the absence of tartaric acid had their
chirality amplified, retaining their original sign, when D-tartaric acid was
added. As expected [85], D-tartaric acid drives the TPPS3 system towards
a more positive ∆g.
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Figure 4.11: Results of the experiments where TPPS3 aggregates are
grown in field (25 T) and under rotation (15 Hz) for one hour. After
the first hour the rotation was stopped. The different spectra were measured
3 days after the beginning of aggregation. All samples have a salt concentration [NaCl] = 100 mM. Figure a and c show CD signals without (figure
a; left panel shows series of experiment #1 and right panel series of experiment #2) and with (figure c; left panel shows series of experiment #3 and
right panel series of experiment #4) the addition of 1 mM D( )C4H6O6.
Figures b and d show the ∆g and the symmetry factor Ssymm for the set of
samples of figures a and c respectively.
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Effect of varying the concentration of TPPS4 and NaCl
Previous studies have shown that growing TPPS3 aggregates in high magnetic fields results in a chiral enantioselection dependant on the relative
orientation of the effective gravity, Geff , and the direction of rotation, L,
with a success rate close to 90% [11, 12]. Despite our efforts and the purity
of our samples, such chiral enantioselection is either of opposite sign and of
far lower success rate (series of samples #1), or is completely absent (series
of experiments #2). The most likely explanation is that the synthesis procedure, described in 3.2.1, resulted in purer TPPS3 samples than the ones
of previous studies [11, 12], devoid of impurities essential to the observed
chiral selection. One of those impurity candidates is TPPS4. In this series of experiments we examine the effect of adding a small (concentration)
percentage of TPPS4 to our TPPS3 samples and let them grown inside the
magnet. We varied the TPPS4 concentration between 0%, 1% and 3%, with
respect to the TPPS3 concentration. We also compared samples of different
samples between 75 mM and 100 mM. A decrease in the salt concentration
has been shown to decrease the aggregation speed and increase the amplitude of ∆g without affecting the chiral selection [12]. Our hope was that
adding a TPPS4 impurity, along with varying the aggregation speed (by
varying the NaCl concentration), in the presence of magnetic field and rotation, could lead to the chiral enantioselection previously observed [11, 12].
For samples grown with a salt concentration of [NaCl] = 75 mM,
almost half experienced no bisignate CD signal, or were CD silent and
were not included in the following analysis,, since no ∆g could be defined.
Specifically, for experiment series #5, 6 out of 24 )25%) had a single band
and 9 out of 24 (37.5%) were CD silent. For series of experiment #6, 1 out
of 16 (6.25%) had a single band and 7 out of 16 (43.75%) were CD silent.
For series of experiment #7, 8 out of 32 (25 %) had a single band and 2
out of 32 (6.25%) were CD silent. When the salt concentration is kept at
[NaCl] = 100 mM, the situation is slightly better. For series of experiment
#2 all samples experienced CD signals. For series of experiment #8, 2 out
of 8 (25%) had a single band and 1 out of 8 (12.5%) was CD silent. For
series of experiment #9, 4 out of 16 samples (25%) had a single band and
1 out of 16 (6.25%) were CD silent. The results for the rest of the samples
of this series of experiments are shown in figure 4.12. The averages of the
results are shown in figure 4.16.
Our results indicate that, decreasing the NaCl concentration, or
increasing the TPPS4 percentage decreases the symmetry of the CD sig90

Figure 4.12: Panels a and c show CD signals of TPPS3 aggregates grown
in field (25 T) and under rotation (15 Hz) for one hour. After the first
hour the rotation was stopped. The different spectra were measured 3 days
after the beginning of aggregation. The concentration for all samples is
[TPPS3] = 3.5 µM. The samples are made with [NaCl] = 75 mM (figure a;
left panel, series of experiment #5; middle panel series of experiment#6;
right panel series of experiment #7) and [NaCl] = 100 mM (figure c; left
panel, series of experiment #2; middle panel, series of experiment#8; right
panel, series of experiment #9). The percentage of TPPS4 added is varied
between 0% (leftmost part of either panel), 1% (middle part of either panel)
and 3% (rightmost part of either panel). Figure b and d show the ∆g and
the symmetry factor Ssymm of figures a and c respectively.
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nals (which is also confirmed in our zero field results, see figure 4.9, right
panel) and in many cases results in silent CD. More specifically, for a salt
concentration of 100 mM (figure 4.12c-d), increasing the TPPS4 percentage decreases the symmetry of the CD signals and lowers the dissymmetry
factor ∆g. Samples of lower salt concentrations (75 mM) have very asymmetric CD signals (figure 4.12a-b), regardless of TPPS4 concentration. For
samples where no TPPS4 is added (leftmost panels in figure 4.12a-d), a
lower salt concentration decreases both the symmetry and the magnitude
of the CD signals. There is a strong positive chiral bias and an absence of
chiral selection for any combination of TPPS4 and NaCl that was tried.
Magnetic field dependence of dissymmetry factor ∆g and symmetry factor Ssymm
In our experiments in high magnetic fields, each vial is positioned at a different height inside the magnet, experiencing a different effective gravity
Geff . It has been shown [12] that chirality can not be selected for a vial
rotation speed lower than 10 Hz, or for vials that were completely filled,
which form no meniscus during rotation. These observations indicate that
the fluid dynamics are crucial for the chiral enantioselection of TPPS3 aggregates [11, 12]. The fluid dynamics can be quantified with the curvature
of the spinning solution, which scales as ω 2 /Geff , with ω the angular rotation speed of the spinning vial [11, 12]. Furthermore, magnetic alignment
effects, scaling as B 2 , should affect the enantioselection. However, the direction of the magnetic field is not relevant for a chiral enantioselection
process [113]. To account for both fluid dynamics and magnetic alignment,
the chiral enantioselection results in [11, 12] were plotted against B 2 /Geff .
We applied the same approach in the following analysis. Figures 4.13 and
4.14 show how the dissymmetry factor ∆g and the symmetry factor Ssymm
scale with B 2 /Geff for different experimental conditions and under clockwise (red) and anticlockwise (blue) rotation.
We observed chiral selection for the samples of series #1 (figure
4.13a) which was dependent on the direction of rotation L, but seemingly
independent to the effective gravity Geff . Specifically, the samples of series
#1 experienced a positive (negative) ∆g, for CW (ACW) rotation and
regardless of the relative orientation between Geff and L. We note that for
figure 4.13a, the results for Geff < 0 agree with previous studies conducted
in our lab [11, 12], and for Geff > 0 the results are in agreement with
the result of Escudero et al., where TPPS3 aggregates were grown in the
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Figure 4.13: ∆g and Ssymm factors, plotted against B 2 /Geff , for experiment series #1 (figure a), #2 (figure b), #3 (figure c) and #4 (figure d).
Red squares indicate CW and blue squares ACW rotation.
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Figure 4.14: ∆g and Ssymm factors, plotted against B 2 /Geff for experiment series #5 (figure a), #6 (figure b), #7 (figure c), #2 (figure d), #8
(figure e) and #9 (figure f ). Red square indicate CW and green squares
ACW rotation.

presence of normal gravity under magnetic stirring [100].
The samples of series #2,4 (figure 4.13b-d) show a positive ∆g,
regardless of B 2 /Geff and direction of rotation. For these series of experiments, the ∆g factor is always higher for CW, than for ACW rotation. This
indicates that there is a concentration dependent, positive chiral bias that
we cannot overcome in the present configuration. Our results suggest that
for highly purified samples of [TPPS3] = 3.5 µM, chiral selection might be
possible, as long as the chiral bias is suppressed. The samples of the rest
of the series (series #3, figure 4.13c, and series #5-9, figures 4.14a-c, 4.14e,
4.14f) all experience a positive ∆g regardless of B 2 /Geff , but there seems
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to be no difference between CW, or ACW rotation.
Regarding the symmetry of the CD signals there is no definitive
answer with respect to B 2 /Geff . When the concentration of NaCl is decreased from 100 mM to 75 mM, the symmetry of the signals diminishes
drastically for us to make any kind of assumptions (series #5-7, figure
4.14a-c). When the NaCl concentration is 100 mM and regardless of the
rest of the experimental conditions, the Ssymm factor shows no apparent
trend with respect to the field (series #1-4 in figure 4.13 and series #8-9
in figures 4.14e, 4.14f).

4.4
4.4.1

Discussion
Experiments in zero field

Effect of rotation
The aggregation process was properly characterized in zero magnetic field,
with and without rotation. It has been argued that rotation alone accelerates the aggregation process of TPPS3, due to the better mixing of the
components [12], and such a behaviour has been observed on many occasions [12, 84]. The aggregation kinetics we observed showed a large variation for aggregates grown under standing conditions. This could be due to
our samples being devoid of any impurities that could work as nucleation
sites, making the aggregation process a more stochastic process than in the
studies of [11, 12]. Under rotation the aggregation process was far better
controlled. On average we did not observe a difference between the aggregation kinetics for standing and rotating solutions in contrast to previous
reports [12, 84]. The characteristic times for the aggregation under either
condition (see chapter 3) were comparable with the characteristic times of
aggregates grown under standing conditions of previous batches [84].
The rotation was expected to result into more symmetric CD signals, either for samples grown in the presence, or absence of high magnetic
fields [11, 12, 84]. Comparing the Ssymm and the position of maxima and
minima of CD signals for samples grown under rotation, (with and without magnetic field) and samples grown under standing conditions, no such
difference was observed.
Our findings point to the fact that there is very little difference
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between aggregates prepared under standing and rotating conditions, in
contrast to previous studies [11, 12, 84].

4.4.2

Experiments in high magnetic fields

Chiral selection
Our results suggest that chiral selection takes place for samples of 3 µM
monomer concentration (series #1). The sign of ∆g is opposite to that of
the experiment of Micali et al. [11] and agrees with the chiral selection
experiment of Escudero et al. [100]. The chiral selection depends solely on
the direction of rotation and the magnetically-induced effective gravity Geff
does not seem to affect it in any way. For samples with 3.5 µM monomer
concentration, with, or without the addition of D-tartaric acid (series #2,
#4) the ∆g for CW rotation is always higher than for ACW rotation,
indicating that a) the chiral selection is indeed happening for series #1
and is not a product of chance and b) there is a concentration dependent,
positive chiral bias, of unknown origin. The chiral bias has been reported
in previous studies [11, 12, 84], but for the present study the combined
influence of the magnetic field and rotation is not enough to overcome it.
Previous studies have attributed such chiral bias to biological debris in the
water [112].
The fundamental difference of the present study, compared to the
results in [11, 12], is that the magnetic field does not seem to affect the
aggregation process in any way. This is supported by the fact that a) the
chiral selection in series #1 does not depend on Geff , b) the dissymmetry
factor ∆g was of similar magnitude with and without the presence of the
magnetic field, and of smaller magnitude than in [11, 12] and c) the ∆g
factor does not scale with B 2 /Geff .
A smaller size of aggregates, compared to the experiment of Micali et al. [11], could explain why the field does not seem to play a role in
the chiral selection process. It has been argued that the alignment of small
aggregates through the magnetic field is crucial for the chiral selection [11].
However, aggregates of smaller size would not be aligned as easily as bigger
ones. Given the fact that the ∆g factor and the aggregate size have been
found to be related [86, 110], the smaller ∆g factors observed in our studies, could be interpreted to be due to a smaller size, as compared to the
studies in [11, 12]. However, a more direct measurement of size needs to be
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conducted in order to confirm, or reject, such a hypothesis. We note that
size and chirality8 have been observed to be directly correlated through
AFM measurements, and a size limit on the width of the aggregates was
imposed for folding to occur [100]. However, AFM studies have confirmed
that TPPS3 and TPPS4 aggregates have different shapes [114] and therefore
a correlation between ∆g and size might not be straightforward for the case
of TPPS3. If the field is not important though, the chiral selection cannot
occur in a system that is rotating as a solid body, which was assumed in [11]
and some extra chiral influence is needed to break the mirror symmetry.
It has been implied that the solid body rotation does not necessarily describe the full picture of the hydrodynamic flows in our system
[12, 84] and a vortex motion (rotation and translation) might be more accurate. In any case some translational motion is required to achieve the
observed mirror symmetry breaking of the J-aggregates. In the experiment
of Escudero et al., the chiral selection in magnetically stirred solutions of
TPPS3 was explained on the basis of shear gradient flows [100] and a competition between a chiral descending and ascending flow, at the center and
the walls of a square cuvette respectively [104]. However, this explanation
might not be sufficient for our results. Firstly, our system is rotating itself,
rather than having a magnet stirrer causing the rotation. Secondly, in our
case the vials are cylindrical, as opposed to vials with a square cross section
that were used in [100]. The shape of the vial has been proven crucial for
the ascending hydrodynamic flows close to the vial walls [104]. Thirdly, a
Lorentz force could induce complicated trajectories for charged particles.
Finally, some vibrations during magnet operation cannot be avoided, which
would affect the flows in an unpredictable way. The hydrodynamic flows
that the aggregates experience must therefore be different than in [100]. As
a final remark we note that the sample concentration, duration and speed
of rotation are all much higher in [100] than in our studies, which makes
the two experiments hard to compare.
Effect of TPPS4 in TPPS3 aggregates
Hydrodynamic chiral flows can induce chirality in TPPS4 aggregates [101–
104]. It is expected that if TPPS4 impurities are present, the magnetic field
and rotation-induced chirality of TPPS3 aggregates would be affected in an
8

by chirality we mean folding of aggregates. It is uncertain though, whether the CD
signals observed are due to the folding of the aggregates, or due to the intrinsic chirality
of the bilayers of TPPS3 [107]
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unpredictable way and this could have led to the chiral enantioselection
observed in previous experiments [11, 12]. However, the addition of TPPS4
in the range of 1% − 3% of the TPPS3 concentration did not induce any
chiral selection. We can conclude that either TPPS4 did not work as a chiral
facilitator in previous studies [11], or it did in combination with some other
TPPS derivative. Its addition decreases the Ssymm , indicating that the
aggregates with a small TPPS4 percentage are less defined and/or have
a substantial differential scattering with respect to differential absorption.
We note that the reversible chirality of TPPS4 aggregates is of opposite
sign than the one we observed [101–103], which could explain why TPPS4
works against a symmetric CD signal in our case.

Effect of D-tartaric acid
Ohno et al. [115] have reported chiral selection of TPPS4 aggregates by use
of L-, or D-tartaric acid. The resulted CD signals were higher than the ones
induced by rotation. Similar results have been reported by Castriciano et
al. [85], where L-tartaric (D-tartaric) acid resulted in a negative (positive)
Cotton effect. It has also been shown that D- and L- tartaric acid can select
the handedness of TPPS4 J-aggregates grown in a confined environment,
although in this report single band CD signals were observed [110]. We note
that the chiral selection reported in [85, 110, 115] was induced for TPPS4
under standing conditions.
Here, we report that addition of D-tartaric acid in J-aggregates
of highly purified TPPS3 (series #3, 4), in the presence of magnetic field
and under rotation, drove all ∆g values higher, compared to samples where
no tartaric acid was used, in agreement to the result of [85]. No variation
in the symmetry factor Ssymm was observed for aggregates grown with, or
without D-tartaric acid. In the series #4, the ∆g values were always higher
for CW, than for ACW rotation indicating (along with the results of series
#1 and #2) that there is a positive chiral bias and that the chiral selection
of series #1 was not a product of chance. This series of experiments also
indicates that it is possible to negate the positive chiral bias by use of
L-tartaric acid and be able to select the handedness of the aggregates by
changing the direction of rotation.
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Effect of NaCl concentration
It has been reported that ionic strength affects the aggregation mechanism,
structure and size of porphyrins, for the case of TPPS4 aggregates [116, 117].
We have shown that, for TPPS3 aggregates, grown under rotation and in the
presence of magnetic field, a decrease in the NaCl concentration decelerates
the aggregation kinetics but has no effect on the chiral selection [12].
Here, we report that for a batch of highly purified TPPS3, decreasing the NaCl concentration from 100 mM to 75 mM, results in silent, or
single band CD signals. For the samples that showed bisignate CD signals,
no chiral selection was observed. Whether the lack of chiral selection, or
lack of bisignate CD signals was caused by a smaller size, or a change of
structure is something that we cannot conclude upon.

Effect of monomer concentration
An increase of monomer concentration is expected to increase the number
of nucleation sites and accelerate the kinetics. Previous reports have not
shown any dependence of monomer concentration and chiral selection, in
the range between [TPPS3] = 3 − 5 µM [12].
The present study shows that aggregates of highly purified TPPS3
are easily affected by small monomer concentration changes, between 3 µM
and 3.5 µM. Chiral selection was only observed for monomer concentration
of [TPPS3] = 3 µM. The lack of chiral selection for [TPPS3] = 3.5 µM
was attributed to a concentration dependent chiral bias. The ∆g factor
decreases for increasing concentration and this trend was observed both in
zero and high magnetic field experiments, due to accelerated kinetics, as
has been shown elsewhere [12, 86]. A change in the monomer concentration
in the range of 3 − 3.5 µM does not seem to affect the Ssymm factor in any
way.

4.5

Conclusions

We observed chiral selection of J-aggregates from a highly purified batch
of TPPS3, under rotation and in the presence of magnetic field. The Jaggregates exhibited chiral selection exclusively at [TPPS3] = 3 µM. The
handedness of the aggregates depended solely on rotation and appeared
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independent of the magnetic field-induced effective gravity Geff , indicating that the hydrodynamic flows are responsible for the mirror symmetry
breaking. The handedness of the TPPS3 J-aggregates is opposite from what
we had previously observed with less thoroughly purified samples [11, 12].
Escudero et al. observed the same handedness as we did, for TPSP3 aggregates grown under magnetic stirring and normal gravity [100]. Small
deviations from the monomer concentration of [TPPS3] = 3 µM showed no
selection, but experience a higher ∆g factor for CW, than for ACW rotation. The chiral selection for samples of [TPPS3] = 3 µM concentration
and the fact that almost all samples of [TPPS3] = 3.5 µM concentration
experienced a bigger ∆g factor for CW, than for ACW rotation indicates
that a) the chiral selection is real and b) there is a concentration dependent
positive chiral bias of unknown origin. The chiral bias was enhanced with
the addition of D-tartaric acid. Addition of a small percentage of TPPS4,
or a decrease of salt concentration, from 100 mM to 75 mM, resulted to
silent CD signals, asymmetric CD signals, or no correlation of the ∆g with
rotation direction.
The highly purified batch of TPPS3 of the present study behaved
differently than the TPPS3 batches previously studied [11, 12]. A new protocol needed to be established for the understanding of the chiral selection
mechanism. Addition of an optimum combination of TPP derivatives to
the mother solution might show a chiral selection more robust than what
we observed, but TPPS4 alone had the opposite effect from what we would
have hoped for. Our results indicate that addition of L-tartaric acid should
make the enantioselection mechanism more robust by overcoming the observed chiral bias. In order to minimize said bias, it is suggested that the
water is as fresh as possible and subjected to filtering. It is our suggestion that the hydrodynamic flows inside the magnet, along with the role
of vibrations, need to be studied for a better understanding of the chiral
selection mechanism of TPPS3.
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4.6
4.6.1

Appendix
Additional data

Figure 4.15: The average ∆g and Ssymm for TPPS3 aggregates grown in
field (25 T) and under rotation (15 Hz) for one hour. After the first hour
the rotation was stopped. The samples were measured three days after the
beginning of aggregation. The left and right panels of figure a correspond to
series of experiments #1 and #2 respectively. The left and right panels of
figure b correspond to series of experiments #3 and #4 respectively.
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Figure 4.16: The average ∆g and Ssymm for TPPS3 aggregates grown
in field (25 T) and under rotation (15 Hz) for one hour. After the first
hour the rotation was stopped. The samples were measured three days after
the beginning of aggregation. The left, middle and right panels of figure a
correspond to series of experiments #5, #6 and #7 respectively. The left,
middle and right panels of figure b correspond to series of experiments #32,
#8 and #9 respectively.
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Chapter 5

Coronene crystals in high
magnetic fields

Following our recent observation of a new polymorph (β) of coronene crystals when grown in an applied magnetic field of 1 T [13], we systematically investigate the behaviour of coronene crystals in applied fields
up to 25 T. We theoretically study the magnetic field-dependent terms of
the Gibbs free energy of the γ− and β− polymorphs of coronene. Our analysis shows that the β− polymorph is stabilized at certain field strengths
and crystal sizes and reveals that increasing the field strength does not automatically lead to a further stabilization of the β− form relative to the
γ− form. We experimentally investigate the possible occurrence of solidto-solid transition, using two approaches. We use dark field microscopy
on small crystals as well as magnetic field birefringence and dynamic light
scattering on coronene crystals dispersed in water, both in fields up to 25
T. Our findings provide indications of a field induced γ− to β− transition.
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5.1

Introduction

A polymorph is a solid phase which differs in its crystal structure from the
other polymorphs of that substance. The phenomenon of polymorphism
was first observed as early as 1821 by Mitscherlich [118] for the case of
sodium phosphate, and later for the case of sulfur [119]. As stated by Bernstein [120] ”in many ways a new polymorph is a new material” and as such
the new polymorph may have more, or less, desirable properties than its
counterparts. Different polymorphs can exhibit different solubility, transition phase temperatures, compressibility and optical properties. Therefore,
understanding and controlling polymorphism is essential and has become
an active field of research in both the academic world and industry, with
the pharmaceutical industry being the most notable example.1 The reader
is referred to the review paper of Singhal et al. [122] and references therein,
for a more elaborative description of polymorphism in the pharmaceutical
industry.
Coronene (C24H12) (see figure 5.1) belongs to the family of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs can typically crystallize in
four possible ways, depending on the relative ratio of C-H and C-C interactions: herringbone, sandwich-herringbone, γ- and β- herringbone structures
[123].
Until a few years ago, only γ− coronene was observed, but it

Figure 5.1: Coronene molecule.
1

80% of drugs used are exhibiting some polymorphism [121]
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Figure 5.2: Unit cells of γ− (left two figures) and β− (right two figures)
coronene. In the upper figures the red, green and black arrows indicate the
direction of the a−, b− and c− axes respectively. The bottom figures are
the unit cells of coronene along the a− axis. Adopted from [13, 124].

was reported recently that coronene undergoes a solid-solid, temperature
induced, transition and converts from the γ− to the β− polymorph at temperatures around 150 K [124, 125]. The two coronene polymorphs differ in
their packing geometry (see figure 5.2) and they further exhibit different optical properties, showcased with Raman, absorbance and fluorescence measurements at low temperatures [125–127]. Furthermore, a thermosalient
effect on coronene has been recently demonstrated [128] accompanied by a
γ− to β− phase transition.
In addition, we have recently shown that coronene crystallizes in
the β−herringbone structure, compared to the conventional γ−herringbone
structure, in the presence of a magnetic field of approximately B = 1 Tesla
[13]. The experiment turned out to be hard to reproduce though [129], even
at higher field strengths. This is surprising since most magnetic effects on
diamagnetic materials are expected to scale with B 2 , and therefore fields
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higher than 1 Tesla should make such a transition easier to occur2 . Moreover, the (orientation independent expression of the) magnetic energy can
not explain the preference of a β− over γ− polymorph in magnetic field,
for moderately high fields, since the isotropic part of the magnetic suscepχxx + χyy + χzz
tibility tensor, χiso =
, is almost identical for the γ− and
3
the β− polymorph [130].
In this chapter we aim to understand the effect of a magnetic field
on coronene crystals. Our objective is twofold. First to understand why
fields higher than 1 T do not seem to assist in the nucleation of the β−
coronene polymorph [13].
Our theoretical approach starts with the observation that the different symmetries of the two coronene polymorph unit cells affect their
alignment, in a magnetic field, in different ways. We show how the Gibbs
free energy of either polymorph depends on the magnetic field strength,
and that the β− polymorph is always favoured for B > 0. We finally show
that, for sufficiently big crystals, the energy difference between the two
polymorphs can be comparable to the thermal energy kB T , even for low
magnetic fields.
Second, given the fact that fields of 1 T result in the β− polymorph [13] and that lowering the temperature in a γ− polymorph results
in a γ− to β− solid-solid transition [124, 125, 128], which can be accompanied with a thermosalient effect [128],3 we ask the question whether this
can also happen with magnetic fields in a similar manner, i.e. whether a
magnetosalient effect accompanied with a γ− to β− transition is possible.
In order to answer this question, we employ the following approach. Coronene of the γ− form, is placed inside one of the magnets of
the HFML and its response is measured with dark-field microscopy in an attempt to record any salient effect while ramping up and down the magnetic
field. The dark field microscopy results are reported in section 5.3.
Another approach is to probe the alignment of coronene crystals
in high fields, through magnetic birefringence (MB) measurements. The
2

Magnetic effects are expected to follow the behaviour of the magnetic energy with
field which scales with B 2 . See section 5.2 for a more detailed explanation.
3
Salient are effects where an external stimulus (light for the case of photosalient [131–
134], temperature for the case of thermosalient [135–139], pressure [140] etc) results in a
mechanical response of a material (twisting, bending, jumping, rotating, expanding and
contracting). Thorough reviews of salient phenomena on molecular crystals have been
published over the years [140, 141].
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magnetic susceptibility χ̃ tensor is different for the two polymorphs [130]
and would result in a difference in magnetic alignment, which would allow
us to estimate whether a polymorph change is happening or not. Since
MB depends on both the magnetic susceptibility tensor and the size of
the studied particle (coronene crystals in our case), we probe the size of
coronene crystals with DLS. DLS is used in between MB measurements
to i) helps us disentangle the magnetic alignment and the size information
during MB experiments and ii) to record any size changes of the coronene
crystals pre and post magnet exposure that could have been caused by
a solid-solid transition. The theory of magnetic alignment is presented
in section 5.2. The results of the MB and DLS experiments, along with
the necessary theory, are presented in section 5.4. Complimentary data
that explore the effect of the Brij surfactant in the magnetic alignment are
presented in the Appendix, in section 5.6.1.
We finally note that in order to record any magnetically induced
size changes, or to have reliable MB data, we need to make sure that in
zero magnetic field the size of coronene crystals remains constant over time.
We present the necessary protocol that allows us to have stable coronene
crystals, along with sample characterization through DLS experiments over
the course of several hours in section 5.4.2.

5.2

Analysis of the Gibbs free energy of coronene
polymorphs in an applied magnetic field

This study aims to explain why fields stronger than 1 T do not seem to
assist in the nucleation of the β− polymorph. We first present the standard
theory of magnetic alignment. We further use this theory to study the Gibbs
free energy of the γ− and β− polymorph against magnetic field strength
and size of the coronene crystals.

5.2.1

Magnetic Alignment

When a material is subjected to a magnetic field, B, a magnetic dipole
moment m is induced given by [142]
m=

χB
,
NA µ0
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(5.1)

where χ is the molar magnetic susceptibility of the material, µ0 = 4π ×
10−7 N/A2 , is the vacuum permeability and NA = 6.022 × 1023 mol−1
is Avogadro’s constant. In the general case χ is anisotropic, i.e. it is
different if it is measured along the x−, y− or z− axis, in the molecular
frame. Generally, each component of the χ̃ tensor is written as χij where
the index i refers to the direction of the magnetic moment and the index j
refers to the direction of the applied field. The magnetic susceptibility can
be written in diagonal form, relative to the molecular axis [143]


χxx 0
0
χ̃ =  0 χyy 0  .
(5.2)
0
0 χzz
The magnetic susceptibility of the two β− and γ− coronene polymorphs
have been calculated by Rui et al. [130] and will be used below. We note
that the χ̃ values of [130] are in CGS units. We converted their calculations
to [SI] units to be consistent with the rest of the thesis. The conversion
from CGS to SI units is done with the following equation
1 cm3 · mol−1 [CGS] = 4π × 10−6 m3 · mol−1 [SI].
The magnetic energy acquired by a molecule is
Z B
Emag = −
m · dB.

(5.3)

(5.4)

0

The magnetic field, B, for the general case where B is not aligned along
the molecular axis, can be written in the molecular frame as [144]


B sin(θ) cos(φ)
B =  B sin(θ) sin(φ)  ,
(5.5)
B cos(θ)
where θ is the angle between the molecular axis of highest rotational symmetry of the molecule and the magnetic field B and φ the angle between
the projection of B to the x-y plane with the x−axis, as shown in figure
5.3. Combining equations 5.4 and 5.5 the magnetic energy can be written
as

 

Bχxx sin(θ) cos(φ)
B sin(θ) cos(φ)
2
χ̃B
1
 Bχyy sin(θ) sin(φ)  ·  B sin(θ) sin(φ) 
Emag = −
=−
2µ0 NA
2µ0 NA
Bχzz cos(θ)
B cos(θ)
h
i
2
B
χxx sin2 (θ) cos2 (φ) + χyy sin2 (θ) sin2 (φ) + χzz cos2 (θ) ,
=−
2µ0 NA
(5.6)
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Figure 5.3: Cylindrically symmetric molecule in the presence of a magnetic field.

or, equivalently,
i
B2 h
χxx + (χyy − χxx ) sin2 (θ) sin2 (φ) + (χzz − χxx ) cos2 (θ) .
2µ0 NA
(5.7)
Omitting orientation independent terms, equation 5.7 can be written as
[12, 145]
Emag = −

i
B2 h
(χyy − χxx ) sin2 (θ) sin2 (φ) + (χzz − χxx ) cos2 (θ) .
2µ0 NA
(5.8)
If the molecule under consideration has cylindrical symmetry, then χxx =
χyy = χ⊥ and χzz = χk , where χk is along, and χ⊥ is perpendicular to the
molecular axis of highest rotational symmetry. Then equation 5.8 becomes
∆Emag (θ, φ) = −

∆Emag (θ) = −

(χk − χ⊥ )B 2
∆χB 2
cos2 (θ) = −
cos2 (θ).
2µ0 NA
2µ0 NA

(5.9)

This extra energetic term exerts a torque on the molecule, which
tends to align it towards the orientation that minimizes its total energy.
This orientation is with the smallest χ− component of the molecule along
the field. The situation is illustrated in figure 5.4. Note that the coordinate
system and the angles are different than the ones used in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.4: Cylindrically symmetric molecule oriented in a magnetic field
with ∆χ = χk − χ⊥ positive (left figure) and negative (right figure). The
molecule aligns perpendicular to the direction of the biggest absolute value
of the χ component. The dashed arrows in the right figure indicate that the
molecule with ∆χ < 0 can still rotate about an axis perpendicular to the
field.

5.2.2

The distribution function and the order parameter

We will first consider a cylindrically symmetric molecule. The magnetic
susceptibility of such a molecule along its axis of highest rotational symmetry, χk , is different from its magnetic susceptibility normal to its axis
of highest rotational symmetry, χ⊥ , so that ∆χ = χk − χ⊥ 6= 0. Such a
molecule tends to orient itself in a magnetic field following a Boltzmann
distribution


∆Emag (θ)
1
f (θ) =
exp −
,
(5.10)
Fnorm
kB T
where the normalization constant Fnorm is given by


Z 2π Z π
∆Emag (θ)
Fnorm =
exp −
dΩ ,
(5.11)
kB T
0
0
R 2π R π
so that 0 0 f (θ)dΩ = 1, with dΩ = sin(θ)dθdφ. The quantity f (θ)dΩ
defines the fraction of molecules whose axes make angles between θ and
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θ + dθ with the magnetic field. For a cylindrically symmetric molecule,
∆Emag is given from equation 5.9, otherwise and if no symmetry is assumed,
∆Emag is given by equation 5.7.
In order for the alignment to happen the particle has to overcome
the thermal energy that tends to randomize its orientation, so that the
inequality ∆Emag > kB T needs to hold. The magnetic energy of a single molecule is too small for that, but if we have an ordered aggregate of
N molecules, then its combined magnetic energy, N ∆Emag , can be large
enough to exceed the thermal energy kB T . The distribution function of an
aggregate of N molecules is written as

f (θ) =

1
Fnorm



N ∆Emag (θ)
exp −
,
kB T

(5.12)



N ∆Emag (θ)
dΩ .
exp −
kB T

(5.13)

where Fnorm is now given by
Z

2π

Z

Fnorm =
0

0

π

The behaviour of the distribution function f (θ), for the cylindrically symmetric case, over a range of angles, is shown in figure 5.5 for different
magnetic fields and for ∆χ either positive, or negative. It shows that the
preferred alignment for χk > χ⊥ happens for θ = 0 and for χk < χ⊥ the
preferred alignment happens for θ = π/2 (see [146]). In order to quantify
the alignment of the needles in a magnetic field we use the scalar order
parameter S defined as [147]
3 cos2 θ − 1
2

3 cos2 θ − 1
f (θ) sin θdθdφ.
2
(5.14)
The scalar order parameter takes values between -0.5 and 1, corresponding
to full alignment for ∆χ = χk − χ⊥ < 0 and ∆χ = χk − χ⊥ > 0 respectively
(see figure 5.6). The difference in the value of the order parameter S, for
∆χ > 0 and ∆χ < 0, at maximum alignment, is given by fact that for
∆χ < 0 the aggregate can still rotate in the x-y plane, whereas for ∆χ > 0
the aggregate is fixed along the direction of the field (see figure 5.4). When
the scalar order parameter equals 0 the molecules are oriented on average
completely randomly.


S = hP2 (cos θ)i =



Z Z

=
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Figure 5.5: Normalized distribution function f (θ) as a function of θ for
∆χ = 4 × 10−9 m3 /mol (left panel) and ∆χ = −4 × 10−9 m3 /mol (right
panel). The number of unit cells is N = 3 × 105 and the temperature is
T = 300 K.

Figure 5.6: Order parameter S as a function of magnetic field B for
∆χ = ±4 × 10−9 m3 /mol, N = 3 × 105 and T = 300 K.
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5.2.3

Magnetic field selection of a crystal polymorph

In terms of thermodynamics, the most stable polymorph is the one with
the lowest Gibbs free energy. In the presence of a magnetic field the Gibbs
free energy can be written as [146]
G = U − T S + P V + Emag ,

(5.15)

where U the internal energy, T the temperature, P the pressure, V the
volume, Emag the magnetic energy (see equation 5.6) and S the entropy of
the system. We will study how the orientational entropic term −T Sorient
and the magnetic energy term Emag vary with magnetic field. The remaining terms of equation 5.15 have no magnetic field dependence and are of
no interest to us. We further clarify that our study is an attempt to map
the thermodynamics of the system and in that sense, we will compare the
Gibbs free energy of a γ− and a β− coronene rod. Kinetics, i.e. nucleation
and growth phenomena, are not taken into consideration.
Our system of interest is one coronene needle, consisting of N unit
cells.4 DFT calculations have given the following values for the magnetic
susceptibility χ̃ for the unit cell of the β− and γ− form respectively [130]


−283.7
0
0
,
−479.3
0
χ̃β =  0
(5.16)
0
0
−1301.3



−283.8
0
0
−847.1
0 ,
χ̃γ =  0
0
0
−931.1

(5.17)

where χ̃ is in SI units of ×10−11 m3 /mol. If we take the orientational
average of the magnetic energy, then equation 5.7 can be written as

−N B 2 
χxx + (χyy − χxx )hsin2 θ sin2 φi + (χzz − χxx )hcos2 θi ,
2µ0 NA
(5.18)
where the average hXi of a property X of the system is calculated using
Z
hXi = Xf (θ, φ)dΩ,
(5.19)
hEmag (B)i =

4

Coronene needles can be described as rods. We prove this in section 5.4.3.
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with f (θ, φ) the distribution function of equation 5.12 and ∆Emag given by
equation 5.7. The magnetic field B and the number of unit cells N change
the magnetic energy due to their presence in the prefactor of equation 5.18
and also due to their presence in the exponential of the distribution function
f (θ, φ).
First, we plot the dependence of the magnetic energy difference,
per coronene needle, between the γ− and the β− polymorph, ∆Emag =
γ
β
Emag
− Emag
, against N and B in figure 5.7. A negative ∆Emag means
that the γ− polymorph is favoured, whereas a positive ∆Emag means that
the β− polymorph is favoured. The energy difference ∆Emag , needs to be
comparable to the thermal energy, kB T , to be significant. ∆Emag is plotted
in terms of kB T to make this comparison easier. A vertical cross section
corresponds to a change of the size of the crystal and a horizontal cross
section corresponds to a field sweep. Figure 5.7b shows horizontal cross
sections to give a better feeling of the colour map. Figure 5.7c shows the
components of ∆Emag against field for N = 5 × 105 unit cells.
The colour map of ∆Emag (figure 5.7a) reveals three distinct areas.
1) An L-shaped area, where ∆Emag exhibits a maximum at around 0.25
kB T , for small N and large B, or large N and small B values (dark red
surface in the colour map). This region depends solely on the orientation
dependent terms of ∆Emag (black dotted and dashed lines in figure 5.7c).
Its magnitude remains constant and its width grows bigger for smaller N .
2) An L-shaped area, where ∆Emag exhibits a minimum (dark blue region
in figure 5.7a) which, again, is the result of the orientation terms of ∆Emag .
3) A region where the expected behaviour of the magnetic energy is seen
and ∆Emag grows as ∝ B 2 and depends on the orientation independent
term of ∆Emag (blue dotted line in figure 5.7c and light blue region of
figure 5.7a).
Next, we turn to the entropic term of equation 5.15. To understand why the orientational entropy of a coronene needle would differ, depending on which polymorph has formed, it is instructive to look at the
energy of equation 5.7. We plot Emag against the angles φ and θ in figure
5.8. The energy is plotted in terms of kB T for N = 1 × 106 and B = 20 T.5
The coronene needles try to minimize their energies in the field
5

The general behaviour of Emag against φ and θ would have been the same for any
value of B and N since they only contribute in the prefactor of equation 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: a) The colour map of ∆Emag against B and N , calculated
with equation 5.18. The location of the minima and maxima are shown
with dashed and dotted lines respectively as a guide for the eye. b) The
magnetic energy difference between γ and β coronene (per needle) against
the magnetic field, B, for different number of unit cells, N . c) The components of the magnetic energy difference, ∆Emag , against the magnetic field,
B, for N = 5 × 105 unit cells.

(dark blue regions of figure 5.8a and 5.8b). It is clear that both polymorphs
are constricted along θ and tend towards an angle θ = π/2. Because of the
χ̃ tensor components being χxx ≈ χyy < χzz for the β−polymorph, and
χxx < χyy ≈ χzz for the γ−polymorph, the β− polymorph can still rotate,
relatively freely, around φ, whereas the orientation of the γ−polymorph is
γ
γ
β
β
fixed. Therefore Eent
= −T Sorient
> Eent
= −T Sorient
. The orientational
entropy favours the formation of the β− polymorph and works in the same
direction as the magnetic energy Emag . This orientational entropy difference, expressed here as the difference between the two χ̃ tensors of the two
polymorphs, results from their difference in nearest neighbor angle (50o and
86o for β− and γ− polymorph respectively [130]).
The orientational entropy Sorient , per coronene needle, going from
the dissolved state (L) to the β−, or γ− polymorph, and ignoring surface
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Figure 5.8: Magnetic energy for N = 1 × 106 and B = 20 T against
angles θ and φ. Panels a and b show the magnetic response for the γ− and
β− polymorph respectively in spherical coordinates.
effects that we assume similar for both polymorphs, is [147, 148]
Z
L→β,γ
Sorient = −kB f β,γ (θ, φ) ln[4πf β,γ (θ, φ)]dΩ,

(5.20)

with f β,γ (θ, φ) the distribution function given by equation 5.12 for either
polymorph. As was the case for ∆Emag , we have calculated the orientational entropy difference between the γ− and β− polymorph, ∆Eent =
L→γ
L→β
−T (Sorient
− Sorient
) and its relation to B and N (figure 5.9). ∆Eent is plotted in terms of kB T . Positive values of ∆Eent mean that the orientational
entropy favours the β− over the γ− polymorph. Figure 5.9a shows the
colour map of ∆Eent against B and N . Figure 5.9b shows a cross section
of the colour map, with ∆Eent against B for different N .
Again, three distinct regions appear in the colour map of figure
5.9. 1) An L-shaped region where ∆Eent assumes negative values (dark
blue region in the colour map), with a minimum of around -0.05 kB T . 2)
An L-shaped region where ∆Eent assumes positive values (dark red region
in the colour map), with a maximum of around 0.4 kB T . 3) A region at
large B and N values, where ∆Eent keeps slowly decreasing. The positions
of the minima and maxima of ∆Eent are shown with dashed and dotted
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γ
β
Figure 5.9: a) The colour map of the ∆Eent = Eent
− Eent
(per needle)
against magnetic field, B, and number of unit cells N , calculated with equation 5.20. The location of the minima and maxima are shown with dashed
and dotted lines respectively as a guide for the eye. b) The entropic energy
difference, ∆Eent , between γ− and β− coronene against B, for different N .

lines respectively.
The dependence of the total energy difference, ∆Etot = ∆Emag +
∆Eent , is shown in figure 5.10. Both ∆Emag and ∆Eent work in the same
direction, favouring the β− polymorph and result in a positive ∆Etot for any
positive values of B and N . Still, an L-shaped area exists with a maximum
value of 0.38 kB T . For larger B and N values, ∆Etot keeps rising due to
the orientation independent term of ∆Emag .
In order to clearly demonstrate how the entropic term, ∆Eent , affects ∆Etot we plot both ∆Emag and ∆Etot against B and N , in figure 5.11
with the same colour bar. There is not much difference between ∆Emag
and ∆Etot for very large values of N and very small values of B, or vice
versa (yellow L-shaped area in both panels of figure 5.11). The most important contribution here comes from the orientation-dependent terms of
the magnetic energy. For larger values of B and N though, entropy starts
contributing and ∆Etot and ∆Emag behave differently. By including ∆Eent ,
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Figure 5.10: a) The colour map of ∆Etot = ∆Emag + ∆Eent against B
and N . Calculated with equations 5.18 and 5.20. The dotted line shows
the location of the maxima of ∆Etot . b) The total energy difference, ∆Etot
between γ and β coronene (per needle) against the magnetic field, B, for
different number of unit cells, N . c) The components of the total energy
difference, ∆Etot , against the magnetic field, B, for N = 5 × 105 unit cells.
the β− polymorph becomes more favourable, over a wider range of values
of N and B. Finally, with the inclusion of the ∆Eent , the β− polymorph
is favoured for any N and B combination.

5.2.4

Discussion

The inclusion of the orientation-dependent terms of the magnetic energy
and the orientational entropy, in the calculation of Etot for the two polymorphs, can explain a γ− to β− transition. We note that the energy difference between the two polymorphs, per aggregate, for moderately large
coronene needles (N ≈ 5 × 105 ) and fields (B ≥ 15 T), is around 0.3 kB T .
Such energy difference might be enough to explain a selective growth of the
β− polymorph from a supersaturated solution. Stronger fields and bigger
aggregate sizes increase the energy difference between γ− and β− coronene.
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γ
β
γ
β
Figure 5.11: ∆Emag = Emag
− Emag
and ∆Etot = Etot
− Etot
against B
and N , plotted with the same colour bar in terms of kB T .

There exists however, a clear optimum combination of N and B,
where the energy difference between the two polymorphs per aggregate assumes a local maximum, with values close to 0.4 kB T for magnetic fields in
the order of a few Tesla (L-shaped dark red region in figure 5.11). While
being at this local maximum, increasing the field would decrease, rather
than increase, the energy difference between the two polymorphs, making
the transition from γ− to β− less favourable. Therefore, a specific combination of size and magnetic field is needed to reach this locally maximum
region and remain there. We believe that our analysis can contribute in
the explanation of the growth of β− polymorph in 1 T of reference [13] and
why it has been so hard to reproduce these results [125].
Our analysis shows that the the β− coronene polymorph has a
lower energy in field, than the γ− polymorph. However, even though the
thermodynamics determine whether a transition is possible or not, how this
transition progresses is determined by its kinetics [149]. In the previous section we have assumed that we are in a condition of thermal equilibrium and
depending on thermodynamic conditions, either one or the other form is
present. In reality, that is not the case. A phase transition may not hap119

pen, even though thermodynamically it is the most favourable one and the
system may remain in a state of a metastable equilibrium, rather than the
(energetically lower) stable one, because it is kinetically unfavourable. As
stated by Cheng [149] ”whether a phase transition is possible or impossible
is determined by thermodynamics but how the transition progresses to the
final state is determined by the kinetics of the phase transformation”.

5.3

Investigation of the solid-solid transition by
dark field spectroscopy

We use dark field microscopy to probe a possible movement of crystals in
the presence of a magnetic field, as a result of a solid-solid transition, in
analogy with a thermosalient effect of coronene crystals reported in [128].

5.3.1

Dark-field Microscopy

The design of the dark-field microscope insert is shown in figure 5.12. The
insert is based on a Schwarzschild objective. In the current set-up we can
image a circular sample area of around 0.5 mm in diameter.
The light source, shown as blue lines in the upper left panel of
figure 5.12, can be a LED, a halogen lamp, or a laser. The spot size is
adjustable with the focusing lens and/or the diaphragm. The image from
the objective is reflected via a mirror underneath the magnet into a CCD
camera with zoom lens.
The insert consists of a Schwarzschild objective,6 which is a high
numerical aperture (NA) cassegrain, a condenser lens, a diaphragm, a sample holder, a local heater and a thermometer. The objective allows for 10×
magnification. When there is no sample placed the incoming light does not
get scattered, hits the spider mount and does not reach the observer. When
a sample is placed, the light is scattered into the objective and reflected via
two curved mirrors resulting in an image of the sample.
The sample holder consists of two teflon rings at the top and the
bottom and two glass slides in between, where the sample is placed. A third
teflon ring between the two glass slides was used as a spacer. The sample’s
6

An additional advantage of the Schwarzschild objective is the fact that no Faraday
rotation takes place.
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temperature is controlled with a thermometer and a local wire heater.

5.3.2

Jumping Crystals

Small γ coronene crystals (97% pure, Sigma-Aldrich) were placed between
two glass slides, without any further processing, in the sample holder of the
imaging insert. The insert fits into the 50 mm bore of a 31 T magnet of the
HFML (see figure 5.12). The temperature was kept constant at 298 K. The
field was raised from 0 T until 25 T and back to 0 T with a sweep rate of 60
mT/s. From B ≈ 3 T onwards, we observed a clear movement of coronene
crystals under visible light, as shown in figure 5.14a and 5.14c. Figure 5.14a
shows the sample at B = 0 T and figure 5.14c shows the sample at B = 0
T, but after a sweep up to B = 25 T. The yellow circles are a guide to the
eye, to show the most prominent differences between the samples at B = 0
T, before and after a sweep up to B = 25 T. It is unclear whether this
movement was due to a polymorph change of the coronene crystals.
To examine whether the observed jumping is caused by a phase
transition or not, we used a laser (405 nm) as the light source in the insert during the magnet sweep. The two coronene polymorphs fluoresce at
different wavelengths [13] (see figure 5.13). A 435 LP filter was placed in
front of the camera after the objective/sample, and was used to block the
laser light, so that we would only observe the fluorescence from the samples.
Typical results are shown in figure 5.14b, at B = 0 T, and figure 5.14d,
after a sweep up to B = 25 T. The yellow circles are a guide to the eye,
to show the most prominent differences between figures 5.14b and 5.14d.
Figure 5.14E and 5.14f show the difference between figure 5.14a, 5.14c and
5.14b, 5.14d, respectively. In either experiment, no colour differences were
observed.

5.3.3

Discussion

Our dark field microscopy study demonstrated a new ’magnetosalient’ effect
of coronene powder in high magnetic fields. Whether this salient effect was
due to a polymorph change remains unclear. Using a 405 nm laser as a
light source did not show any colour change, which according to [13] would
be indicative of a polymorph change. This could be due to the fact that
the polymorph change happens in a small percentage of the total volume of
a coronene crystal. It could also mean that kinetic factors are important,
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the insert for dark-field microscopy. The upper
left panel shows a drawing of the Schwarzschild objective. The middle left
panel shows a drawing of the sample holder. The red framed box in the left
is a magnification of the red framed part of the whole insert, shown at the
right.
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Figure 5.13: Optical image of β and γ coronene crystals under 365 nm
light. Adopted from [13].
meaning that the coronene crystals need to stay in the required field for a
longer time for the polymorph change to happen. Our results could finally
be interpreted as a polymorph change that is not accompanied by a colour
change as has been reported in literature [125].

5.4

Investigation of the solid-solid transition by
MB and DLS

During a magnetically induced polymorph change, the alignment behaviour
of the new polymorph is expected to change, accompanied by a possible size
change, in analogy to a temperature induced one [150]. A possible solidsolid transition in high magnetic fields was studied by a combination of in
situ MB and ex situ DLS measurements.

5.4.1

Setup and Data Analysis

Magnetic Birefringence (MB)
MB is an optical technique that probes the magnetic field alignment of objects by measuring the difference in refractive index ∆n along the direction
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Figure 5.14: Pictures a and c show the coronene powder, as observed from
the dark-field microscope, under visible light. Picture a shows the sample
at B = 0 T and picture c shows the sample after a sweep up to B = 25.
Pictures b and d show the coronene powder, as observed from the dark-field
microscope, with a 405 nm laser source (fluorescence image). Picture b
shows the sample at B = 0 T and picture d shows the sample after a sweep
up to B = 25. Picture e shows the difference in intensities between figures
a and c. Figure f shows the difference in intensities between figures b and
d.
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parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. It has been presented in
detail in previous theses [12, 145, 151]. Here, we will highlight the most
important aspects of the technique and the mathematical formalism.
The MB setup is illustrated in figure 5.15. A monochromatic light
source (He-Ne laser, 632.8 nm) goes through the first polarizer at 45o and
through the photo elastic modulator (PEM). The PEM is operating at
f = Ω/2π = 50 kHz. The light is guided into the magnet and through
the sample. After the sample, the transmitted light is guided through the
second polarizer set at -45o and is guided, through a multimode fibre, to
the detector. The DC part of the signal is measured with a voltmeter
(K199, Keithley) and the AC parts with two lock-in amplifiers. The signal
is further analyzed with a home-made Labview program.
The intensity of the light that reaches the detector can be expressed as [152]
I ∝ (1 − cos δ cos A + sin δ sin A),
(5.21)
where A = A0 cos(Ωt) is the retardation induced by the PEM, with Ω its
modulation frequency. δ is the magnetic field induced wavelength retardation. For δ  1 equation 5.21 is written as a Fourier series
V(DC)

V (2f)

z
}|
{
z
}|
{
I = 1 − cos(δ)J0 (A0 ) + 2 sin(δ)J1 (A0 ) cos(Ωt) + 2 cos(δ)J2 (A0 ) cos(2Ωt)
{z
}
|
V (1f)

+ higher terms,
(5.22)

Figure 5.15: The setup for MB. See text for details. Adopted from [145].
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with Jn ordinary Bessel functions of order n. The intensity of the signal is
a sum of a DC term and a first and second harmonic term + higher terms.
For A0 = 0.383, J0 (A0 ) = 0 and in that case the retardation is equal to


J2 (A0 )V1f
δ = arctan
(5.23)
J1 (A0 )V2f
and is related to the birefringence, ∆n = nk − n⊥ through the equation
∆n =

δλ
,
2πd

(5.24)

where d is the cuvette thickness, and λ is the wavelength of the laser. The
magnetic birefringence as a function of field is then equal to [12]
∆n = ∆nmax S(B),

(5.25)

where S(B) is the order parameter (see section 5.2.2) and ∆nmax is the
signal of the birefringence at maximum alignment.
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
Dynamic light scattering (abbreviated DLS and sometimes referred to as
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy or Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering) is an
elastic light scattering method to determine the size of submicron particles
in suspension [153, 154].
The setup for our DLS experiments in magnetic fields is shown in
figure 5.16. The sample is suspended in a medium and is placed between
two magnet poles of a Varian V-3900 2 Tesla magnet. The sample holder is
made out of copper and is connected with a water bath (Julabo F25) that
keeps the temperature constant at 300 K. A monochromatic light source
(He-Ne Laser) illuminates the sample through a converging lens. The scattering intensity is measured at an angle θ (scattering angle) between the
direction of the incident light and the the direction of observation. The
scattering light goes through a collimator and is collected through a monomodal optical fibre. The light from the optical fibre is detected by a photomultiplier (Excelitas technologies), the output of which is analysed by
a correlator (ALV-7004/USB Multiple Tau Digital Realtime Correlator),
connected to a computer.
DLS is based on the analysis of the autocorrelation of the intensity
of the scattered laser light [155] for particles undergoing diffusion. The
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intensity of the measured scattered light, at some angle, at a specific time
t, will be I(t) and at some later time, t + τ , I(t + τ ). The autocorrelation
function of the intensity of the scattering light is defined as
g (2) (τ ) =

hI(t) · I(t + τ )i
,
hI(t)i2

(5.26)

and is known as the second order autocorrelation function. The first order
autocorrelation function g 1 (τ ) is defined as
g (1) (τ ) =

hE(t) · E ∗ (t + τ )i
,
hE(t)E ∗ (t)i

(5.27)

where E(t) and E(t + τ ) are the amplitudes of the electric field of the
scattered light at times t and t + τ respectively. The second and first order
correlation functions are related via the Siegert relationship
g (2) (τ ) = Bbas + β[g (1) (τ )]2 ,

(5.28)

where β is the coherence factor, determined by the ratio of the detector area
to the coherence area of the scattered light [156] and is generally a fitting
parameter. Bbas is the baseline and is taken equal to 1 by most authors.
Noise contributions however, can make Bbas vary from unity and is better
to be left as a fitting parameter [157].
In the simplest case when the size distribution is mono-disperse,
i.e. all particles under consideration are of the same size, g (1) (τ ) takes the
form of a single exponential
g (1) (τ ) = e−Γτ .

(5.29)

Figure 5.16: Setup for DLS measurements in magnetic fields. See text
for details.
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Figure 5.17: Scattering geometry for DLS. The incident wavevector, kin
and outgoing wavevector kout are of the same magnitude (elastic scattering,
2πn
kin = kin =
, with n the refractive index of the medium and λ the
λ
wavelength of the light) and at a scattering angle θ between one another.
Here Γ = Dq 2 , where D is the diffusion coefficient of the objects and q is
the magnitude of the scattering wavevector defined as
q = |kout − kin | =

4πn
θ
sin ,
λ
2

(5.30)

where θ is the scattering angle, λ is the wavelength of the incoming light, n
is the refractive index of the medium and kin and kout are the incident and
scattered wavevectors of light respectively (see figure 5.17). Alternatively,
if the size distribution is mono-modal but rather broad, then g (1) (τ ) takes
the form of a sum of exponentials
Z ∞
(1)
e−Γτ G(Γ)dΓ,
(5.31)
g (τ ) =
0

where G(Γ) the size distribution and
5.28 and 5.31 we arrive at [157]

R∞
0

G(Γ)dΓ = 1. Combining equations


2
µ2
g (2) (τ ) = B + βexp(−2Γτ ) 1 + τ 2 − ... ,
2!

(5.32)

where µ2 is related to the spread of the diffusion coefficient D [157]. The
diffusion coefficient D can be related to the hydrodynamic radius RH (the
radius of a sphere that would diffuse at the same speed as the particle under
consideration) through the Stokes-Einstein equation7
D=

kB T
,
6πηRH

7

(5.33)

We have assumed here that the diffusion of particles can be described as if they
were of spherical shape. This is the most common way of analyzing scattering particles
through DLS. This assumption will be dropped later.
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Γ is the average Γ, η is the viscosity
of the medium and RH the hydrodynamic radius.
Equation 5.32 is the fitting equation we use for the analysis of
DLS data throughout this chapter. A useful parameter is the polydispersity
index (P DI) which is a measure of the broadness of the size distribution
and is defined as [158]
µ2
P DI = 4 2 .
(5.34)
q D
The closer the P DI is to zero, the more the sample approaches the ideal
case of monodispersity. Commercial instruments take the limit of monodispersity to be a P DI equal to 0.08 [159].
The above analysis assumes that the size distribution shows one
maximum (mono-modal distribution) and is known as the cumulants analysis [157, 160]. We note that if the size distribution is multimodal then the
preferred way of data analysis is based on calculating the reverse Laplace
transformations of g (1) (τ ). With the latter family of methods, the distribution over the decay rates, G(Γ), over the Γ−space, is directly obtainable.
With the aid of equation 5.33 the G(Γ) distribution over the Γ−space can
be transformed into a proper size distribution G(RH ). Of the methods that
try to directly calculate G(Γ) the most commonly used is the contin analysis [161]. We will use the contin analysis as a complimentary method to the
cumulants analysis, either by using a built-in function of the autocorrelator
software, or by analyzing the raw autocorrelation data with a MATLAB
script [162]. The full mathematical description of the contin analysis is outside the scope of this thesis. The reader is referred to the original papers
[161, 163] and to a recent review of the method [164].

5.4.2

Preparation and characterization of dispersed coronene
crystals

Here we present the protocols used for preparing stable small coronene
crystals. The stability of our samples was checked with DLS measurements
on the course of several hours.
Sample preparation
The protocols followed for the preparation of small crystals of coronene
(C24H12) were based on the work of Xiao et al. [73]. The materials used
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were 97% pure coronene (Sigma-Aldrich), 99+% THF (Acros Organics),
95+% acetone (Acros Organics) and Brij L23 (Sigma Aldrich). We used
three different protocols.
 Protocol A: In a typical run coronene powder was dissolved in THF
(0.5 mM initial concentration) while stirring. The solution is kept at
T ≈ 40o C on a hot plate. Small crystals of coronene were formed by
precipitation in H2O, which contained 0.5 mg/mL of Brij, at room
temperature , while stirring, at a final volume ratio of H2O : THF =
5 : 1 and a final concentration of coronene of [C24H12] = 0.083 mM.
The solution was kept at room temperature and was left stirring for
approximately 1 hour.
 Protocol B: Coronene powder was dissolved in THF (2 mM initial concentration) while stirring, at room temperature. The C24H12 : THF
solution was quickly injected into a Brij : H2O (0.5 mg/mL) solution,
at a final volume ratio of H2O : THF = 4 : 1 and a final coronene
concentration of [C24H12] = 0.1 mM (protocol B). The solution was
left stirring for about 20 minutes, after which, it was characterized
with DLS. Protocol B was an adaptation of the protocol in [165].
 Protocol C: Same as protocol A, without the addition of Brij.

Samples prepared with protocol C (without Brij) agglomerated
∼ 30 mins after preparation, as seen with the naked eye. In contrast,
samples prepared with Brij, either following protocol A, or B did not show
any signs of agglomeration for the first few hours, although samples under
protocol B proved to be stable over longer periods of time. Figure 5.18
shows a representative sample of coronene grown with protocol B under
the fluorescence microscope. The crystals are needle-like which suggests
single crystallinity of the samples. The fluorescence microscopy studies
suggest that the coronene crystals of protocol B are a few microns in length
and a few hundred nanometers in width [165].

Sample characterization with DLS measurements in zero field
Small crystals of coronene prepared with either protocol A, or B were characterized with DLS measurements at zero field. The autocorrelation curves
were taken every 3 minutes for 3 hours at a scattering angle of θ = 20o .
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Figure 5.18: Figure shows coronene needles prepared with protocol B under fluorescence microscope [165].
For all cases the temperature is T = 295 K. The viscosity η and
refractive index n are assumed to have the constant values of η = 8.94×10−4
m2 · kg · s−2 · K−1 and n = 1.33 for water. The DLS data were analyzed
with both the contin algorithm (regularizer α = 0.2, see [161])8 and the
cumulants analysis.
In figure 5.19 we show typical graphs of normalized DLS autocorrelation curves (figures 5.19a, 5.19c) and the respective calculated hydrodynamic radii RH (see equation 5.33) against time (figures 5.19b, 5.19d).
Figures 5.19a and 5.19b correspond to samples made following protocol C,
whereas in figure 5.19c, 5.19d protocol A is followed.
It can be seen that the apparent size of crystals, prepared with
protocol A, and described by the hydrodynamic radius RH , is initially fluctuating between 1.5 µm and 4 µm, before finally going down as a result
of the larger crystals sedimenting and being outside the light path of the
laser light. The sedimentation of larger crystals can be seen as the result
of spikes in the DLS signal at longer correlation times [159]. As opposed to
this behaviour, crystals prepared with protocol C show no changes of size
8

Even though there are many techniques that select the optimum regularizer α for
the Contin analysis, our approach was to find a regularizer that would give identical
results for both contin and cumulants analysis for monodisperse samples of polystyrene
spheres with varying diameter between 100 nm and 1 µm. A regularizer of α = 0.2 was
the best choice.
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Figure 5.19: a) Normalized autocorrelation curves of samples prepared
with protocol A. b) The respective hydrodynamic radius RH against time for
∼3 hours. c) The normalized autocorrelation function g (2) − 1 of samples
prepared with protocol C. d) The respective hydrodynamic radius RH over
time. The DLS measurements have been conducted at a scattering angle
θ=20o .

over time. The size is significantly lower and the spikes in the autocorrelation signal, at longer correlation times, have disappeared, indicating an
absence of sedimentation.
Protocols A and B gave samples of different size and stability. The
size of crystals is expected to be a major parameter in terms of polymorph
selection in magnetic fields (see section 5.2.3). Samples prepared with pro132

protocol

A

B

C

initial coronene concentration
in THF

0.5 mM

2 mM

0.5 mM

initial Brij concentration
in H2O

0.5 mg/mL

0.5 mg/mL

−

final volume ratio
H2O:THF

5:1

4:1

4:1

final coronene concentration
in aqueous solution of THF

0.083 mM

1 mM

0.083 mM

temperature while stirring
stirring time
initial RH

40 o C
1h
450 ± 250 nm

23 o C
20 min
137 ± 8 nm

40 o C
1h
−

time in between
DLS measurements

6±5 h

36 ± 10 h

−

final RH

625 ± 200 nm

168 ± 24 nm

−

Table 5.1: Summary of the details of each of the three protocols used,
along with the calculated hydrodynamic radii RH from DLS measurements
immediately after sample preparation and after several hours post preparation.

tocol B were far smaller and more stable over time than the ones prepared
with protocol A. Samples prepared with protocol A had an average hydrodynamic radius (assuming a spherical shape) of RH = 450 nm. After 6-7
hours, post magnet exposure, the samples increased their sizes by 50% to
100%. Samples prepared with protocol B had an average RH = 137 nm
after preparation and did not show any significant increase in size, even
30 hours after preparation and post magnet exposure. Our experimental protocols for the preparation of the coronene crystals, along with DLS
characterization measurements immediately after preparation and several
hours post preparation are summarized in table 5.1. For coronene crystals
prepared with protocol C, the agglomeration was visible to the naked eye
almost immediately after preparation and therefore no DLS measurements
were conducted.
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5.4.3

Alignment of coronene crystals

Here, we present a combination of DLS and MB measurements that, along
with theoretical calculations of the ∆χ magnetic susceptibility [130], will
characterize the magnetic alignment and will study the behaviour of coronene
crystals in the presence of magnetic fields to find out whether a solid-solid
transition can take place in an aqueous dispersion.

Sample alignment probed with DLS in low fields
We conducted a series of DLS measurements on coronene crystals (protocol
A) in magnetic fields between 0 and 2 T. Representative results of this series
of experiments are shown in figure 5.20a, where we plot the normalized autocorrelation function, g (2) − 1, against the delay time, τ , and their respective
calculated diffusion coefficients, D, (5.20b). The DLS measurements were
conducted at a scattering angle of θ = 20o . Each autocorrelation curve, or
histogram bar of figures 5.20a and 5.20b, is the average of three consecutive
DLS measurements. The data in figures 5.20a and 5.20b indicate that there
is a clear difference in the apparent diffusion coefficient of the samples at
0 T and at 2 T. The average diffusion coefficient is D = 5.1 ± 0.9 × 10−13
m2 /s at 0 T and D = 3.4±0.7×10−13 m2 /s at 2 T. The diffusion coefficient
at zero field is reduced by a factor of 0.6, compared to its apparent value
at B = 2 T, on average. This difference can be attributed to an alignment
effect (see also section 5.2.1). Previous calculations have shown that for
fully aligned rods the observed diffusion coefficient D is reduced by a factor
of 0.8 for a scattering angle of 20o [91]. Such a calculation is well within
the experimental error of our measurements, which suggests that i) the observed difference in D at 0 and 2 T is due to alignment and ii) our samples
can be treated as rods (see also figure 5.18).
A more thorough investigation of the effect of magnetic field on apparent D is shown figure 5.20c. In this series of experiments we investigated
the alignment effect of coronene crystals, again prepared with protocol A,
in several magnetic fields between 0 T and 2 T. Each field value remained
constant for approximately 15 mins, before the field was lowered again.
There is no difference in D for fields higher than 0.2 T where, apparently,
full alignment has taken place. The diffusion coefficient in this series of
experiments was reduced by a factor of 0.5, on average, which is again close
to the theoretically calculated value of 0.8 [91].
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Figure 5.20: Normalized autocorrelation curves (panel a) and calculated
diffusion coefficient (panel b) for coronene samples at zero field (red) and
at B=2 T (blue). Panel c shows diffusion coefficient of coronene samples
against field. Measurements were conducted at scattering angle θ = 20o .

Magnetic Birefringence with B < 25 T and ex situ DLS measurements
For the MB measurements we performed either two or three up-down sweeps
(from 0 T to 30 T and back to 0 T) for each sample. Figure 5.21a shows
the MB curve of the first and second upsweep of a sample prepared with
protocol B, and figure 5.21b shows the fitting with equation 5.25 of the
first upsweep shown. The MB curves were fitted up to 15 − 20 T, assuming
cylindrical symmetry, with equation 5.25. The fitting is close to perfect.
MB curves measured at higher fields (higher than 20 T in most cases) experienced a change of slope which cannot be fitted with equations 5.14 and
5.25. Fitting of the data with a modification of equations 5.14 and 5.25 was
attempted, that included a gradual change of ∆χ during a magnet sweep,
from the γ− to the β− polymorph. Our model was not able to explain both
the upsweep and the downseep MB curves (data not shown), nor was the
overall behaviour of the slopes consistent during different measurements.
The slope also cannot be explained by the presence of Brij (see 5.6.1). We
believe that the change of slope is most likely due to a magnetically induced
misalignment of our optical setup and cannot be attributed to a solid-solid
transition.
DLS measurements were performed before and after the MB measurement, every 10 minutes, for half an hour to determine whether there
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Figure 5.21: a) Typical birefringence curves for a sample prepared with
protocol B. The first and second upsweep are shown. b) First upsweeps of the
same sample, along with the fitting curve until B = 24 T. The calculated N
was 4.9×105 for both the 1st and 2nd upsweep. ∆χ = −6.47 × 10−9 m3 /mol
(γ-polymorph) [130].

was any change of size after preparation, indicative of agglomeration, and
to record any size differences before and after the magnetic exposure of the
samples during the MB measurements. No size increase was recorded, during the DLS measurement before, or after the MB measurements. The time
period between DLS measurements (before and after the MB measurement)
was approximately 1 − 2 hours. DLS measurements were also conducted,
several hours after sample preparation. The DLS measurements were conducted at a scattering angle θ = 16o . Figure 5.22 shows DLS measurements
at t = 0 and t = 6.5 hours for a sample prepared with protocol B.

Calculation of the aspect ratio of coronene crystals
A combination of MB and DLS allows for a rather precise estimation of the
size of the crystals. So far, with the DLS analysis that we have followed,
we have implied that the coronene crystals are of spherical shape. This
assumption allowed us to make some comparative analysis regarding the
size of coronene crystals prepared with different protocols and their response
to magnetic fields and time. Such a simplification would be necessary when
DLS measurements is the only size dependent experimental technique and
therefore we need to relate the size of our samples to one single number.
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Figure 5.22: Characteristic autocorrelation DLS curves (panel a) and
size distribution as calculated from Contin analysis (panel b) for a sample
prepared following protocol B. The sample was measured before (t = 0) and
after (t = 6.5 h) the magnetic exposure during the MB experiments. DH
stands for hydrodynamic diameter assuming a spherical shape. In panel b,
solid, dashed and dotted lines represent consecutive measurements.
In order to estimate more accurately the size of the coronene crystals we can combine the information of MB and DLS measurements. For
the remainder of this section we will treat the coronene crystals as rods
with a long axis L and diameter b. This assumption is supported by the
microscopy fluorescence measurements (see section 5.3.2 and figure 5.18)
and the fact that alignment of those crystals, as probed by DLS measurements, gave an apparent diffusion coefficient D reduced by a factor close to
what is theoretically expected for rods [91] (see section 5.4.3), compared to
the apparent diffusion coefficient in zero field. The diffusion coefficient D
for rods is [91]
 
kB T
L
D=
ln
.
(5.35)
3πηL
b
The number of unit cells, N , can be evaluated from MB measurements and,
assuming a rod shape for crystals, it is related to L and b according to the
following equation
Vcrystal
πLb2
N=
=
,
(5.36)
Vunit cell
4Vunit cell
where Vunit cell is the volume of a unit cell of the γ− polymorph of coronene
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protocol
A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
A
A

N × 106
2.4
0.9
6.9
0.5
0.6
9.7
1.1
2.7
1.7
2.4

L (µm)
3.0
3.4
24.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
6.5
3.6
2.6
3.5

b (nm)
25
15
16
20
25
30
10
25
25
25

L/b
120
227
1500
50
40
33
650
144
104
140

D × 10−12 (m2 /s)
0.76
0.76
0.14
1.80
1.80
1.60
0.46
0.66
0.87
0.70

Table 5.2: Results of all magnetic alignment experiments following protocols A and B. The number of unit cells N is calculated by fitting the
magnetic birefringence curves and the long and short axes L and b are calculated by numerically solving equations 5.35 and 5.36.
and is equal to 0.696 nm3 (supporting information in [130]). Equations
5.35 and 5.36 can be numerically solved to obtain the long and short axis
of the coronene rod. In our calculation we only considered the number
of unit cells, N , derived from the upsweep of a MB measurement since
the thermal relaxation (during a downsweep) is happening at completely
different, unrelated timescales than the magnetic field induced alignment
(during an upsweep). Our results are shown in table 5.2 and figure 5.23.
In all our measurements, coronene samples either remained of the
same size, or they grew slightly bigger over the course of 6 − 7 hours. Such
a behaviour had been observed during our sample characterization measurements and it was observed that the samples grow despite having been
quenched with water. Interestingly, one sample prepared with protocol A
showed the opposite behaviour, exhibiting a size decrease over time (circled sample in figure 5.23). The sample’s initial diffusion coefficient was
D = 1.5 × 10−13 m2 /s] and the number of unit cells was N = 6.9 × 106 ,
which resulted in a long and short axis of L = 24 µm and b = 16 nm. After
the MB measurement and the course of one hour, its diffusion coefficient
was D = 5.5 × 10−13 m2 /s and the number of unit cells was N = 2 × 106 ,
which resulted in L = 4.4 µm and b = 20 nm. Figure 5.24a shows the MB
measurement for the 1st and 2nd upsweep. The sample’s size, before and
after the MB, as measured by DLS is shown in figure 5.24b and 5.24c. We
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Figure 5.23: a) The diffusion coefficient D, calculated from DLS measurements against the number of unit cells N , calculated from MB measurements, for samples prepared with protocol A (red colour) and protocol
B (blue colour). b) the aspect ratio L/b of the same set of samples against
N . The unusually large sample that experienced a size decrease after the
magnet exposure is circled at the bottom right side of the left panel and
the top right side of the right panel. We have assumed that the coronene
crystals are cylindrically shaped.
note that both techniques, DLS and MB, estimated a significant decrease of
size, either by estimating the diffusion coefficient D in DLS measurements,
or by estimating the number of unit cells, N , in MB measurements. We
believe that the magnetic field caused the breakage of the coronene crystals, in analogy with a temperature induced breakage of coronene crystals
accompanied by a solid-solid transition [150].

5.4.4

Discussion

Throughout this series of experiments, different protocols were established
that led to the formation of stable, monodisperse coronene crystals of different sizes. DLS measurements at zero field were used to assess the degree
of stability and monodispersity. DLS measurements at low fields, combined with a previous theoretical treatment [91], concluded that the formed
coronene crystals, are rod shaped, as was also visible with fluorescence microscopy.
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Figure 5.24: a) The first and second upsweep of a MB measurement
for the largest stable coronene sample produced as retardation δ against
magnetic field. Lower panels show the autocorrelation functions (panel b)
and size distribution derived from Contin analysis (panel c) for the largest
stable coronene sample produced, before and after the MB measurement.

The alignment of needle-shaped coronene crystals was further studied with MB up to 30 Tesla. The alignment until 15 T − 20 T was in
excellent agreement with theory. We observed a change of slope in the MB
for stronger fields. This change of slope could not be explained with the
addition of Brij, or with any of our models without assuming an unreasonably large number of fitting parameters. Very recently RAMAN and solid
state NMR have been tried but no conclusive results have been obtained
yet [166]. We believe that the most likely explanation is a magnetically
induced misalignment of our optical setup for fields higher than 15 T.
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The size of coronene needles was measured ex situ with DLS, before and after the MB experiments. A sample containing unusually large
coronene rods, with an aspect ratio of around 1500, experienced a significant size decrease during the MB measurement. We believe that this could
have been the result of a solid-solid phase transition leading to particles
breaking apart, in agreement to the observations of a different group [150].
This is further supported by our theoretical analysis of section 5.2.3. This
size decrease was recorded by both DLS and MB techniques, which showed
a similar result. Taking into account that a) there is a sample transfer from
polystyrene cuvettes (for DLS measurements) to quartz cuvettes (for MB
measurements), b) that each DLS measurement took place every 10 minutes
for half an hour and c) that there are no spikes visible for longer correlation
times in the DLS measurements, point to the fact that the size change is
not a result of sedimentation of larger needles. The most likely explanation
is that the magnetic field broke the particles apart. Whether this was a
side effect of polymorph change or not remains an open question. If the
observed change of size was indeed an after effect of a polymorph change
from γ− to β−, we can conclude that the high aspect ratio, present in this
sample, could be an important factor for the polymorph change to happen.
Unfortunately, we managed to fabricate a sample of that size only once.
It is instructive that future research on the topic of solid-solid transition on coronene crystals inside a magnetic field should focus on improving
the protocol for sample preparation. The size of the coronene crystals, as
probed by MB, i.e. the number of unit cells N , should ideally be between
1.5×105 and 2.5×105 . According to our theoretical calculations of section
5.2.3, coronene crystals in that size range would allow for a broad range of
magnetic fields to achieve the optimum size-magnetic field combination, in
γ
β
order to maximize the energy difference Etot
− Etot
.

5.5

Conclusions

Our recent studies of coronene in magnetic fields [13] report that the unconventional β−polymorph can be grown in the presence of a magnetic
field of 1 Tesla. Our present analysis explains why increasing the field
does not assist in such a growth and why an optimum combination of size
and magnetic field is needed, for the growth of the β− polymorph. Our
analysis explains why previous studies may have failed to reproduce the
results of [13]. We present a detailed protocol for the preparation of stable,
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over the course of several hours, γ− small coronene crystals, that were further characterized with DLS and microscopy measurements. We provide
some indications that a magnetically induced solid-solid transition occurs
for coronene crystals through our studies with dark field microscopy, MB
and DLS. This could be the first observation of a new effect which we call
magnetosalient.
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5.6
5.6.1

Appendix
The effect of Brij on the MB for B > 25 T

We examined whether the change of slope in MB for fields higher than
20 − 25 T, such as the one observed in figure 5.21, is due to the addition
of Brij in our samples. The Brij molecule is shown in figure 5.25. We
considered rod shaped coronene crystals, with a diameter of b = 20 nm
and a long axis L = 3 µm (average values of table 5.2). The total surface
of such a rod is Atot ≈ 19 × 104 nm2 . The minimum surface area per
surfactant molecule on a monolayer is ABrij = 1.04 nm2 [167]. The amount
of Brij molecules per rod, assuming that the coronene rod is covered with
a monolayer of Brij molecules, is Atot /ABrij ≈ 1.82 × 105 . If we take the
number of unit cells/rod to be around N ≈ 1.5 × 106 for a moderately large
rod (see table 5.2), this gives an average number of Brij molecules per unit
cell of coronene of X = 1.82 × 105 /N ≈ 0.13.
C-C = −1.6×10−11 m3 /mol
Each C-C bond has a ∆χC-C = χC-C
k −χ⊥
[142]. The Brij molecules have 12 C-C bonds and each C-C bond forms an
angle of 35o with the molecular chain (see figure 5.25). The anisotropy of
a Brij molecule is ∆χBrij = 12 · ∆χC-C cos(35o ) = −15.7 × 10−11 m3 /mol.
The Brij molecules are expected to be predominantly normal to the surface
of the coronene rod. The total χ̃β,γ
Brij tensor, for both the coronene and the
Brij molecules, can be written as

 cor
χxx
0
0
 0
χcor
0 +
χ̃β,γ
yy
Brij =
0
0
χcor
zz


(5.37)
Brij
Brij
∆χ
+ 2χ⊥
0
0
X

0
∆χBrij + 2χBrij
0 

⊥
2
0
0
2χBrij
⊥

The extra 2χBrij
⊥ terms can be discarded, since they are added to
each term in the diagonal and we are interested in χ differences. The full
tensor for the γ− polymorph is written in 10−11 m3 /mol as
χ̃γBrij





−15.7
0
0
−283.8
0
0
X
−15.7 0
−847.1
0 +  0
= 0
2
0
0
0
0
0
−931.1
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(5.38)

We investigated the behaviour of the χ̃γBrij tensor by using two
approaches. Either by using equations 5.14, 5.25, or with a model for magnetic birefringence that allows the calculation of the magnetic field induced
birefringence, with input parameters the magnetic susceptibility and the
optical polarizability tensor [15]. The first approach could not explain our
data and was discussed in section 5.4.3. Our focus in this section will be the
model of [15]. In this model we use the full expression of the distribution
function f (θ, φ) of equation 5.12, without any symmetry assumptions and
therefore equation 5.7 was also used. The input parameters of the model
are the magnetic susceptibility tensor, χ̃ and the optical polarizability tensor, α̃. We used the χ̃γBrij tensor of γ− coronene and tried different values
for the components of the α̃ polarizability tensor. The starting point of the
model is the dielectric constant, m , which is written as
n2 Npcm hκ̃α̃i
m = n21 I˜ + 1
,
(1 − f ) + f hκ̃i

(5.39)

where n1 is the refractive index of the solution, Npcm is the number of
aggregates per unit volume and f is the volume fraction of the aggregates.
The incident electric field, E0 , the field inside the aggregate, Es and the
field outside the aggregate, El , are related via equation
f hEs i + (1 − f )El = E0

(5.40)

The tensor κ̃ describes the ratio between the electric field inside and outside the aggregate Es = κ̃El . The tensor κ̃ depends on the shape of the
aggregates via the depolarization coefficients dx’x’ , dy’y , dz’z’ , where x’, y’,
z’ the Cartesian coordinates in the aggregate frame
κα,ii =

n21
, i = x0 , y 0 , z 0 .
dα,ii n2f + (1 − dα,ii )n21

(5.41)

Figure 5.25: The molecular structure of a Brij molecule. The C-C bonds
form a 35o angle with the long axis.
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The tensor for dielectric constants has three components: m,z’z’ parallel
to the field and m,y0 y0 = m,x0 x0 perpendicular to the field. The magnetic
birefringence is written as
R 2π R π √
√
( m,zz − m,xx )f (θ, φ) sin(θ)dθdφ
∆n = nk,B − n⊥,B = 0 0 R 2π R π
. (5.42)
f
(θ,
φ)
sin(θ)dθdφ
0
0
The magnetic birefringence does not change for any αx’x’ , αy’y’ , αz’z’ and
for number of Brij molecules per unit cell of coronene of X ranging between
0 and 1. We could not explain the change of slope within this model for
any values of X and αx’x’ , αy’y’ , αz’z’ that we tried (data not shown) We
further conclude that a change of slope, for magnetic fields in the range of
20 − 25 T, cannot be explained with any combination of equation 5.42 and
5.25 and therefore, cannot be attributed to the addition of Brij.
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Summary
This doctoral thesis studies the growth of tri-(4-sulfonatophenyl) phenylporphyrin (TPPS3) aggregates from a highly purified batch and a solid-solid
transition of coronene crystals. Both systems were studied while being subjected to a high DC magnetic field (>25 Tesla). The systems’ response was
measured with the aid of several techniques (spectroscopic, microscopic and
light scattering). The techniques were employed either consecutively, or in
parallel, and either ex situ, or in situ. A combination of pre-existing techniques was developed for a more accurate record of the systems’ behaviour.
Our observations led either to a construction of a simplified theory on the
basis of thermodynamics and statistical physics, or provided a stepping
stone towards that.
In chapter 2 we present the theory of light scattering and absorption, and how they are related with one another. The assumption is made
throughout the chapter that the particles under consideration are small
enough to be within the Rayleigh regime. The chapter begins with the
derivation of the Rayleigh law of scattering for hard spheres. The theory
is then extended to include the density fluctuation model for liquids. Both
the hard sphere model and the density fluctuation model are expanded to
include absorption effects by forcing the refractive index of the spheres/scattering liquid to be complex [21, 41]. The resonance enhancement of
scattering, termed Resonance Light Scattering (RLS), inside the absorption band follows as a result of this inclusion and its general features are
presented. We show how the theory of RLS can be combined with the theory of excitonically coupled chromophores according to [168]. We present
in detail how information about the internal structure of excitonically coupled J-aggregates of porphyrins can be obtained and how they compare
with experimental data. An estimation of a lower limit for the number of
excitonically coupled chromophores is provided for our experimental data,
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based on the RLS model of excitonically coupled chromophores [20]. At the
end of the chapter it is proven than in order for a compound to experience
RLS, a high enough molar absorption coefficient is needed. The argument
is used to explain the absence of an RLS signal for coronene crystals.
In chapter 3 we present a new method that combines UV-Vis
absorbance with RLS. The combination is used to study the aggregation
kinetics of highly purified TPPS3 in zero magnetic field, under standing and
rotating conditions. Our technique allowed us to measure simultaneously
RLS and absorbance of a single batch as function of time. As the RLS
signal is influenced by absorbance and likewise, the absorbance signal is
influenced by scattering, we mathematically disentangle the two in a second
step. The simultaneous knowledge of the true absorption and RLS allows
for a good estimation of the aggregation number Nagg , the average number
of monomers per aggregate. Our findings provide new insights into the
aggregation mechanism of TPPS3 aggregates.
In chapter 4 we study the combined effect of rotation and magnetic field-induced gravity, termed effective gravity Geff , on highly purified
TPPS3 samples. Our results are compared with previous studies, conducted
with a less purified batch of TPPS3, that showed chiral enantioselection under the same conditions [11, 12]. In the present study, the samples were
initially characterized in zero magnetic field and under rotation, by measuring the CD signals and the aggregation kinetics of TPPS3, as probed by
UV-Vis absorption measurements. The effect of adding a small amount of
TPPS4, as a potential chiral template, and the variance of monomer concentration is also studied. For the experiments in high magnetic field several
samples were prepared, placed in different positions inside the magnet and
experiencing different effective gravity Geff . The concentration of TPPS3
monomers and salt were varied, along with the addition of a small amount
of TPPS4 (possible chiral template) and D-tartaric acid (chiral bias). The
chirality and the symmetry of the CD signals was measured 3 days after
the magnet experiment. The acceleration of the aggregation kinetics under
rotation was less pronounced than in previous studies [12, 84]. Our results
indicate that highly purified batches of TPPS3 give similar aggregates under standing and rotating conditions. The effect of the magnetic field in
those aggregates is minimal. We observed chiral selection exclusively for
samples of 3 µM monomer concentration. The chiral selection was independent of the relative direction between rotation L and Geff , and depended
solely on the direction of rotation. We believe that the size of the oligomers
formed during aggregation from a purified TPPS3 batch are smaller than
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their respective counterparts from a non purified batch, making them less
sensitive to magnetic alignment. Our results suggest that hydrodynamics
are solely responsible for the observed mirror symmetry breaking.
In chapter 5 we present the effect of magnetic fields in coronene
crystals and we examine whether a magnetic field can cause a solid-solid
polymorph change to coronene crystals. The chapter begins with the theory of magnetic alignment. Theoretical calculations from the point of view
of thermodynamics show that the orientational entropy of the coronene
polymorphs is important and that both the magnetic energy and the orientational entropy favour the formation of a β− coronene polymorph. It is
showed that optimum combinations of size and magnetic field exist in order
for the γ− to β− transition to happen. Our calculations show that simply
increasing the field will not necessarily achieve a polymorph change. Stable
coronene crystals were prepared, as indicated by Dynamic Light Scattering
(DLS) measurements. The magnetic alignment of coronene crystals agrees
with previous theoretical treatments for rod-shaped particles. Data obtained from dark-field microscopy, DLS and magnetic birefringence (MB)
show strong indications of a solid-solid phase transition of coronene crystals
in the presence of magnetic fields, and the possibility of a magneto-salient
effect.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de studies aan de groei van tris-(4-sulfonatofenyl)
fenylporfyrine (TPPS3) aggregaten uit zeer zuiver materiaal en aan een mogelijke vastestof-faseovergang van coroneenkristallen. Beide systemen werden bestudeerd in een zeer hoog statisch magneetveld (> 25 T), en het effect
daarvan werd gemeten met behulp van diverse technieken (spectroscopie,
microscopie en lichtverstrooiing). De technieken werden na elkaar of gelijktijdig, en ex situ of in situ toegepast. Een combinatie van bestaande technieken is ontwikkeld om het gedrag van de systemen accurater te kunnen
registreren. Onze waarnemingen hebben aanleiding gegeven voor nieuwe
theorieën gebaseerd op thermodynamica en statistische fysica, of tenminste
een aanzet daartoe.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de theorie van lichtverstrooiing en -absorptie,
en hoe die onderling samenhangen. In het hoofdstuk wordt de aanname
gedaan dat de beschouwde deeltjes kleiner zijn dan de Rayleigh-limiet. Het
begint met de afleiding van de Rayleigh-wet voor de verstrooiing van harde
bollen en voor de verstrooiing als gevolg van concentratiefluctuaties. Beide
modellen worden vervolgens uitgebreid om het effect van absorptie op de
verstrooiing te beschrijven, door voor de brekingsindex complexe waarden
toe te staan. Hiermee is de versterking van de verstrooiing nabij de absorptieband, een effect dat resonance light scattering (RLS) wordt genoemd,
goed te verklaren. We laten in detail zien hoe we informatie over de interne
structuur van exciton-gekoppelde J-aggregaten van porfyrines kunnen krijgen, en hoe dit zich verhoudt tot experimentele gegevens. We kunnen een
ondergrens voor het aantal gekoppelde chromoforen bepalen, gebaseerd op
het RLS-model van exciton-gekoppelde kleurstofmoleculen. Tenslotte laten
we zien dat alleen stoffen met een zeer hoge absorptiecoëfficiënt zich lenen
voor het RLS effect. Dit verklaart waarom bijvoorbeeld coroneen helaas
geen RLS vertoont.
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In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we een nieuwe methode die uv-vis absorptie met RLS combineert. Deze combinatie is toegepast om de aggregatiekinetiek van zeer zuiver TPPS3 te bestuderen, zowel in een stilstaande
als een draaiende monsterhouder. Met deze techniek konden we RLS en
absorptie tegelijkertijd volgen in de tijd aan hetzelfde preparaat. Het RLS
signaal wordt beı̈nvloed door de absorptie en andersom, maar doordat we ze
beide tegelijk meten aan dezelfde dispersie kunnen we ze met een wiskundige
methode ontrafelen. Omdat absorptie schaalt met het volume van de aggregaten en RLS met het volume in het kwadraat, kunnen we met de kennis
van beide de ontwikkeling van het aggregatiegetal Nagg , het gemiddelde
aantal chromoforen per aggregaat, goed inschatten, wat nieuwe inzichten
verschaft in het aggregatiemechanisme van dit type aggregaten.
In hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we het gecombineerde effect van rotatie en zogenaamde effectieve zwaartekracht Geff op zeer zuiver TPPS3.
Deze effectieve zwaartekracht wordt verkregen met behulp van diamagnetische krachten in een zeer sterke Bittermagneet. We vergelijken de resultaten met eerdere studies waar onder dezelfde condities chirale selectie
was waargenomen aan veel minder zuivere preparaten. In tegenstelling tot
het minder zuivere materiaal laat zuiver TPPS3 geen verschil zien tussen
roterende en stilstaande monsters voor wat betreft de snelheid van de aggregatie. Er treedt wel ook chirale selectie op, maar die hangt nu alleen van
de draairichting af en niet van de richting van de effectieve zwaartekracht.
Omdat de aggregaten van zuiver materiaal kleiner blijken te zijn, speelt
magnetische uitlijning waarschijnlijk geen rol, en moet de verklaring voor
de waargenomen gebroken spiegelsymmetrie puur in de hydrodynamica
gezocht worden.
In hoofdstuk 5 presenteren we het effect van magnetische velden
op coroneenkristallen, en bekijken we of een magnetisch veld in staat is
een polymorfverandering tussen de gebruikelijke γ− vorm en de recentelijk
nieuw gevonden β− vorm in de vaste fase te bewerkstelligen. Het hoofdstuk begint met de theorie van magnetische uitlijning. Thermodynamische
berekeningen laten vervolgens zien dat met name de oriëntatie-entropie belangrijk is, en dat zowel magnetische energie als oriëntatie-entropie gunstig
zijn om de β− polymorf te verkrijgen. Interessant genoeg blijkt dat er optimale combinaties bestaan voor de grootte van het kristal en de sterkte
van het magneetveld waar dit effect het grootst is. De berekeningen laten
zien dat het niet zo is dat eenvoudig een sterker veld aanleggen automatisch de kans zal vergroten om de γ− naar β− transformatie te laten
plaatsvinden. Dynamische lichtverstrooiing (DLS) laat zien dat het was
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gelukt om stabiele, gedispergeerde coroneenkristallen te maken. De magnetische uitlijning (MB) daarvan klopt netjes met de theoretische curve op
basis van de berekende diamagnetische susceptibiliteitstensor. De gecombineerde gegevens van donkerveldmicroscopie, DLS en MB geven sterke
aanwijzingen dat er inderdaad een polymorftransformatie in de vaste fase
plaats kan vinden als gevolg van het aangelegde magneetveld, wat soms
gepaard gaat met het fenomeen van “springende kristallen”. Dit is dan de
eerste waarneming van het magnetosalient effect, analoog aan het fenomeen
van springende kristallen als gevolg van een temperatuursverandering, dat
thermosalient effect genoemd wordt.
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